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V. SWAMINATHAN

A TEXTUAL PROBLEM IN ADVAITA

VEDANTA AND VYAKARANA

Sri Sankara resolves the compound ^raum in

BS. 1.3.1 into

TPIT

. On this statement in Sankara's Bias/a,

Anandagiri, author of the JVyayanirnaya, an authorita-

tive commentary on Sanakra's Biasja, observes:

This may be translated as; "One cannot raise the ob-

jection
- the presence of the substitute 3 (^0 in f^rfs; is

not justifiable since it is prohibited with reference to the

word ^by Panini, 6.4,85 - because the scope of the pro-

hibitory rule 6.4,85 is restricted to instances where the
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word preceding ^is other than (that which is technically
known as) a gati or Jcaraiopapada by the amendment

fti But here ^is preceded by f?e[, a

Jtaralopapadfa. The argument that the word fts[ Off) does

not have any claim to be an upapada on the ground that

in a Dvandva compound both the constituent members
are of equal status cannot sustain. For the substitute ^
(*R) could be easily obtained by attributing subordinate

status (upapadfatva) to ftft the first member with refer-

ence to ^the final member in the compound. That the

members of a Dvandva compound should be of equal
status is not a necessary condition, for deviation to this

condition is often met with in instances such as iN^qV
Therefore in l^rf? there is no violation of the rule pro-

hibiting ^ as in

The three rules referred to by Anandagiri, viz. aft;

^ft (6.4.83) together with the restrictive amendment
*

ift chKcftl H H$wH^4y$w "Wei, *T ^jjft<Ji: (6.4.85) and cfcff^ytf

(6.4.85) will operate, i.e. will replace the 3? in ^ only
in the immediate neighbourhood of a nominal inflection

with an initial vowel

aft: ^ft enjoins the replacement of 3S in ^ by ^ in the

liate neighbourhood of an inflection with an initial

vowel; ?*jgppft: prohibits this replacement of ^ and *wfniti

sets aside this prohibition and reinstates ^

Therefore the rules referred to by the commentator

cannot have any relevancy to the ^in ^uRj (in Sankara's

statement ^qiq iql ^PFT vrf^ ^nfif since $rrf^ is not a nominal

inflection.

From the commentator's reference to the restrictive

amendment and his stand in favour of the subservient
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character of fta ($) it is obvious that he is accounting
for- the replacement of 3? by q in the compound stem ipj

when immediately followed by an inflection with an ini-

tial vowel. By virtue of the compound being a Dvandva

the inflection that brings about the replacement of 3 in

^;can be none other than the nominative dual, viz. aft.

It immediately follows that the word in question is f*sft

wherein ^is substituted for 37.

One should not forget the fact that Anandagiri is

commenting upon Sankara's Bhasya and that he is ac-

counting for the grammatical correctness of a word in

Sankara's text.

Now it is evident that spft is a word in Sankara's

Bhasya and accordingly it must be a part of the vigraha-

vakya
, /

Needless to highlight that the text of Sankara's

Bhasya commented upon by Anandagiri possessed the

word jpsh and not igf^ as found in the printed editions of

the Bhasya accompanied by Anandagiri's commentary.

Anajidagiri's commentary along with Sankara's

Bhasya is available in three printed editions in Deva-

nagari characters:

(1) Anandasrama Press, Poona,

(2) together with two more commentaries - Bhamati of

Vacaspati Misra and Ratnaprabha of Govindananda,
N.S. Press, Bombay, and

(3) together with Bhamati and Ratnaprabh^ Venkate-

swara Steam Press, Bombay.
2

All printed editions invariably present the text of

Sankara's Bhasya under consideration as

l
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Therefore without fear of contradiction we may safely

assert that the text of Sankara's Bhasya as given in the

three printed editions with Anandagiri's commentary,
mentioned above, is not the one upon which Anandagiri
commented.

The universal practice among the Sanskrit commen-
tators is to write the word chosen for comments, pratika
first and then only the comments he offers. In the

present instance 1*4 being the word to receive com-
ments must come first and then the comment ^r *jg$Rt:

and so on, i.e. the commentary should run:

But in all the editions contain-

ing Anandagiri's commentary the word l^is conspicu-
ous by its absence. From the absence of f^ one could

draw the legitimate inference that the scribes who wrote

the manuscripts on which the printed editions are based

had inadvertently omitted the word dyubhvan.

This omission had resulted in tampering the text of

the commentary as we shall presently see.

The commentary, in print, reads ^U^I^^RIdft^^^l^iKlPi

^ir^il^Rfd %[ ..... qqtaifqqct W-<=ii<Vifa*>Hl As observed

already the commentator is accounting for the presence
of ^in ^t and accordingly the commentary should have

read ^U&fa^fcfa fi^iflU>qitqRi ^ un^nf^^ - - --- q qI*qifog ciW** 1 fa [ct

In the absence of ^g^ in the Bhasya as a part of it and
in the commentary as pratika the earnest student was
at a loss to connect the comments accounting for the oc-

currence of v, resulting from coalescence (sandhi) with

dyubhvau. The only word in the Bhasya with which he

could associate the comments is ^^rf^ (in
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which, contains v effected by coalescence with the

following vowel. To make this connection intelligible he

had no other course but to alter the text of the com-

mentary. Accordingly he replaced f^fiMr by l^Rpr, He
would not have ventured this tampering had he been

acquainted with the rules of grammar.

The omission of the pratlka: iMlfafd and the sub-

sequent alteration of |[*4tfqfw as u*3i^t% must have taken

place at a very distant past since they existed in the

manuscripts utilized for all tlie three printed editions.

In this context we derive some enlightenment from

Sadasivendrasarasvati, author of several works in Ad-

vaita. In his Brahmatativaprakasika* a brief commen-

tary on the Brabmasutras he resolves the compound
into w^ *JR U*5

", ispft 3fl?t 1FT, lli *2&<*4tif<~

In his commentary
Sadasivendrasarasvati closely follows Sankara's

a fact which even a superficial reader would not fail to

notice. It is patent that the passage (cited above) em-

bodying the resolution of the compound word is only a

summarized statement of Sankara's Bhasya cited in the

beginning of this article. It requires no skill to mention

that Sadasivendra has borrowed from Sankara's Bhasya,

the passage constituting the resolution of the compound
and the manuscript he used for his study of the Bhasya

must have read the passage as ^pw^ 1*4 (and not as

Further he was thoroughly acquainted with Ananda-

giri's commentary also. In the commencement of every

adhikarana he freely borrows the samgati - the intro-

duction to each adMkarana showing its consistent rela-

tion with the previous adhikarana - from Anandagiri's
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commentary. Even in the '^i^^i, now under consid-

eration, the two samgatis found in Sadasivendra's Vrtti

agree, even verbally, with those in Anandagiri's com-

mentary, It is also possible to hold that the manuscript
of Anandagiri

J

s commentary used by him for his stud-

ies, read the Bhasya passage under consideration as
'

1*4 and consequently the pratlka as

Anandagiri must have consulted several manuscripts
of the Bhasya for writing his commentary and since all

of them uniformly read the passage as ^jtew *JJF=r g^ft he

considered the passage as authentic and spared no pains
to justify the grammatical correctness of the compound
dyubhvau. Had he been aware of the other reading 15^
he would have at least made a mention of it or he would

not have taken this much pain to justify the compound
formation dyubhvau.

It could be asserted in no uncertain terms that all

the manuscripts of Sankara's Bhasya available in the

region from where Anandagiri hailed read the passage

uniformly as ^1*M y$*\ ^1 1 The other reading found in the

texts followed in the other commentaries was unknown
to the commentator.

From very ancient times the passage, in Sankara's

Bhasya^ under consideration, was handed down in two

different readings as the evidence of the manuscripts
show.

The grammatical rule iRIMwM qi**ii*t-^ gl^ ^s$t cited

by the commentator in order to justify the presence
of i in |p4 is an isti - a rule formulated by Patanjali,
the author of the Vyakarana-mahabhasya -

according
to Haradatta4 and Nagesa

5
. But the Mahabhasya reads
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this rule as a positive statement Jlfd<fcKcb^4^^ whereas
the Kasika presents it as a negative statement,

under 6.4.82s and 6,4.83. The.

Siddhantakaumudi7 also states the rule in the negative
form with slight variations:

The mle as cited by Anandagiri includes the word
not to be met with in the rule as found in the stan-

dard works on grammar. The presence of the word ^T^
in the rule cannot be dismissed as an insertion or inter-

polation made by an inadvertent scribe since Anandagiri
understands wr^in the sense of <*Mu4H (subordinate) and
takes pains to justify the subordinate status of ^ in a
Dvandva compound. Therefore Wl^ is a bona fide con-

stituent of the rule and some manuscripts of the Kasika
which the commentator had made use of might have
read the rule as

Future researches will bring to light the variations

in the body of the rule by a careful collation of all the

available manuscripts of the Kasika.
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SHANKAR GOYAL

PRABHAKARAVARDHANA
A NEW ASSESSMENT

, Prabhakaravardhana, the father of Harsa of the

Pusyabhuti dynasty, was born from Mahasenagupta,

Bana tells us that he was also famous by his second

name (pratiutaparanama) PratapasTla, The silver coins

bearing the legend s'ri pratapasala (= Sri Pratapastla)

yielded by the Bhitaura hoard
(Dist, Faizabad, U,P.)

have, therefore, been attributed to him, He was cer-

tainly the first independent king of the dynasty, His

advent is recorded by BSna in the following words !

From this Pusyabhfiti there issued a line of

kings , , In which line were born kings ,

thronging the regions with their armies ,

strong to support the world, , The line ao

proceeding, there was born in course of time a
1

king of kings named PrabhSkaravardhana , ,

l

Sana calls Prabh&kara raj'ffdiiiraj'a, i,e %ng of

kings', Harsa's records inform us that he Hi called
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Taxamabhattaraka
5 and 'MaharajadMraja'. Comment-

ing on this Biihler has observed that "he must have

been an independent sovereign and a man of some con-

sequence" and "no doubt owed his prosperity to his

valour". 2

According to Sana, Prabhakaravardhana was a lion

to the Huna deer, a burning fever to the king of Sindhu,

a troubler of the sleep of Gurjaras, a bilious plague to

that scent-elephant the lord of Gandhara, a destroyer

of the lawlessness (or skill) of the Latas, and an axe to

the creeper of Malava Laksmi, i.e. Malava fortune or

sovereignty.
3 These rulers, said to have been defeated

by Prabhakara, seem to have incurred little if any loss

of territory at his hands but, according to Devahuti,
Bana's rhetoric does indicate that the king of

Sthanvisvara was an ambitious ruler who attacked his

neighbours on the slightest pretext. War was to him
c

a favour'. A foe the discovery of a treasure. There is no

doubt that ultimately Prabhakaravardhana succeeded

in winning for himself a distinguished status among con-

temporary rulers. Through his campaigns he is said to

have levelled on every side, hills and hollows, -clumps
and forests, trees and grass, thickets and anthills, moun-
tains and caves'. According to the ancient treatises on

law, these served as landmarks showing boundaries be-

tween districts and regions,
4

However, a correct appreciation of Prabhakara-

vardhana J

s relations with the powers enumerated above

depend upon his status at that time. Let us now, there-

fore, examine the question of the identity of the over-

lords of the early Pusyabhutis in detail.
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As we have shown elsewhere5
Pusyabhuti, the

founder of the dynasty, flourished in the Gupta age.

Therefore, he and his immediate successors must have

been subordinates of the imperial Guptas. It is quite

possible that king Pusyabhuti fought some wars against

the Nagas of Mathura on behalf of Samudragupta, as

is indicated by his 'duel' with Srikantha Naga and by a

possible reference to his victory over the Surasenas.

The three immediate predecessors of Prabhakara

were also simply Maharajas. According to B.C. Gan-

guli, their title maharaja "leaves no doubt that they
were not very powerful chiefs" and it may "easily be sur-

mised that like the Maukharis, their immediate neigh-

bours in the east, the Pusyabhutis also took advantage
of the fall of Gupta Empire to found an independent

kingdom".
6 But the title maharaja in the sixth cen-

tury meant a subordinate status. Therefore, the early

Pusyabhuti Maharajas must have been subordinates of

some imperial power. Prabhakara was the first ruler

of his dynasty who assumed the title mahamjadhiraja,
But he also must have been a maharaja before he

claimed imperial status. Now, the question arises when

did he assume the imperial title - before or after or dur-

ing
- the campaigns enumerated above. Broadly speak-

ing, if he undertook them as a Maharaja, then it will

have to be accepted that he fought these wars, tech-

nically at least, on behalf of his Master whosoever he

was and if he was an emperor before he waged these

wars, then he must have fought them to enhance his

own power and prestige. Conceivably, he could have

waged some wars before the assumption of the impe-
rial title and some after its assumption. Let us, there-

fore, first try to identify the suzerain power to whom the

Pusyabhutis owed allegiance at the time of his
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accession and then try to determine till when he contin-

ued to owed his allegiance to it.

According to R.C. Majumdar, Maharajas Narava-

rdhana, Rajyavardhana I and Adityavardhana were

"feudatory chiefs acknowledging the supremacy either

of the Hunas or of the Guptas or of both at different

times. It is also very likely that the Maukharis exer-

cised supremacy over them". 7 On the other hand, B.N.

Sharma opines that acknowledgement of the supremacy
of the Guptas or of the Maukharis is feasible, but any
such respect to the Hiinas seems improbable for

"Prabhakaravardhana was at constant wax with the

Hunas'5

.
8 But Sharma has not understood the point

made by Majumdar correctly. Majumdar has talked

of the possibility of any of the three eeurly Pusyabhuti
ruTers acknowledging the overlordship of the Hunas, not

of Prabhakara being their feudatory, We feel that Nara-

vardhana, the first of the Pusyabhuti kings, mentioned

in the epigraphs of Harsa^ might have been a feuda-

tory of the Hunas, It may be recalled that he flour-

ished in the age of Mihirakula, and MiMrakula ruled

over the entire region from Gandhara and Kashmir to

Gwalior for more than a decade, for Ms Gwalior record

is dated in his 15th regnal year (c, 628 A.D.). Further, in

the Mandasor undated pill ax inscription of the AuHkara

emperor Yaiodharman it is said that MiMrakula bowed

Ms head before none except Lord Sth&giu* Now, Siva

was worsMpped u&dei; the name Sth5g.u especially at

Sthl^vllvara* the capital of !xikaiifha kingdom of the

PtifyabhStis and SthEajwTivara was well within the em-

pire of MiMrakidaj rather it was almost in the centre

of Ms empire, Therefore, it becomes quite reasonable

to assume that MiMrakda ?

s Ptisyabhflti contemporary
Naravardhana accepted the overlordsMp of the
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emperor. It is also not beyond the bounds of possi-

bility that Mihirakula made Sthanvisvara his capital,

as his prolonged stay there implied in Yasodharman's

statement about his steadfast and continued devotion to

Lord Sthanu, the god worshipped in that city,

suggests.

Thus, the first Pusyabhuti ruler mentioned in the

records of Harsa seems to have been under the subordi-

nation of the Hunas. It is also very likely that for some
time he had to accept the overlordship of the Aulikara

emperor Yasodharman, the conqueror of Mihirakula.

After the collapse of the Huna and Aulikara em-

pires, the Maukharis emerged as the imperial power in

North India. Therefore, it becomes a possibility wor-

thy of serious consideration that in the later half of

the sixth century the Pusyabhuti rulers became sub-

ordinates of the Maukhari emperors. As mentioned

above, R.C. Majumdar has noted the possibility of the

Maukharis exercising supremacy over the predecessors

of Prabhakaravardhana and B.N. Sharma opines that

the supremacy of the Maukharis over them is feasible.

However, neither Majumdar nor Sharma, and for that

matter nor any other scholar, has argued in detail for

the supremacy of the Maukharis over the predecessors

of Prabhakara. We, however, feel that the overlord-

ship of the Maukharis over the Pusyabhutis may be

very logically argued; nay, it may even be shown that

Prabhakara himself accepted their suzerainty till quite

late in his life. In this connection we would like to draw

the attention of scholars to the following facts :

1. In the later half of the sixth century, when the em-

pires of the Guptas, Hunas and Aulikaras were no more,
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the Maukharis emerged as the real Imperial power in

North India. In the east their empire extended up to

Magadha from the time of Sarvavarman at least. A
seal of Avantivarman is found from Sohnag (Gorakhpur

district) and the seals of Sarvavarman, Avantivarman

and the latter's son c
Su' have been found at Nalanda.

In the Sirpur inscription there is a reference to one

Suryavarman, 'born in the unblemished family of the

Vkrznans, great on account of (their) supremacy over

Magadha'.
9 The Varinans of this epigraph are generally

taken to be the Maukharis,
10 and this Suryavarman is

generally identified with the Suryavarman of the Harsa

record who was the son of Isanavarman. As remarked

by "B.C. Sircar, no Varman lords of Magadha except
the Maukharis are known. 11 The point is conclusively

proved by the Deo-Baranark inscription of Jivita-

gupta II,
12 which refers to Paramesvara Sarvavarman

and Paramesvara Avantivarman who are said to have

confirmed the grant of the village Varunika situated

in the Nagarabhukti that had earlier been made by

Baladitya (one of the Baladityas of the imperial Gupta
dynasty ),

As the Nagarabhukti included within it

Pataliptttra as well, this evidence shows that these

Maukhari monarchs ruled over Magadha.
13 Maukharis

are not known to have ruled beyond Magadha in the

east, but they did fight wars against the Gaudas during
the time of liinavarman, a rivalry which culminated in

the Gauda invasion under Sasinka on Grahavarman,

In the south the Maukhari empire extended up to

Btmdelkhand at least, for the Barah copper plate of

Bhojadem (V.S. 893=835 A.D.)
14 mentions Paramesvara

oarvavaxxauL) almost certainly identical with Sarva-

L, the son of I^Snavarman,
15 as making a grant of
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some land in the Udumbara visaya of Kalanjara
mandala.. Further a seal of Sarvavarman is said to have

been found from Asiragadh.
16 Some scholars17 have plau-

sibly argued that a seal, being small and easily portable,
could have been brought there from somewhere else and,

therefore, its discovery from Asiragadh does not prove
that it was included within the Maukhari dominion.

However, it should be remembered that as the Lords
of Dhara and of the Andhras and the Sulikas had al-

ready been defeated by the Maukharis, the authority
of Sarvavarman might have extended to the south of

the Vindhyas. Asiragadh would then be the southern

outpost of the Maukhari empire.
18 The fact that the

Maukhari queen Rajyasri sought shelter in the

Vindhyan forests is also indicative of the Maukhari rule

in that region.
19

In the west the extent of the Maukhari empire is not

known but it is certain that Raivataka mountain (Girnar
in Surastra) figures in the description of the campaigns
of Isvaravarman.

Thus, it is beyond any doubt that in the sixth cen-

tury AD,, with their capital at Kanauj the Maukharis

firmly ruled over what are now U.P. and Bihar and had
cast the net of their influence and warlike activities quite

wide in east, south and west. Therefore, it is only they
who could have been the overlords of the Puyabhutis,
who were their immediate neighbours.

2.
,
The fact that the Maukharis exercised supremacy

over Uttara-khanda, that is the hilly areas of U.P,, also

makes it certain that in the second half of the sixth cen-

tury the Pusyabhutis were subordinate to them. Firstly,
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it may be noted that the Aphsed inscription of

Adityasena, in connection with the Maukhari-Later

Gupta War in which Damodaragupta, the father of

Mahasenagupta, was killed, refers to the mighty ele-

phants of the Maukharis throwing aloft the troops of the

Bunas in battle,
20 while in the Harsacarita Bana places

the Huna enemies of Prabhakara in the Uttara-khanda.

As there is no indication whatsoever that the Hunas
had invaded North Indian plains in the post-Mihirakula

period, it may be presumed that like Prabhakara, the

Maufcharis also fought against them in the Uttara-

khanda. In that case it will also have to be presumed
that the Maukharis exercised authority over the

Pusyabhutis, for the kingdom of the Pusyabhutis lay
in between Kanauj, the Maukhari capital, and Uttara-
khanda of the Hunas.

3. This possibility becomes stronger in the light of the
evidence deposed by a charter found from the village
Nirmand of the Kangra district of the Kullu division. 21

It was issued some time in the seventh century by a cer-

tain Mahasamanta Maharaja Samudrasena and records
the renewal of a grant which had earlier been made
by Maharaja Sarvavarman. T.G. Aravamuthan22 and
B.P. Sinha23 have rightly identified this Sarvavarman
with Sarvavarman - the Maukhari emperor. The objec-
tion of R.S. TripatM

24 that the epithets of Sarvavarman
Mauihari were Paramesvara and Maharajadhiraja while
the Sarvavarman of this record was merely a Maharaja,does not have much force. For, sometimes imperial
sovereigns were mentioned by simpler titles in the
records of their own age.

2 * We should remember that

i
local rder of Kan when

the Maukhari empire had ceased to exist 26
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4. The discovery in 1966 of the Samoli (Chamoli) rock

inscription of Sarvavarman27 has conclusively

proved that the Uttara-khanda region was definitely in-

cluded in the empire of Sarvavarman, for it refers to Mm
as Maharajadhiraja Paramesvara and records the con-

struction of a temple and water reservoir by a Kshatriya

named Naravarman during his reign. Due to some un-

known reason K.K. Thaplyal has failed to include this

inscription in his Inscriptions of the Maukharis, Later

Guptas, Pnspabhutis and Yasovarman of Kanauj, pub-
lished in 1985.

Some scholars, it seems to us, have been deliberately

interpreting the available evidence to negate the pos-

sibility of the Maukhari overlordship over the Pusya-
bhutis. For example, Tripathi writes that the Maukhari

empire extended up to only the frontier of the Thane-

sar kingdom in the west.28 To negate the possibility

of Maukhari overlordship over the Pusyabhutis he as-

serts that Sarvavarman could not have been the mas-

ter of Kangra district which according to Tripathi, was

certainly included in the kingdom of Thanesar. He
also suggests that

^"the
Vardhanas were not strong in

this generation. Sarvavarman's undertakings against

the Hunas were a sort of help given to the Vardhanas to

repel their depredations and save northern India from

another Huna upheaval".
29

Similarly, while discussing

the Maukhari-Pusyabhuti relations in the age of

Sarvavarman Devahuti observes :

The Vardhanas were not very strong at this

stage, and Adityavardhana could not have chas-

tised the Hunas with his limited resources. The

task of curbing this menace was therefore left to

the Maukharis, whose power was in ascendancy
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at this time. Adityavardhana, as a lesser king,

may have willingly allowed Sarvavarman to pass

through his territory to repel the Hunas, who

were in fact a greater danger to his own small

kingdom than to the Maukharis of the Gangetic

doab, Tie may even have assisted Sarvavarman

in the task. The Maukharis, on their part, do

not seem to have used the occasion to humiliate

the Vardhanas ... .
30

But the logical corollary of Tripathi and Devahuti's

argument is not that the Pusyabhutis willingly allowed

the Maukharis to pass through their kingdom (such

things rarely, if at all, happen in actual politics); its

logical corollary will be that the Pusyabhutis were the

subordinates of the Maukharis. And the evidence for

this is there in the form of the Nirmand inscription

of Samudrasena which proves Sarvavarman 9

s hold over

the Kangra district (Devahuti accepts the identification

of the Sarvavarman of this epigraph with Sarvavarman

Maukhari, but inexplicably does not accept its implica-

tions) and the SamoK rock edict of the time of Sarva-

varman himself which also proves that UttaraTkhanda

(and, therefore, the intervening Pusyabhuti kingdom

also) was included in the Maukhari empire. As this

inscription came to light in 1966, R.S. Tripathi while

writing his History of Kananj in 1937, was obviously
unaware of it; but it must have been known to Devahuti

whose Earsa : A Political Study was first published in

1970. She does not mention it even in the second edition

of this work published in 1983.

K.K. Thaplyal places the three predecessors of

Prabhakara in c, 500-80 A.D. and, strangely enough,
makes them the "feudatories of the Imperial Guptas",

31
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though the imperial Gupta hegemony in any region in

the west beyond eastern U.P. in the post-Mihirakula

period is unthinkable and, as is well-known, they them-

selves completely disappeared from the North Indian

scene in 550-51 A.D. Thaplyal, writing his book on the

inscriptions of this period as late as 1985, curiously

also does not make a reference to the Samoli inscrip-

tion which makes Sarvavarman the ruler of the Uttara-

khanda region and remains non-committal regarding

the evidence of the Nirmand inscription and its impli-

cations about the suzerainty of the Maukharis over the

Pusyabhutis.

Prom the above discussion it is obvious that the

Maukharis definitely ruled over U.P., Bihar and adjoin-

ing regions, but their warlike activities were spread in

a much larger area encompassing Bengal, the Himalaya

region, the Vindhya region, etc. It, therefore, becomes

highly likely that the three predecessors of Prabhakara-

vardhana, who were their immediate neighbours and

whose kingdom lay in between the Kanauj region and

the Huna principality, were also under the hegemony
of the Maukharis. Prom this it logically follows that

Prabhakaravardhana was also a feudatory ruler of the

Maukharis till some point of time of his reign. But

till when? We believe that quite strong indications are

there to show that he was under Maukhari overlordship

till sometime after the marriage of his daughter Rajyasri

with Grahavarman. Let us state our case:

1. That Prabhakara had been under Maukhari over-

lordship, is indicated by his description in the epigraphs

of Harsa. It is exactly similar to the description of Hari-

varman as found in the Maukhari epigraphs excepting

the change in the name of the deity (from
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Ekacakraratha to Cairadhara) and the title Maharaja

given to Mm. The influence of the lines on the de-

scription of Prabhakara is too obvious to be ignored

and suggests that the Pusyabhutis copied them from

the Maukhari epigraphs which, in the light of the ev-

idence quoted above, would strongly suggest that the

Pusyabhutis had been under Maukhari influence.

2. That Prabhakara was under the overlordship of

the Maukharis when the marriage of Rajyasri with Gra-

havarman took place is proved by a very interesting

fact concerning the respective ages of Rajyasri and Gra-

havarman, first brought to light by S.R. Goyal. He

points out that at the time of her marriage Rajyasri was

hardly twelve years old. When Prabhakara arranged

her marriage with Grahavarman he describes her as a

newly grown woman (tarumbhuta)^ nearing maturity

(jauvanaramfaJia) and as one 'whose bosoms are swelling

(payodharonnatir asyai).
32 At the time of the marriage

ceremony also she was 'not too tightly embraced by

womanhood 5

(yauvanena natinirbharam upagudham}.
33

A comparison of her age with that of Rajyavaxdhana and

Haxsa also shows that she was born in c. 592 A.D. and

could not have been much more than twelve years of

age when her marriage took place around 603-04 A.D.34

It is usually believed that at that time Grahavarman

was also a youngman. But, according to S.R. Goyal,

that was not so. He points out that according to Bana

Divakaramitra, a Buddhist saint, was a boyhood friend

( balamitra)
35 of Grahavarman. But at the time Harsa

met Divakaramitra in the Vindhya region shortly af-

ter the murder of Grahavarman in 603 A.D. The Bud-

dhist saint had reached middle age (madhyame vayasi

Faxtamanam divakaramltram adrafosit). It, therefore,

follows that at the time of his marriage in 603-04 A.D.
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Grahavarrnan also must have been of middle age (ma-

dhyamavaya) which can hardly mean anything less than

about 35 years.
36 That being so, it must be admitted

that he was more than twenty years older than Rajyasri.

This by any standard cannot be regarded as something
natural or normal. If Prabhakara agreed with the 're-

quest
5

of more than thirty-five year old Grahavarman

for marrying twelve years old Rajyasri with him, then

one must admit that he was most likely not in a position

to refuse such a 'request
5

. It is an eloquent proof of the

subordination of the Pusyabhutis to the Maukharis up
to the time of the marriage of Rajyasri with Grahavar-

man in c. 603-04 A.D.

3. The manner in which Bana describes Prabhakara's

acceptance of the proposal of Grahavarman for this mar-

riage, also indicates in the same direction. In the fourth

chapter of his flarsacarita, at one place he tells us that

Prabhakara came to think about the necessity of arrang-

ing the marriage of Rajyasri when one day he heard a

man in the outer court sang an arja about the anxi-

ety created by a growing daughter in the heart of her

father :

At the time of the bosoms swelling,

growing with the passing of each rainy season,

A daughter brings low her father,

like a river its bank, in a whirlpool of agitation.
3T

Hearing this he dismissed the servants and expressed

his concern to his queen YasomatI about the maturity

of Rajyasn. So far this is a natural drift of events. But

suddenly we are told that Prabhakara informed his wife

in tie same conversation that :
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Now at the Head of ail royal houses stand the

Mukharas, worshipped, like Siva's foot-print,

by all the world. Of that race's pride, Avan-

tivarman's eldest son, Grahavarman by name,
who lacks not his father's virtues, a prince like

the lord of planets descended upon earth, seeks

our daughter. Upon him, if your majesty's

thoughts are likewise favourable, I propose to

bestow her.38

Now both these things cannot be true: Either

Prabhakara got the idea that Rajyasri had become ripe

for marriage from the arya sung in royal court yard or

he had received the message of Grahavarman seeking
the hand of Rajyasri on which he wished to consult his

queen. It may also be noted that even from the stan-

dard of that age Rajyasri had not become so mature as

to cause an anxiety to her father, Therefore, by these

literary devices Bana is obviously trying to hide the fact

that Prabhakara agreed to the proposal of Grahavarman
because he was not in a position to refuse it though from
the point of view of REjyaiirPs age the Maukhari king
was not at all a suitable match.

4, Viewad from this angle, Bl^a's ralaieacea to the

Matifcliarii mnume mew significance . According to Mm,
while apprising Mi queen about the manage of Gra-

havaraan, PrabhEkata himself told her that "at the

head of all royal houses stand the Mukharas, wonWppd
like Siva'i footprint by U the world11

.
w Griluvanxua ii

abo described by Wm as Mtho lo?d of planets dtiendid

upon earth",40

From the nbem? facts it that PvabhUku*
Wni still imder the noninil siuerduty of the
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Maukharis in c. 603-04 though it may readily be con-

ceded that he must have been a very powerful potentate

aspiring to become fully independent. It is in the light

of this conclusion that we should examine the nature

of his relations with the Hunas, Gandharas, the king

of Sindhu, the Malavas, the Latas and the Gurjaras

mentioned by Bana. According to Smith Prabhakara-

vardhana was 'successful' against these enemies and en-

hanced his status and prestige considerably.
41

C.V. Vaidya supports Smith and says that he was 'un-

doubtedly the premier king of Northern India' who 'de-

feated and humbled' the powers referred to in the

JTarsacarita.
42 About 605 A.D. he was "by far the most

powerful king in Hindustan and he was well justified

in assuming the titles of Maharajadhiraja and Parama-

bhattaraka".43 R.K. Mookerji adds that he very nearly

attained "the position of an emperor by subduing or

over-awing a number of countries and peoples all over

Northern India",44 On the other hand, Tripathi does not

fully agree to above conclusions and opines that "it ap-

pears that in the above passage of the JETarsacarita we

have only a poetical description of PrabhSkara-

vardhana's excellence and greatness as compared with

the othar contemporary rulersVs G.S, Chatterji also

does not find any basis for these conquests,
41 Majum-

cbr is of the opinion that the "poetical description leaves

us in doubt whether hi actually difeatad these powers
of was a mr threat to

Lit m now diicuis the 'campaigns
1

of Prabhltofa-

Tiidhanft in detail in the Eght of our conclusion

that till 60S-04 he was subordinate to the Maukhirii

aadj thprifor
t
could have btcomt iadipindtmt only to-

wards the dose of his reign,
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The HUnas
, though no longer a major danger in the

time of Prabhakaravardhana, were still active enough.

Rajyavardhana II, when deputed by his father to at-

tack them, is said to have 'entered the region which

blazes with Kailasa's lustre
5

.

48 The success of the crown-

prince against the Hunas may have been the basis of

Sana's phrase: hunaharinakesaxi^ 'a lion to the Huna

deer
1

,
used for Prabhakaravardhana,49

However, it is

more likely that Prabhakara fought against the Hiinas

earlier as well on behalf of his Maukhari overlords. Ma-

jumdar's view that 'probably no conflict took place'

is unconvincing for "long white bandages", says Sana,

"bound about arrow-wounds received in the battle while

conquering the Hunas, dotted his (Rajyavardhana IPs)

form".50

Prabhakaravardhana is also said to have been a

threat to the king of Sindhu. But there is no reason

to assume that he came into actual conflict with him,

The area indicated by the term 'Sindhu' has varied from

time to time. According to Devahuti, "On the basis of

Hsiian-tsang's account, it may be said that the whole re-

gion from just below the great confluence of the Satluj

and Indus down to the sea was politically subject to

Sindh. Hstian-tsang describes 'sintu* proper as approx-

imately 1,167 miles
4

in circuit
5

,
with its capital at

{

P'i-

shan-p'o-pu-lo', which Cunningham attempts to iden-

tify with Abhijanava-pura or Alor. Bana is probably

referring to this kingdom of Sindhu, which lay not very
far south-west of Sthanvisvara, and was one of the three

kingdoms of Takka, Sindhu, and Gurjara which touched

the boundary of the Vardhana kingdom in the west". 51

Later Harsa is said to have 'won fame by pounding a

king of Sindu'. 52
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With the Gandharas also Prabhakaravardhana had

only hostile relations. There is no reason to assume that

he ever fought against them. Gandhara was situated on

the western bank of the Indus, and is to be identified

with Kan-t
9

o-lo of Yuan Chwang.
53 He states that the

country, with its capital at Purusapura (Peshawar) was

subject to Kapisa. The northern part of the region that

lay between Gandhara and Sthanvisvara was subject to

Kashmir at the time of Yuan Chwang's visit to it in c.

631 A.D. But the political situation of this region, now
in Pakistan, may have been quite different during the

reign of Prabhakaravardhana.

No mention is made by Bana of any war of

Prabhakara against the Gurjaras; he was only
4a trou-

bler of the sleep of their king'. The Gurjaras of Bana
also probably belonged to the Punjab, and are now rep-
resented by the Gujarat and Gujaranwala districts. 54

The view that the Gurjaras of Bana may be identified

with the Pratiharas of Mandor (Jodhpur) whose dy-

nasty was founded by Haricandra,
55 a Brahmana, in the

middle of the sixth century A.D. is not correct because

the Pratiharas of Mandor never call themselves Gurjaras
and there is no reason to assume that they belonged to

this tribe.

According to Biihler, Latas were the Gurjaras of

Bharuch. Raychaudhari, however, suggests that the

La^as may have reference to the Kalacuris who finally

ousted the Later Guptas from Vidisa in or about 608

A,D.56 According to Vatsyayana, the Lata country rep-
resented the land between Tapti and Mahl rivers to

the west of Malwa. The Aihole inscription informs us

that the Latas, the Malavas and the Gurjaras were sub-

dued by Pulakesin II. To us it is difficult to believe that
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Prabhakara conquered such a distant country as Lata.

At the most it may be maintained that he might have

participated in some wars of the Maukharis in which

Latas were on the opposite side. Many other examples

of this type are known. Such claims are usually based on

some insignificant but concrete fact and create a great

hurdle in historical reconstruction.

According to Mookerji, ^Prabhakaravardhana's
ad-

versary in Malava was king Siladitya, son and successor

of Yasodharman, whose reign came to an end about 583

A.D. He maintains that Prabhakaravardhana attacked

him as a leader of a confederacy consisting of the

Maukharis of Kanauj, Pusyabhutis of Thanesar and the

Guptas of Eastern Malwa. It has also been maintained

by Mm that Prabhakaravardhana "regarded himself as a

special rival of SHaditya from the fact that his wife queen

Yasovati was the daughter of Yasodharman Vikra-

maditya. Thus it was a contest between a son and

a son-in-law for the Malava imperial throne". 57 Unfor-

tunately Mookerji has not given any basis for such a

conclusion. To us it appears that king (Devagupta) of

Malava, known to us from Harsa's inscriptions, who was

also the ^wicked lord of Malava' who killed Grahavar-

man, was Prabhakara's enemy. A war against him,

though indecisive, seems to have formed the basis of

Bana's statement.

Prom the above discussion it is apparent that

Prabhakara's relations with his neighbours do not nec-

essarily imply an expansion of his kingdom. With some
of them -

Sindhu, Gandhara and Gurjara - he had only
hostile relations; against the Hunas of the North he sent

an expedition under his son Rajya and probably earlier

took part in the Huna wars of his Maukhari overlords;
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against the Latas also lie at tlie most might have fought

some wars for his Maukhari suzerains. It is only against

the Malavas that a specific mention is made about his

being 'an axe for their glory'. It may imply an armed

struggle probably against the rebellious Devagupta, who

had forced Kumaragupta and Madhavagupta to seek

shelter in the Thanesar court.

Bana refers to the coronation of Prabhakara from

which B.N. Sharma deduces that he had become com-

pletely independent.
58 But this interpretation may or

may not be correct, for coronations took place of feuda-

tory chiefs as well. Bana, for example, refers to the

coronation of a certain Kumara (atra devenabbisiktah

kumarah] by Harsa apparently under his suzerainty and

the Maitraka inscriptions mention that Dronasimha,
who was only a feudatory chief, was coronated by the

Supreme Lord, the Sole Lord, the Sole Lord of the cir-

cumference of the whole world (akhilabhuvanamandala-

bhogaikasvamina paramasvawdna svayamupafdtarajya-

bhisekah) ,
59

However, despite all this, it may be admitted that

some time after the marriage of Rajyasri and before his

death Prabhakara assumed independence and the title

maharajadhiraja. In the political situation of the period

he could feel emboldened enough to do so. The rise of

Sasanka and the expansion of his power towards Kanauj,

ultimately culminating in the murder of Grahavarman,
could not have been a bolt from the blue; the process of

Gauda expansion from Kamarupa to Kanauj must have

taken several years. The Pusyabhuti monarch must

have been aware of the fact that Grahavarman, his

suzerain and son-in-law, had lost Magadha and east-

ern U.P. to Sasanka, In this situation if he. chose to
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proclaim himself a Mahaxajadhiraja, then the Maukharis

could hardly do anything about it.

During the reign of Prabhakara the rapprochement of

Vedic and Pauranika religion was in full swing. Like his

father Adityavardhana, who has been described as one

"who by the pervading smoke of more than a hundred

sacrifices turned the prime of Indra grey",
60 he was also

interested in the Vedic rituals. At one place Bana tells

us :

Beneath his rule the golden age seemed to bud
forth in close packed lines of sacrificial posts,

the evil time to flee in the smoke of sacrifices

meandering over the sky, heaven to descend in

stuccoed shrines, Dharma to blossom in white

pennons waving over temple minarets, the vil-

lages to bring forth a progeny of beautiful ar-

bors erected on their outskirts for meetings,
alms' houses, inns, and women's marquees,
Mount Meru to crumble in a wealth of

utensils all of gold, a very cornucopia to bear

fruit in bowls of riches lavished upon
Brahmana.61

Personally Prabhakara was a great devotee of Aditya.
The records of Harsa call him Paramadityabhakta. Bana
also states ;

The king was by natural proclivity a devotee
of the sun. Day by day at sunrise he bathed,
arrayed himself in white silk, wrapt his head in

a white cloth, and keeling eastwards upon the

ground in a circle smeared with saffron paste,

presented for an offering a bunch of red lotuses
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set in a pure vessel of ruby and tinged, like

his own heart, with the sun's hue. Solemnly

at dawn, at midday, and at eve he muttered a

prayer for offspring, humbly with earnest heart

repeating a hymn having the sun as its centre.62

According to Devahuti, the later part of this descrip-

tion betrays foreign, probably Persian, influence.63 The

presence of the Maga astrologer Taraka in his court sup-

ports this view.
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M. SRIMANNARAYANA MURTI

FALSE PHONEMES IN

PANINIAN TRADITION

'False phonemes' are those groups of articulated

sounds which are considered to be falHng outside the

class of phonemes admitted by the speech community

of each language. Even though the number of sounds

produced by human beings is very large by the vari-

ation of the place of contact (stiana), type of con-

tact, articulator
( iaraaa) and effort (prayatna), each

speech community imposes restrictions on its members

as regards the freedom that could be availed in pro-

nunciation. Thus what is a phoneme in one language

becomes a false phoneme in another. In cases where

such languages coexist being geographically related, as

in bilingual areas, neither the speaker finds difficulty in

pronunciation of the true and false phonemes, nor the

listener fails to recognize them. But the phoneticians

and the grammarians, as for example the authors of the

pratisaihyas, sibas and vyaiaranas in Indian context,

take care of the distinction, to preserve the language

from rapid change and to protect the ancient texts in

tact in tradition.
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Even in the case of true phonemes, each individual

phoneme is indeed different from the same occurring

elsewhere within a word. For example in (Janda agram
and d&ndah) the a-phoneme at each place is different

from the other. It implies that the pronunciation of a is

subjected to variation because of its neighboring conso-

nants and breaks. 1 To strike a compromise Katyayana

speaks of akrtP *a common factor of all the phonemes'
which forms the base for the identification of the genus

(jaii). Discussions of Pataiijali and Bhartrhari hint at

four grammatical speculations about phonemes, namely,
1. standard phonemes, 2. allophones, 3, jati-sphota and
4. false phonemes.

1. Standard Phonemes:

Standard phoneme is an 'isolate phoneme' which is

pronounced in isolation by the native member belonging
to the elite group (sisfa) of the speech community. As
the vocal organs of the speaker lie at rest before artic-

ulation, one can observe the positioning of the articula-

tor (larana), place of contact (stMna), type of contact

(e.g. no-contact, partial contact, full contact), effort

(prajatea) of the speaker. Similarly the stages in the
restoration to rest can also be observed to identify the
duration of time taken for the total action. The silsas,
pr&tisakhyas and grammars, including the Vedic texts
theorize the phonetic and phonological modifications on
the baas of these standard phonemes.

The siksas concentrate mainly on the description of
the isolate forms. The pr&tisaldiyas deal with the syn-
thesis of sounds occurring in concatenation in words
and sentences. The vyaiaranas deal with sandhis and
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phonological changes including the suprasegmental

phonemes like accent.

The Aksarasamennnaya 'list of phonemes' prefixed to

the Astadhyayi is one example of standard phonemes.
3

Inversely the speech community is taught with taboos

to be disciplined to be close to these standards.

Indian traditional medicine Ayurveda views the tone

or quality of sound -with reference to pitch and strength

as another feature in human speech process. The

Caraka-samhita accounts for the difference of sound

quality (voice) in healthy and sick persons. The sound

quality in healthy persons is natural and it resembles to

the sound of swan (jhamsa), curlew (iratmca), the voice

of a wheel (nemi), large kettle drum (dnndnbhi), spar-

row (kalavinka), crow (iafca), pigeon (Jcapota), and of

a sort of drum called jharjara (which is as of splashing

or dropping). These are natural sounds (prajbii-sraras)

found in healthy persons.
4 When a person takes ill, his

voice sounds variously as that of parrot (sufca), low

(JcaJa),
swallowed (grasta), indistinct (avyalcta), stutter-

ing (with involuntary repetitions of parts of phonemes)

(gadgada), infirm (or slight) (Jbsama), sadly (dma) and

crowded with involuntary repetition of phonemes

(anttfclraa).
5 These are called modified sounds (viirti-

svaras). Then one phoneme uttered by a sick person

may sound as many or sound as several phonemes si-

multaneously.

2. Allophones:

Allophones are the *

corporate phonemes'. When the

phonemes are pronounced in a quick sequence to main-

tain samhita 'a regular form of pronunciation
5 no
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particular phoneme can be pronounced In the same way
as its isolate phoneme; for, the place of contact, type
of contact, articulator and the effort are to be changed

quickly so as to commensurate with the thought. Any
change in the duration of articulation produces a sep-

arate sound, which of course a modern acoustician can

demonstrate, if proof be needed, with his spectrograms,
These durations fall logically on both sides of the stan-

dard pronunciation. Hence the standard pronunciation
can also be the mean pronunciation. All such sounds

which fall within the range of the standard pronunci-
ation are considered as aJUophones. The Indian gram-
marians take these allophones as the individuals and
the standard phoneme as the mean form or common
element (airii).

6
Expressed otherwise it tantamounts

with the modern definition of phoneme as offered by
Robins: "Phoneme is a class of phonetically similar

sounds, contrasting and mutually exclusive with all sim-

ilar classes in the language".
7
Taking into considera-

tion of the phonemes in relation with their rolje in the

thought process of the speaker and his listener in com-
munication of meaning, the j&ti-sphota. is theorized by
the grammarians.

3. Jati-spiiota;
8

In the process of articulation of speech Isounds,
Bhaxtrhari recognizes three stages. In the firist stage
called paramopamsH^

9 the phoneme is called spiofa,
and it just bursts forth in the mind of the speaker with
out any beginning of the articulation process.

10 As the

phoneme is conceived in the mind, it is called

pasyanti. The articulation actually takes place in the
second and third stages said the phoneme is called dhvani
or nacfa. 1m the second stage which is called upamsu,
the phoneme is externalized in the speaker's mind by
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the functioning of prana in exhalation. The dhvani in

this stage gets the distinctions of duration called short

(irasva), long (dirgita) and extra-long (pluta).
11 As it

is audible to the speaker, he recognizes the time se-

quence and phonological patterns, but he does not have

any control over the duration of the phonemes. The

phonemes may be made corrupt at this stage by select-

ing a phoneme of one duration or of one class for another

of different duration or of another class. This change of

phonemes results in change of meaning of a word, a

sentence, a discourse or the whole text. The grammar,

lexicon, etc. come to help to avoid such mistakes. Hence

it is called prajcrta-divam and also madiyama-vafc, for

the process of articulation is in the middle stage. The
sounds get all phonological distinctions and these dis-

tinctions are intrinsic of the language.
12 In the third

stage which is called samitrta-irama, the phonemes be-

come audible to the listener and hence they are also

called vailiari-yaJc,13 Because of the human interven-

tion in the delivery of phonemes, they get distinctions

of rapidity (druta), medium (madhyama) and. slowness

( viJam&ita) . External variations axe caused by the ve-

locity of the exhaled breath, speech habits of the speaker

and the physiological form of the organs of articulation.

So Bhartrhari calls it vaikrta-dhvani.

4. False Phonemes:

Contraction and expansion of the vocal cords, ap-

proximation of the back, blade and front of the tongue
with the places of contact, positioning of the lips, open-

ing or closing of the nasal passage, energy with which

the breath is exhaled, physiological and pathological

conditions of the lungs, vocal cords and buccal cavity

and psychological disposition of the speaker determine
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very much the nature of allophones. Only those sounds

which are very close to the standard phonemes are rec-

ognized as allophones. The listener is gratified when
he could easily understand his speaker, and thus the

speech community is the final authority to determine

the number of allophones. Expressed otherwise all such

sounds which could be related to the standard phoneme
are recognized as allophones and the rest are considered

as false phonemes.

The number of false phonemes in any language, as

Kaiyata observes, could be as many as the number of de-

scendants in the gotra ^patronymic name' of a family.
14

These false phonemes could be classified into two

classes, namely voluntary and involuntary. The volun-

tary false phonemes are those which are intentionally

pronounced and practiced. For example Panini pro-
nounced a as a open vowel an the Prafyaiara-sfitra aiun

with viVrta-prayaina in his alsara-samamnaya. The

voluntary false phonemes serve as much as the stan-

dard phonemes in an artificial or code language, These
false phonemes are generated at the prafcrta-dvani stage
itself.

The involuntary false phonemes are those which are

produced by the speakers because of indolence, psycho-

logical aberrations and physiological deformities. The

physiological deformities are of two types, namely per-
manent and temporary. The permanent deformities are

those which are congenital malformations like split lip,

cleft palate, and unsized vocal cords, and those which
occur because of age and accident leading to loss of

teeth, etc. Some of these defects may be rectified by
surgical intervention. Temporary deformities arise be-
cause of physical exercise, sicknesses like consumption.
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ulceration of lungs (uraiJcsata),
15 loss of vitality, ner-

vous diseases and diseases in the abdomen by intake

of unhealthy food. 16 The traditional Ayurvedic expo-
nents of medicine and surgery like Caraka an4 Susruta

speak of remedies too for faulty pronunciations caused

by psychological and pathological reasons. Thus these

are produced^ in the vaikrta-dhvani in the third stage

(i.e. vaikhari-vak}. These are called yadrccha-sabdas

'involuntary sounds 5

.

17

The false phonemes, which gain stay in the spoken
dialects and in profane literatures, are aimed at to be
eliminated in the ritualistic or ecclesiastical literature.

Therefore the pronunciation has also fallen into the ju-
risdiction of religion.

18
Religion in its broad sense is

nothing but a package of actions combining men and
materials with a tight schedule of programme covering
all the time of awaken stage. Speech is one of such,

activities which has its influence over the social, politi-

cal and religious institutions. 19 The Chandogyopanisad,
2.22 spells out clearly the need for absolutely correct

articulation of phonemes without any fault in pronun-

ciation, lest one would fail to get the strength of Indra,
benevolence of Brahma and release from death.20

Consonants depend upon vowels for their pronunci-
ation. The duration of each consonant is half that of

a short vowel like is.
21 Thus the falsification of spirants

and stops arises by sharing the qualities of other groups.
For example the spirants are falsified by two defects

called grasta 'swallowed
9 and nirasta 'dropping

5
. When

the partial contact of the tongue with the place of con-

tact is less than what is required, it shares the character-

istics of the vowel and thus the spirant is swallowed and

merged with the vowel by which it is not properly heard.
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When the contact is more than what is required it shares

the qualities of the consonant leading to the merge of

the spirant with the consonant, consequently amount-

ing to complete dropping. In the case of stops, they

are falsified by not maintaining the total contact (an-

abMhita) of the tongue with places of contact.22 Thus

they share the characteristics of the vowels and spirants

depending up on the distance in approximation. The
vowels on the other hand are the life of speech because

of their independency in pronunciation and elasticity in

duration.21

Fault in pronunciation arises because of non-synchro-
nization of the prakrta-dhvam and the vaikrta-dhvani.

In other words, while a particular phoneme has taken

shape in the articulatory stage of prakrata-diavi, the

physiological mechanism is set for another phoneme -

which may be of the same language or of any other

language which the speaker is familiar with. The phys-

iological synchronization fails because of three reasons,

namely, a) faults of articulators (Jcaraizas), b) faults of

proximation (sthana) and c) faults of effort (prayatna).

Patanjali quotes two passages which list faulty

pronunciations of vowels. 23
They are, 1. samvrta,

2. jfcsviima, 3. romasa, 4. nirhata 5. icala, 6. eiiiJcria,

7. ambukrta, 8. grasta, 9. dhmata, 10. avilambita,
11. ardhaka^ 12. nzrasta, 13. sandasta, 14. praglta and
15. npagita.

A. Faults of articulators:

1. Samvrta (closing of artieulator):

It arises when any vowel other than a is pronounced
with closed vocal cords. The short a is pronounced with
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minimum opening of the Yocal cords. In the case of

other vowels, the vocal cords are drawn wide open.
24

2* Ksvinna (shaking of articulators);

It arises when the artictilator is shaken, as for exam-

ple the tip of the tongue in the articulation of the trill

r.
25

3. Romasa (mixing of articulators):

It arises from the the inadvertent movement of the

articulators at different places of contact in quick suc-

cession within the pronunciation of a single vowel (as

in the pronunciation of Allahabad). This results in the

production of an indistinctive sound. Just as short hair

covering the skin conceals its colour, short sounds of

other neighboring phonemes cover the vowel and ob-

scure it.
26

B. Faults of poxiraation:

The sonority, i.e. the capacity of giving out loud

or rich sound, gets diversified by faulty positioning of

articulators at wrong places of contact in the buccal

cavity.

4. Nirhata (harsh):

It arises when the vowel is produced in a very harsh

voice jarring to the ear by expulsion of more breath from

the lungs through the larynx and buccal cavity.
27

5. Kala (misplacing of articulator):

It arises from the positioning of the articulator at a

wrong place. For example the positioning of the back.
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blade and front of the tongue in wrong places make
the sonority of the sound low, soft and sometimes even

melodious. A melodious sound may be good in music,

but it is faulty in a normal conversation. This is also

called laJcaliJca,
28

6. Enlkrta (fluttered):

While in kala the articulator is positioned near a

wrong place, in enikrta, it is positioned near several

places, just as the deer casts its eyes on objects of its vi-

sion. For example in the pronunciation of the

vowel o, if the rounding of the lips is rapidly changed,
a doubt arises as to whether it is the vowel o or an.29

7. Ambvkr& (shut off);

It arises from the total contact of the articulator with

the place of articulation, resulting in total obstruction

of the breath in the buccal cavity. It results in the

sounding of a vowel as a voiced consonant and thus the

vowel intended by the speaker can never be recognized

by the listener.
30

Note: In the name ambukrta^ mb is onomatopoeic
sound signifying the total blocking of the buccal pas-

sage by shutting lips.
31 Ambu in ambukrta may also

be taken to mean water; pronunciation of vowel, fill-

ing the mouth with saliva, is impossible, for the pas-

sage cannot be opened properly.
32

8. Grasta (swallowed):

It arises from the total obstruction of the breath

at the root of the tongue and change of articulator to
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another position needed for the succeeding phoneme* It

results in total inaudibility o the vowel.33

C. Faults of effort:

These arise from the change of effort at the thorax by
which the velocity of the breath exhaled also changes,

leading to the change in the form of the phoneme.

9. Dhmata (blown up):

It arises from increasing the quantity of breath in ex-

halation resulting in irregular functioning of vocal cords
,

by which the sound pronounced is like blowing of wind.34

10. Avilambita (hasten):

It arises when a proper time gap is not allowed be-

tween a vowel and its neighbouring sound.35

11. Ardhaka (halfen):

It arises when the duration of the vowel is reduced to

half. Vowels with the duration of half of Sanskrit vowels

are obtained in some other languages. But it is a false

phoneme in Sanskrit.36 However it entered into Vedic

also; hence "one vowel is shortened before another; e

and o are also pronounced e and o before a" ,

37

12. Nirasta (cast off):

It arises when no time is allowed for a vowel, which

was conceptualized in the prakrta-dhvani. It means that

the duration of the vowel is not even hall It occurs

when the sounds in a cluster are pronounced hurriedly.
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The difference of sounds is observed leading to noncog-
nition of the vowel by the listener.

38

13. Sandasta (spread out):

It arises when more time than what is required is

allowed. By this the vowel appears as grown in its

duration. 39

14. Pragita (sung with primary tone) 2

It arises when the vowel is sung in a musical scale,

Singing is a specific mode of pronunciation of diatonic

and chromatic scales involving pitch, harmony and

rhythm.
40

15* Upagita (sung with secondary tone):

When a particular vowel is sung in pragfta, other

vowels in its neighbourhood also undergo change to

a secondary tone to make the whole word or verse fit

for melodious singing.
41

USE OF FALSE PHONEMES

As mentioned already false phonemes are very much
known to the speech commtuuty because of cross cul-

tural interactions and horizontal and vertical migra-
tions. So they need to be accommodated in the language
under special circumstances to obtain certain special
effects.42 Thus for example pragma and upagfta are two
faults in pronunciation of vowels. Even though such mu-
sical sounds fall outside the field of standard phonemes,
they are considered legal in cases of special purposes
as in the case of samagana, etc.43 These two faulty
pronunciations become illegal in the case of the siitras
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of Panini. The discussion of Patanjali confirms the

employment of some faulty pronunciations in the suira-

pathas too. For example Panini pronounced the closed

(samvrta) vowel a as open (vivrta) on a par with the

open vowel a to obtain certain grammatical operations
with in the jurisdiction of the generation of derivatives

of Sanskrit forms, and at the end he declared with the

last rule a a (Pan. 8.4.68) that out side the grammatical

exercise, the vowel a is always closed.44 This distinction

of prakriya 'analysis' and prayoga 'usage' has given cer-

tain amount of artificiality to the language of Panini's

sutras,

The grammarians themselves cite the example of

svarita, pronunciation to the vowels to indicate the

adMkara of the given sutra, Jinendjabuddhi, observes

that svarita in the rule svaritemdhlkSr^ah (1,3,11) is not

used in the technical sense as defined by samahixah
svaritah (1.2.31) and tasyadita udattam ardhahrasvam

(1,2.32); instead it is used in the sense of faulty pronun-
ciation. So the grammatical tradition says that Panini
used one of the faulty pronunciations like kala for the

vowel/vowels in a word/sutra, with a code that it should

be carried forward to the succeeding sutras.45 Same is

the case with the nasalization of vowels in the sfltras.
46

Therefore came to stay valid the aximi pratijfanima-

siky&h panimyah. As mentioned already the vowel a

is pronounced with vivrta-prayatna in the sutra-patiia,

while it is samvrta in the Vedic and the language of

common parlance.

The involuntary false phonemes (yadrccha-sabdas)
are pressed into use in literature as in dramas, where

certain characters are shown on the stage by, imitat-

ing the speech deficiencies to produce humour, pathos,
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etc.
47 Therefore certain false phonemes are also needed

to be recognized in the spoken language.

The foregoing discussion leads to the following con-

clusions:

1. The definition of the phoneme as given by modern

linguists is the same as offered by the Indian gram-
mar.

2. Even though the number of speech sounds a human
being could produce is very large, a selection is made
by each speech community restricting to a very small
number for economy of eifort.

3. What is a phoneme in one language is considered as

a mere human sound without any phonemic value
in the other. Thus a false phoneme of a given lan-

guage is invalid in that language and it can be a valid

phoneme in another language. The names enzirta,
etc. suggest the availability of such phonemes in a
local speech, a dialect, a cognate or a language of
another family.

4. Where the cross cultural contacts are available be-
cause of migrations, the speakers get habituated to
pronounce the phonemes of other speeches also.

5. False phonemes enter into different languages mainly
because of borrowings from other languages and
partly because of physiological and pathological con-
ditions of the speech community. The changes ef-
fected by the former method are universal and by
the latter method are isolated.
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The false phonemes are defined and explained by

the Indian phonetic and grammatical treatises to avoid

newly extendible adaptations. Some of such false pho-

nemes are used in technical languages as that of the

sutra literature of Paninian grammar.
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Pragita and upagf^a in the first list and aviJambita, samdasta

and nirhata in the second list are exclusive. Thus it results in

15 faults. The pratisakhyas, kosas, etc. also list out some of

these defects.

24 ^cfK|<lHJ {j^cM ^t ^ rolchK'W, cTFT

ft: 1 Kaiyata's PradJpa [= KP] on MB.1.L1,

Pratyahaxarsutra 1, Vt. 23.

25. $?5TO cbtMMH ^Tl KP. ibid

26. tTOt TR%: | KP. ibid
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27. ft^cfTW ! KP. ibid

28. 35cf: T^HJ'-d'lPwH: ^l^fFf^r^F [tf: I KP. ibid

29. i^fl^sfsTfeff:, II^TO^R arsft^R ffcf ^5r ^?: I KP. ibid.

30. 3^<j3dl ^ ^f^S^Rf^f ^cf qgfti KP. ibid

31 M. Monier-Williams. Sanskrit-English Dictionary^ q.v.

p. 84.

32. 3t*jj7d tfPieHH, Amaraiosa, I, Vagvarga, 20.

33. TOt R^=f!^ fr^ld: { 3ioqcf^ ^N\l KP, ibid.

34. WfcT: Sfqi'ipi8a^i f?%fr i$^^^ I KP. ibid.

35. 3i[cfdf^d ^if-ti^tiPFI^l KP. ibid.

36. ai^^sfti^fcn KE ibid.

37. A.A. Macdonell, A Vedic Grammar for Students^ p. 437. Cf,

MB, 1.1.1, Pratyah5t*.$Qte& 4, vt.4, p. 22.

38, Pwd ft1^: KP. ibid.

39, ^r^f%U KP, ibid.

40, JPflw wrajsqrffcfli KP, ibid,

41, M^J I'^^Prf^^r^flM: I KP, ibid,

42, Cf, Nagesa's remarks in his Udyota;

on

d, MB, ibid.

43. f^wqt^t! ChUp. 2.22,1.

Sa3akara's Bhasya thereon.

44. T^ d^feltt^l PR Pf^ehdtRchfilciufM M^mKd STWPTi MB. ibid.

Cf.

rqq ! Siddhantakaumudl On 8.4.

45.
'

(Pan- 8.4.1)

:y^
5
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-At mA
tfrcfarti ftfil wM: wfe rt

Njasa,
1,3,11,

ratyaara-sura ,

a s
pro-

nounced with nasalization, resulting
in a technical advantage

of
bracketing

r and 1, Thus ra in lavayavara
t stands for both

randl,

47, pfrfeli
**'

i aiwn wftw u

,

1,1,1, Pratya-

iarw5to2,p,19,
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R.S. BETAl

ANUDVEGAKARAM VAKYAM

"Poetry is, properly speaking, a transcendental

quality and we can no more define this than define

a state of grace". Herbert Reid.

It is indeed a known fact that Sanskrit critics have

given different definitions of iavya at different periods

of time as it happens with other criticisms in the world.

As a result, several writers who criticise and even reject

each other are known and we come across at least six

isms with regard to poetry. We also have some very

rich and original
definitions of poetry from some promi-

nent poets, who do not lag behind the critics in their

originality
and new ideas; their thinking is also clear

and systematic as far as Jcavya is concerned. Actually,

at times their thinking is more dear than that of the

poetic critics, Besides Kalidasa and Bhavabhuti, the

greatest
of the great poets, other prominent poets who

lay down their definitions are Bharavi, Bana, Bilhana,

Trivikrama Bhatta, etc. Their views, when duly inter-

preted from the point of view of poetry and aesthetics,
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can give lots of ideas and take us nearer to the secret of

poetry and poetic creation.

At the commencement of Ms play Uttararamacarita,

Bhavabhuti gives this definition of k&vya:

It would be logical if we approve of this as the best

and an all-pervasive definition of iavja in Sanskrit po-

etry. It is also possible to state that several statements

of scholars, other than poets and critics, which, when

interpreted from the view point of poetry, become en-

lightened and effective. One such statement is from the

pen of the famous grammarian Punyaraja in his com-

mentary on Vakyapadiya, of Bhaxtrhari:

spf 3F

"Three are the places that constitute the

sources of lustre, three are the Jyotis-lustres. One

is the lustre of Agni, the other the internal lustre

in the hearts of (the enlightened) human beings

and the lustre named sabcfa, the lustre that en-

lightens two lustres mentioned here",

Here, sabcfa is designated the third lustre. This con-

stitutes a very important and original contribution in

the realms of knowledge. A similar fine statement comes

from Dandin in his Jfavjadarsa:

t II (1.4)
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"All these three worlds would indulge entirely

in most blinding darkness, if the lustre knovii

as sabda does not shine forth in the entire uni-

verse."

In the Bhagvadgita, Yogesvara Krsna lays down what

is known as 4\$W TO 'austerity in form of speech'. This

is a philosophical statement that we lay down here from

the point of view of poetic criticism. It is possible to

lay down this interpretation. The verse is:

(1-15)

The verse defines the tapas 'austerity' in form of speech.

Every word in this verse can be interpreted from the

point of view of poetics without twisting in the least

any word. The interpretation that we give, keeping in

view the poet's speech, can tell us several new things

and lay down new ideas.

?R: (tapas comprising of speech):

Who can deny that fact that poet's work, his poetic

composition, results from the hard austerity and med-

itation that poetic speech is. Speech means word and

the sense derived from it. We know too weU hat the

word and sense of our language are very often totally dif-

ferent from the word (s'abda)
and sense (artha)

of the

poet Word and sense do not constitute o4y the means

of the poet, the two are not lifeless like the hammer and

stone of the architect or like the paper and colours of

the painter: very often it happens that on their own e

two become Jravya in their wider sense. Probably that
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is the reason why Bhamaha, in his Kavyalankara states:

? : iwt *rfeil *I<*H. This is his definition, of kavya,. Tliat is

again the reason why Bhavabhuti uses these words of

amazement for the great composition of Valrnlki:

Again that is the reason why in his Dhvanyaloka
Anandavardhana states:

d:|| (1.5)

"That aiiia and only that is precisely the soul of
kavya that resulted from the sorrowful words of
the Adikavi when the pair of Kraunca bird was
separated, one from the other, due to pangs of
separation".

Poets put on the wings of imagination and their pra-
tibha. poetic personality' passes through the entire cre-
ative process. On seeing this and pondering over the
conflicts that arise in the poet's heart due to realities of
life, one thing will become crystal clear that kavikarma.
is an acute and intense *apas, as acute as it can be Ita sadiana and the poet is a sadiafea in his own realmof poetic composition and art. He refuses to accept fail-ure at the end of his sadhana. He constantly labours

of

"Honestly speaking no poet is fully confident ofUeMs Co
may hap-n . may ap-that he nounshes the

feeling of wasting time
passin a mean "passing a

meaningless life" .
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This is rightly expressed by the famous Shakespeare
when he states:

"As Imagination bodies forth

The shape of things unknown the poet's pen
Turns to shape and gives to airy nothing
A local habitation and a name"

This is the reason why the poet becomes a devotee

and propitiator of 'perfection
9 in his poetic composi-

tions. He always nourishes a desire to leave behind

something eternal. Literary and poetic and artistic per-
fection evades him as ever and keeps him constantly
under effort. Rightly does Kalidasa state:

The poet is untiringly and constantly a sadhaka of aes-

thetic relish, delight and beauty. This is his sadhana, an
effort at depicting the innermost beauties of the eternal

human feelings. Perhaps this is the reason why Shelley,

in his famous poetic composition states:

"We look before and after

And pine for what is not;

Our sincerest laughter
With some pain is fraught.
Our sweetest songs are those

That tell of saddest thought".

(To a skylark).

'Poetry is not the product of the heat of the move-

ment. It is the reawakening of emotions and feelings in a

steady, calm state of ones mind and inner consciousness'

(Wordsworth). That is the reason why undoubtedly it

is a great tapas. Rightly does Rudrata state:
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"When, in a mind well engrossed, there is inspira-

tion of the matter and it shines forth in beautiful

clear-cut words, this is the pratibha, or sakti of

poetic creation".

The words can be interpreted and grasped in two

different ways; (i) 'words that do not raise sorrow or

pangs', and (ii) 'words that give birth to an experience
of a total absence of sorrow', Actually in almost all lit-

eratures of the world it is accepted that when a poet

composes poetry, the purpose is to create an experi-

ence of delight for himself as also to transfer it to the

enlightened reader. Mammata knows it as *ra N<R<|(d

'instantaneous supreme anandFa. When an enlightened
reader reads poetry, his purpose is to experience such

uncommon extra-ordinary delight. This is a natural aim
on his part. It is natural that such a poetic composi-
tion should not ultimately lead to pangs or sorrow. The

poet therefore creates an atmosphere of a total absence

of sorrow, that is, an atmosphere of extreme delight. If
5

at the time of reading a Jtavya tears flow from the eyes
of the reader, even this is desirable, ultimately to cre-

ate the coveted effect. He is expected to get engrossed
in delight that has yielded to his inner consciousness a

unique experience. In western poetry and criticism, this

is known as a unique experience of Pathos and Bhava-

bhuti is specific in his statement:
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And Visvanatha is specific in Ms statement:

1

: MM cPf

"Even in case of the rasas such as karnna, there

arises a wonderfully unique joy. Here, the only

proof is the experience of the enlightened".

In this matter, Trivikrania Bhatta seems to state the

last word:.

"What is the purpose, the meaning of that arrow

of an expert and the poetic composition, which,

when struck strong, does not shake up the head

of the enemy and the heart of the enlightened

reader?"

The expectation here is this. The poet is expected
to yield to all enlightened readers a uniquely uncom-

mon ananda of very high level. The present words

anudvegakaram vaiyam prove that a total absence of

sorrow or pangs in words meaning 'an experience of

feeling totally contrary to sorrow' or *an experience of

extreme superhuman delight
5

is what poetry brings to

us. It is an experience of ananda in which we get totally

engrossed or lost in the present and even in future, the

memory of this experience remains with us as a blessed

memory.
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Dr. K.G. Saiyaddin states :

"Life at its best can never be regarded in

this age, as a mechanical routine, but as a cre-

ative art; but the capacity to think intelligently is

not to be treated as a luxury for a few but as an

imperative necessity for all who wish to lead full

and normal lives" .

That is precisely the reason why if the poet in his

poetic work, as a creative art is not, in his expression
honest

,
frank and faithful, he is not a real poet. The ex-

pectation is that he should probe in and touch the deep-
est of the depths of the human mind and probe into and

reveal its secrets. His vision pierces through the flow of

time and place. It is because of this that Sanskrit po-
etics designates the poet as Jcrantadarsh In the Glta

itself Lord Krsna states that he is *Usanas amongst the

poets (qiqlii^Hi: 3*f%:). The ideal laid down is that real

poet is one who, through his poetic work, offers a cup
of ambrosia to man to infuse new life in him. The poet
can possibly lay down the deep and subtle secrets of life

before our innermost eye only if his vision is capable to

do aU this. The inner vision, emotion and effort, Ms
experience and attainment, his sadhajia and tapas in

all truthfulness and intensity reveal that he is a genuine
and natural Jbrantadarsi kavih* Again, the real beattty,

charm of poetry lies here. The revelation of the se-

crets of life in true colours comes as most naturally and
in form of suggestion vyanjana and dhvani very often

automatically and in the form of manna of the poet
for us the &&hrdayas. This is the truth of the poet's
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experience which betrays his poetic personality and

sadhana. It is absolutely necessary that the poet re-

mains true to himself, his innermost experiences, his

unique magical power of imagination, to his poetic cre-

ation and the eternal realities and secrets of human life.

The truth of all this will be found in his poetic experi-

ence. Only then will these words of T,S. Eliot be true

to the poet as a creative artist:

"The progress of an artist is a continual self-

sacrifice, a continual extinction of personality."

Two interpretations are possible in this word: (i) to

ones liking and beneficial; (ii)
beneficial to the one who

is loved. Three things must become one, a unity, an

identity: i. the acute experience of the poet's heart

at the time of poetic creation or creative process is on

within his inner self; ii. the experience and feeling sug-

gested when the samvedana of the poet takes concrete

shape in form of words, and iii. the natural acute expe-

rience that arises in the heart of the enlightened reader

when the poetic feeling is communicated to it. Thus it

is that for the poet, the enlightened reader and for the

reader the poet are prijajanas, 'intimate ones'. It is just

because of this that the poet Bhavabhiiti looks upon the

enlightened reader as the samanadiarma of the poet. A
loving and emotional dialogue

- samvada - evolves be-

tween the poet and the reader. The enlightened reader

covets and loves as his own the poetic composition that

creates almost an identity between him and the poet.

The poetic composition that yields an experience of it
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is to the liking and relish of the reader. Bhatta Tauta

has, in a rare statement laid down:

"When the hero (of the drama) ,
the poet and

the hearer (= spectator) come to a stage of iden-

tical experience".

Mammata lays down 4>wyo^l ^$$1 as one purpose of

poetic composition, this sense is implied, though indi-

rectly. As the enlightened reader merges himself in the

flow of ambrosia (a?gc!Mif) that poetry yields, is there, it

can be there, but the Mta that kavya yields has a far

wider meaning. This is the secret of poetic speech being

piijaiita. It is therefore expected that best of the po-

etry, the poetic speech should be natural in flow, simple,

easy to grasp and constant in flow. Poet may be defined

as the visualizer of the beauties of the entire universe, as

the one who experiences keenly the palpitations of the

human heart and its experiences. This beauty of the

universe in its expanses is loved by all hearts and con-

duces to the blessedness of the sahrdaya when he comes
to experience it. Even if the poet claims to compose
for the joys of his inner self, he publishes it, he wants

other sympathetic readers to experience what he had

experienced. This is because the enlightened reader is

one whom he loves and who loves him; their intimacy is

unique. That is the reason why Abhinavagupta knows
the poet's pratibha in these words:

1R1T

This is in conformity with so many views of the west-

erners. To illustrate just one view, Tolstoy in his What
is Art states that art is a human activity in which one
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man is in dialogue with another by certain indications.

He transfers, one to the other, the feelings and experi-

ences, that he has lived through and others to experi-

ence these same unique feelings.
7 Wordsworth here adds:

"The poet is a man speaking to men who rejoices more

than other men in the spirit of life that is in himw .

Poetry should be endowed with a constant study of

life and human aspirations that enrich poetic composi-

tions. Poetry leads the reader to the experience of in-

stantaneous superhuman ananda, stated to be very near

what the philosophers know as brafaznananda; it calms

down completely tlie sorrows of the human heart; it is

faithful and true to the deepest inherent experiences and

secrets of the human heart; the poetic speech is to the

liking and good of both the poet and the reader. Here,

it is clear that the attainments of iayya on the part of

the genuine poet cannot possibly arise in the absence of

svadiyayabiyasa; if they are, then they sound artificial,

SvadJbyaya means reading of literature, criticism, works

on philosophy, etc., i.e. any study that will directly, in-

directly or even remotely influence the personality and

also composition of Jcavya. In a very wide sense this

study is thinking that will nourish the pratibia of the

poet. This study shall be deep, subtle, pointed, basic

and philosophical. Mammata and others give lists, but

Dandin knows as srutam ca batunirmalam. Mammata

nicely explains it as dl4chi^^4d^^rHa*TO For the poet,

this svadiyaya is for life. Svadiyaya conduces to clar-

ity, naturalness, firmness and maturity of poetic com-

position. As a result the poet seems to talk at ease,
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in natural utterance; Ms words and sense or shades of

meaning low as if effortlessly on his part.

Poetry comes to the status ofW^TO only when it is

practised constantly. Afoiyasa means a constant habit

of poetic composition, There is continuity in tapas and

so should it be in poetic composition. Dandin knows

this as constant practice, 3i*KiP^i ! The idea is that he

should remain ever indulged in poetic composition. This

is iaviiarma which should be regular and constant IE

flow. He shall compose lavyas, read them in assemblies,

get them tested by the qualified and experienced, as

Rajasekhara would tell us.

In the manner, the definition of varimayam tapah
as interpreted here makes the definition of Jtavya and

impresses upon our mind what a tapas 'austerity' poetic

composition is. It reveals what a difficult and poetic

composition is, it lays down ap. ideal of great poetry
before us. The ultimate ideal is:

Rightly it is stated that one who is not a rsi cannot be
a iavi, and one becomes a rsi only by all-time visioning

(of life in its
entirety).
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Art is a human activity consisting in this, that one man con-

sciously, by means of certain external signs, hands on to others

feelings that he has lived through, and that others are infected

by those feelings and experience them.





H.K. SUNDARESWARAN

THE MISINTERPRETATION OF

ARYABHATA PS THEORY OF

ROTATION OF THE EARTH

Man Astronomy always held a geocentric concept

of the universe, Moreover it is conedved that the side-

real day is caused by the rotation of the stellar sphere

round the earth. It is generally assumed that there is

a wind called pravaha in the upper regions of the space

which blows the stellar sphere round from East to West.

All astronomers of the siddhantic period without any

exception held this view. To cite a few instances:

1. Varahamihira in his Paicasiefdnantika states :

^flft

(ffl.5)

(Straight
above Meru, in space, one pole is seen;

the other below, placed in space, fastened to

the poles the sphere of stars is driven round by

pramlia wind).*

G. Thibaut's translation.
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2. Lalla in Ms Sisy&dhivrddhida, states :

(VIL46)

(Just as a yantra is made to float freely by using

mercury, oil and water, so the free position and

the rotation of the stellar sphere are caused by

the power of the Supreme Lord).

3. Kakttur Comatiri states in Golasara:

f *W*dfll ^ff II (III)

:
1 1 (II.6)

(The earth, a regular sphere, composed by mud,
etc. and sustaining itself by its own power and

situated at the middle of the celestial globe and

supports all things around it.)*

The stellar sphere is constantly revolving westwards

with the two celestial poles as the apices and is rotated

by the pravaia wind (completely once) in a period con-

taining) pranas equal in number to the minutes of arc

in a circle (viz. 21600) (i.e.
in one sidereal day).

But Aryabhata I (b. 476 A.D.) the father of scientific

period of Indian Astronomy was not only aware of the

Earth's rotation about its own imaginary axis but also

had explicitly stated this in his Aryabiatiya that too

K.V. Sauna's translation.
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not once, but at four instances. But great scholars like

Varahamihira and Brahmagupta who Immediately fol-

lowed Aryabhata rebuked Aryabhata for holding such

a view and they vehemently attacked and refuted his

theory of rotation of the Earth. Their influence over

the later scholars was so strong that even the followers

of Aryabhata rejected his theory of Earth's rotation.

For this they misinterpreted two passages and changed
the reading of the text itself at the other two instances.

Only one later scholar ,fho supported Aryabhata's the-

ory of Earth's rotation is Prthudakasvamin of 9th cen-

tury, The followers of Aryabhata I, who misinterpreted

him were, afraid of going against the traditional view,

says Prthudaka,*

Aryabhatiya:

Before going into the concerned passages, we shall

have a general idea about the structure and contents

of the work Aryabhatiya. It is the earliest extant In-

dian work dealing with Astronomy and Mathematics

in a systematic and scientific manner. It is a concise

work containing 121 verses written in a terse language,

presumably for the sake of brevity. It is a collection

of two separate compositions. The first one contain-

ing 13 stanzas, is called Dasagitika-sutra by the au-

thor himself (also called as Gitila-pada). It gives a

table of astronomical parameters. The second compo-

sition is called Aryafaiatatantra or Aryastasata (since

it contains 108 Arja verses). This composition con-

tains three sections which go by the names Gariita-pada,

*
This misinterpretation of the text has been pointed out by K.S,

Shukla. See his translation of Axyabhatiya pp. 15, 91 and 120.
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Kalakriya-pada and Gola-pada. Ganita-pacfa deals

exclusively with Mathematics, Kalafcrija-pada with the

reckoning of time and the Gola-pada with Astronomy

proper. The text was very popular all over India and as

many as 19 commentaries were written on it.

The Relevant Passages;

Now the four instances at which Aryabhata betrays

knowledge of Earth's rotation are :

1. The third verse of GitiJca-pada which runs as;

Here In liisibtinlslir prat means the number of east-

ward rotations of the earth in a yuga is

1582237500* Here Aryabhata clearly states that the

earth rotates towards east.

2. In the ihth verse of Gitik&<p&d& Aryabhata makes

an unambiguous statement as prlnenaiti Jbllm bifli,

whidi meaas;
aThe earth moves (rotates) o&e minute

of arc in one respiration (i.e*
four seconds)

1

*,

Here he gives the speed of Earth's rotation akd.

4
*

3* Again in ICilafatiyl-pIcIa, while givkg the number

of solar years, lunar months, etc, in a ytigaj ifyabhalja

states: *i*wflwift Wtt I That is^ the number of sidereal

days in a ytiga is the same as the number of rotations
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made by the earth (which number is given in the Gitika-

pada cited above).

4. And the last instance is the ninth verse of Gola-pada
in which Aryabhata clarifies, by using a simile that, for

one who observes from the rotating Earth, the static

stars look like moving round the earth.

The verse runs as follows:

t^

The verse is rightly translated into by K.S. Shukla as

follows :

Just as a man in a boat moving forward sees the

stationary objects (on either side of the river) as

moving backward, just so are stationary stars seen

by the people at Lanka (on the Equator) as mov-

ing exactly towards the West.

Refutations made by Varahamihira,

Brahmagupta and Others :

Varahamihira (b. 505 AD.) in his Pancasiddha-

ntika refutes the theory of Earth's rotation as:

(XIIL6, Y)

Others maintain that the earth revolves as if it

were placed in a revolving engine, and not the
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sphere; if that were the case, falcons and

others (winged creatures) could not return from

the ether to their nests.*

And to mention another argument, if the earth re-

volves in one day, flags and similar other things would,

owing to the quickness of revolution,

stream constantly towards the west. If the earth, on

the other hand moves slowly how does it revolve (once
- 24 Hours).

In the same vein, Lalla, a later scholar asks:

SFRT cf^l Wdl4 WJi Wl\'

, 42, 43)

Brahmagupta (b. 598 A.D.) quotes Aryabhata's own

text and refutes. He asks:

crff ^cTl !$

I|cff

If the earth moves (revolves) through one

minute of arc in one respiration, from where does

it start its motion and where does it go? And if

it rotates (at the same place) why do tall lofty

objects not fall down?.*

Here it is to be noted that Brahmagupta quotes

Aryabhata when he states pranenafti Jca/am bhiiT yadi

*
G. TMbaut's translation.

*
K.S. Shukla's translation.
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it confirms that the text as known to Brahmagupta is

pranenaiti kalam bhuh

Tampering of the Text

Unable to withstand the severe attack from scholars

like Brahmagupta, later scholars rejected Aryabhata's

theory of rotation. And commentators of Aryabhata
themselves changed the reading of the text. Thus right
from Bhaskara I (b. 629 A.D.) all commentators have

changed the reading of the second and third passages
cited above as prajaenafti kalam bham and bhavartas

capi naksatrah respectively.

Now the changed reading would mean "the stellar

sphere rotates one minute of arc in four seconds" and
"the number of sidereal days in a ynga is the same as

the number of rotations made by the stellar sphere".

Bhaskara I, in his commentary, after explaining the

third passage with the reading ^wfejfEM. "W^T; mentions

about the other reading also.

Surprisingly the first passage has not been tampered;

seemingly because of the difficulty paused by the me-
ter. But all the major commentators like Bhaskara I,

Su<ryadevayajvan, Vatasseri Paramesvara and Kelattur

Comatiri see themselves put to perplexity to explain
the passage. The passage, as has already been noted,
means that the number of eastward .rotations made by
the- Earth in a ynga is 1582237500.

B[ere ,all the commentators, after, giving the right

interpretation hasten to add that it is not the Earth
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which rotates but the stellar sphere. The text they say,

only means that the earth only appears to ifotate, which

in fact it does not. All of them
5 thus, miscainseived

Aryabhata's theory of rotation of the Earth and misin-

terpreted the text. And they in support of their view

quote the fourth passage (Le. the ninth verse of Gola-

pada) which again is misinterpreted by aJL

Misinterpretation

The fourth passage, i.e. the ninth verse of

Gola-pacfa states:

Just as a man in a boat moving forward sees the

stationary objects (on either side of the river) as

moving backward, just so are the stationary stars

seen by the people at Lanka (on the Equator) as

moving exactly towards the west.

But this is wrongly explained as;

The stars moving towards west see the stationary

objects situated at the Equator of the Earth as

moving (towards east) just as a man in a boat

moving forward sees the stationary objects (on
either side of the river) as moving backward.

In fact, Aryabhata himself has paved the way for

this wrong interpretation. In the very next verse (i.e.

in the tenth verse of Goja-pada) he gives a statement

holding the traditional view of static Earth and rotat-

ing sphere, This may be due to either or both of the two

reasons, viz. 1. he might have given this as a purva-
paJba> 2. anticipating a severe attack from tradition-

alists he might have used this as a strategical defence.
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In any case neither of the two verses can be ignored
as interpolation since Aiyabiata-tantra as known to

Brahmagupta contained 108 verses, as he designates the

work as Aryastasata.

Needless to say, this caused confusion among follow-

ers and commentators. And naturally the

tenth verse is used as a prime objection against the view

that Aryabhata enunciated the theory of the Earth's ro-

tation.

Commentators Somesvara and Kelallur Comatiri, af-

ter explaining the ninth verse in accordance with the

theory of Earth's rotation sweepingly reject it as it goes

against the tenth verse. All the later commentators

follow Somesvara and summarily reject the theory of

rotation of the Earth. But from the other three pas-

sages and from the refutation of the theory made by

Varahamihira and Brahmagupta we can make out that

Aryabhata upheld the theory of Earth's rotation. So the

explanation offered by all commentators tantemounts to

misinterpretation of the text.

Thus it can be seen that the later scholars miscon-

ceived Aryabhata's theory of rotation of the Earth which

resulted in misinterpretation and tampering of the text.
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0. KIRAN KRANTH CHOUDARY

A NOTE ON THE

SOUTH INDIAN PANELS OF

KALYANASUNDARAMUBTI

The form of Siva as a bridegroom in his -marriage

with Parvati is known as Kalyaaasundaramfliti,
'the

form of the charming bridegroom'. The Utfaraiami-

icagama, Amsumadbied%ama, PuxvakSzaqSgam and

Silparatna give detailed descriptions of this form of

Siva1
. These Agamas direct that in this aspect of Siva

and Parvati should be shown as central figures facing

east. Visnu and his consorts, Laksmt and Bhfiden, as

the givers of the bride, should be represented, Vifnu

should be shown standing between Siva and PSrvatl

and holding a golden pot of water ready to pour it in

the hands of the bridegroom, Brahma" should be shown

in the forefront, seated in padmasana and performing

Jioma. The astadiipa/aias, sMfcJfos, yaisas, jis, gan-

dLharvas, the matrJbts and othef celestial beings should

be represented in the background and at proper dis-

tances. Siva should be shown in fribaariga pose, stand-

ing firmly on the left leg and with right one a little
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bent and resting upon the ground. The lower right
hand

of the god should be stretched out to receive the right

hand of Parvati and the left hand should be kept in

varada pose. He should be holding parasu and mrga in

the upper right and left hands respectively. He should

be adorned with jatamalufa, iaras, Jteyfiras,
udara-

bandh^
etc. Parvati should be shown standing to the

left of Siva, Her right arm should be stretched out to

receive that of Siva, in the act of pawgrahanga, while

her left hand holds a nDotpak
2

(see Plate I)

The sculptures of Kaljanasundaramiirfi aspect of

Siva have been found in different parts of India, The

most beautiful and majestic reliefs representing this

form of Siva have been found in the Rastrakuta rod-

cut structures at EUora and Elephanta.
3
In the relief

that is found in the Dasavatara cave (No. 15) of El-

lora, Siva is holding the hands of Parvati. Brahma, as

an officiating priest, is sculptured in between Siva and

ParvatI The Dikpalas are shown hovering in the sky

on their mounts. In the relief that is found in east-

ern gallery of the Kailasanatha at Ellora, Siva holds

the right hand of Parvati with his lower right hand.

Siva is looking extremely pleasing and youthful. Parvati

stands, in graceful posture and slightly bent face with

down cast looks which make her beautiful and charming,

to the right of Siva. Brahma, Himavan, Mena, Visnu

and flying Gandharvas are sculptured on either side and

on the top of the divine couple,
4
In another relief from

the Ramsvara cave at EUora,
5 we get a slightly differ-

ent form of this aspect. In this relief, two armed Siva

is shown holding the two hands of Parvati with his right
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hand; Brahma, Visnu, Sridevi, Bhudevi, Himavan and

others are depicted in this relief. Interestingly Ganapati
is also represented here. But instead of Visnu, Hi-

mavan is shown performing the kanyadana ceremony.
The sculpture found in the Elephanta cave is one of the

finest examples of this theme. But unfortunately, it is

highly mutilated. In this sculpture Siva is two armed.

The right hand of the god is out-stretched so as to re-

ceive the hand of Parvati. Brahma, flying Gandharvas,

Hiinavan, Mena and others are represented in this relief.

Here also Himavan is shown performing the Kanyadana
ceremony.

6 From the above referred two panels, it is ev-

ident that the Rastrakuta sculptors paid special atten-

tion to the panigrahana aspect in some cases and in the

others panigrahana as well as kanyadana ceremonies.

Bronzes, belonging to the Cola period, represent-

ing this form of Siva are found in the temples at Tiru-

vottiyur,
7
Konerirajapuram, Tiruvelvikkudi, etc.8 In the

bronze of Tiruvottiyur Siva is shown standing on his

right leg very firmly and the left is slightly raised and

bent at knee. The lower right hand is outstretched to

receive the right hand of Parvati. He holds parasu and

mrga in the upper right and left hands and the remain-

ing lower left hand is kept in abiaya-mudra. It is very

interesting to note that in the Konerirajapuram bronze,

Siva feeds Nandi with his lower left hand,9 In all these

bronzes the Cola artists paid special attention to the

panigrahana aspect, but not the kanyadana element.

The most magnificent and beautiful relief of

Kalyanasundaramurti aspect has been found in the

Vijayanagara temples at Srisailam, Puspagiri, Srikala-

hasti, Lepaksi and other places. A beautiful sculpture of
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Kalyanasundaramurti is found on one of the pillars of

the KaJjana-mandpa of the Virabhadrasvami temple at

LepaksL
10

In this sculpture Siva stands in dvifaiariga

posture in the centre of the relief, He is adorned with

jatamaiuta, kadisutra, yajiiopavita, udarabiandia, var-

ious iaras, manjiras, ardioruia, etc. His upper right

and left hands hold parasu and irszia-mrga. The lower

left is holding the right hand of Parvati who is stand-

ing to the left of Siva and the other hand is in abiaya,

Parvati stands in tribiariga pose and is very tastefully

ornamented. She holds a lHafcamala in her proper left

hand. A rsi is shown standing to the right of Siva, The

entire relief is canopied by a triforium citratorana sur-

mounted by a huge kirtimnkha motif.

In this panel also the panigraiana aspect is well em-

phasized. In this respect it deviates from the Agamas
referred to above. Another interesting feature is that

Brahma is shown in the act of performing iorna, Visnu

and his consorts as the givers of bride and the Dikpalas

are not sculptured in the relief. But Brahma is shown in

seated posture on the other side of the same pillar and

the Dikpalas in life size, are carved on the pillars of the

same JcaJyana-mandapa in their respective directions,

Another similar interesting sculpture of Kalyana-

sundaramiirti is found on one of the pillars in the

iaJyana-mandapa of the Snkalahastisvara temple.
11

Here the lower right hand of Siva is holding the stretched

right hand of Parvati (see Plate II).
The entire sculp-

ture is canopied by a semi-circular tor&na. It is perfectly

in accordance with the rules laid down in the Agamic

texts. In continuation to the above sculpture Brahma

and Visnu are carved on the other facets of the pillar
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(see Plates III & IV). Visnu is standing and Ms lower

hands are holding a golden pot with water ready to be

poured out. It indicates the kanyadana ceremony. On
the other side of the pillar Brahma is shown as per-

forming iozna. The astadikpalas are carved on eight

pillars in the same kalyana-mandapa in their respective

directions, witnessing the marriage. Interestingly, they

are mounted on their respective vehicles. The vehicles

are shown in profile, except that of Nirrti, while the

Dikpalas are in frontal view.

/

An excellent painting depicting Siva as Kalyanasun-
daramurti is found on the ceiling of the Natya-mandapa
at Lepaksi.

12 In this painting Siva, Parvati, Visnu,

Brahma, Dikpalas are very graphically painted. The re-

lief found at Snsailam is similar to the above one. But

the only difference is being the presence of Ganapati
and Kumara along with other attending gods on the

occasion.

The reliefs of Kalyanasundaramurti, belonging to the

Nayaka period, are found in the Sundaresvara temple
at Madura. 13 In these examples, Parvati is offered in

marriage to Siva by Visnu. Visnu is shown pouring
water into the hands of Siva to complete the kanyadana

ceremony. The other features are similar.

It should be noted here that kumara and Ganesa

are found in the Rastrakuta, Kalinga and Vijayanagara
reliefs of Kalyanasundaxamurti. According to T.A.G.

Rao, "The presence of these two children is in all prob-

ability, meant to indicate that they were not born by
the union of the couple but has existed from eternity

like all gods, but at a later period assumed the position

of the sons of Siva and Parvati*'.14
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So far, we have discussed the representation of

Raiyanasundararnurti aspect of Siva in different art tra-

ditions of South India. Regarding the significance and

salient features of this aspect represented in the Vi-

jayanagara and Nayaka art, C. Sivaramamurti says, "In

the sculptures of the Vijayanagara and Nayaka peri-

ods, Parvati is depicted as standing between Visnu and

Siva
?
the former giving her in marriage to the latter;

and here the pouring water by Visnu on Siva's hand

and the presenting of Parvati as a gift or dana to Siva

emphasizes the kanyadana aspect of marriage".
15 But

in the Vijayanagara reliefs either Visnu or Himavan is

represented as the giver of the bride. In the Srisailatn re-

lief panigrahana and kanyadana aspects are represented.

But it should be noted that Himavan is shown as per-

forming the kanyadana ceremony and not Visnu. In the

Srikalahasti relief, the theme is similar to the above, but

Visnu is represented as the giver. In some cases, Visnu

is represented as the divine guest of the marriage. In the

Vijayanagara reliefs the emphasis is on the kanyadana

aspect and also the bride Parvati is represented as a

symbolic of the Indian bridehood.

Thus it is evident that there are certain aspects in

the depiction of Kaiyanasundaramurti which are found

only in the Vijayanagara art. Though these deviations

are minor in nature they deserve our attention.
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K.V. VENKATESWARA RAO

ROLE OF MINOR SOCIAL

PLAYS IN SANSKRIT
IN SOCIAL REFORMATION

The drsjE-Jcavya is superior to the sravya-iavya for

its appeal to the diverse tastes of people.
1 The purpose

of a drama is then fulfilled, when it is followed by all

types of people with varied tastes.
2 The success of a

drama rests in its appeal to the smallest and the low-

est in the society and which imparts them the right

path, entertaining them at the same time,
3 Drama is a

means of diversion to them who are afflicted with misery

and
grief,

a repose to those tired of their routine work.

Hence, the author of a drama is expected to keep this in

mind and produce works which serve the purpose. To

achieve this goal, a dramatist has got to produce the

stages and conditions of people in a realistic manner.4

The dramatic representation consists in the imitation of

a condition or state or life or the way of the world.
5

To know what is imitation of the way of the world,

it hecomes imperative to know about dharmi or mode
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of presentation. The Natya.sa.stra of Bharata classifies

dharmi into two types. One is loJca-dfaarmi, i.e. 'realism
1

and other is natya-diarmi, i.e. 'idealism'.
6 After defin-

ing natya-dhaJxni he asserts that nat/a-diarmi is any

thing peculiar to drama and which is not found exactly

in the same manner in the world.7

Bharata's definition of lola-diarmi is elaborate and

clear,
8 The natural events when realistically imitated

on the stage are called loia-dAarmi; but such an imita-

tion will have no artistic value and will not, therefore,

appeal to the audience. When the same events are pre-

sented with additions and axtistic distortions, they wiU

be appealing and enjoyable. What additions or axtistic

distortions axe to be made can be decided only by the

genius of the playwright. It is evident that JoJca-diarmf

cannot be vulgarity and garrulity, Bharata abolishes all

vulgarity.
9

Basing on the types of dLbannF, Bharata defines two

major types of dramatic compositions: (1) rupaias and

(2) uparfipaim The former is divided into ten

divisions10 while the latter into eighteen. Prom the point
of view of the Joia-dliarmi and naty^dharoolj the for-

mer variety of dramas may be classed as the JoJo^dharmf
and the naf/a^cliai-mf dramas. Of these ten,

, praiasaaa, bhsma, and vfiiTaxe

dramas as they are the realistic types depicting the so-

ciety, In other words, the above four varieties have in

them more loJca-dObamal aspect when compared to oth-
ers. These axe designated as minor plays because of
their less number of acts. Of these too, the specimens
of vitbi and anJb axe raxely found while in case of biana
and praJiasana, the poets* contribution is s%nificant.
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Biana is a monologue which depicts the main char-

acter in different states. The character of a cheat or a

rogue who is a learned scholar and a voluptuous person

is described in different stages and activities. He gives

expression to his own experiences as well as to those

of others while addressing and conversing with differ-

ent unseen persons. It is a single Act play. Though

yfra (heroic) and srrigara (erotic) are the sentiments de-

picted in a biana, in later times only srrigara is found

described while vira is completely dropped,

Praiasana is thus called because extreme laughter is

caused by it. Alike biana, here also the subject matter

is imaginary, The story naturally centres round persons

of questionable morals. In this too, the hero is' of a low

character. The sentiment of humour is the prominent

one, but in later praiasauas erotic sentiment occupied

the first position. Generally, praiasana has only one act

but, in later times two act farce plays came into being.

The contribution of South India to the field of bianas

and praiasanas is noteworthy, which to its credit has

a few hundreds of these specimens composed between

the 14th and 20th centuries A.D. About forty of these

dramas are said to have been written by the Andhra

authors, of which only twentyfour are available now.

Most of these are in manuscript form and some are even

incomplete. These dramas throw abundant light on the

contemporary social life of the people. This literature

is not merely for the sake of pleasure. It would, no

doubt, help to assess the living standards of the people

in those times* Poetically also these works axe excellent

and most appealing.

The study of these plays reveals that the scribes are

very much conscious about the then existing society
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and tried to give glimpses into the social life of people.

They describe customs connected with temples, enter-

tainments and pastimes of people, the state of cour-

tesans in the society, low morals prevailing in the so-

ciety, trade and commerce, education, child marriages
and dowry system, dress, ornaments and decorations of

the people and so on.

Customs connected with temples:

Bhznas and prahasanas are said to have been enacted

on different festive occasions of deities established in fa-

moui temples. The information about their enactment

is giire$i in the prologues of the play^ While some of

these varieties were enacted in the famous temples of

Andhra, some others are said to have been enacted out-

side Andhra. The authors of these plays, through the

descriptions of the festivities of the deities give glimpses
into the customs and essential rites that are observed in

the temples. They help one to know the different tem-

ple customs, traditions and their conditions in the past
and thus make an interesting study.

The Caitra or Spring festival has got great signifi-

cance in the bhana literature. All the bhanas are said

to have been enacted on the occasion of the Spring fes-

tival of some deity. These festivals are attended by a

large number of people from different quarters of the

country. For example, the Catnricandrika-bhana is said

to have been enacted at the time of the Spring festival

of Lord Venkatesvara of Tirupati. Bakbioga, i.e, offer-

ing of light tiffin and sweetmeat to Lord Venkatesvara

accompanied by a dance performance by the dev&dasis

attached to the temple,
11 the custom of blowing the
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conch12 and ringing the bell13 are described in the

CaturicandriJca-biana. The presence of elephants and

horses for the purpose of taking the God in procession

is described in the Hasodara-biana. 14
It is also a cus-

tom. Various musical instruments are played at the

venue. 15 On the occasion of the Vaisakia festivals the

Lord Govindaraja situated in Tirupati is described to

have been decorated with pearls ,
invaluable garments

and is swung in swings along with Ms consorts.
16 Simi-

larly fanning the Lord with chowries, the car festival and

other temple customs that are observed axe described in

a picturesque manner. 17

Such references regarding the customs observed in

temples are described in these minor plays.

Entertainments and pastiraes:

Before the advent of motion pictures man entertained

himself with dramas. One cannot continuously do the

same work and the mind which gets tired on account

of routine work requires some diversion which our an-

cestors have sought in various forms of entertainments.

They are very much interested in those entertainments

that they have developed them to a great extent of per-

fection.

Of the pastimes and entertainments, SOIBC are ar-

ranged indoors while others are meant for pnUic.
llJJ

first category includes ball-play,
18

rope-play/
9 then,

dice-play" and swing festival.
22 Under the second cate-

gory come cock-fights,** ram-fights^ wrestling^
sword-

fights
26 and tiger-fight,*

7 axe arranged in pubfac IHey

are Eke the horse races of the present
and ha^ a
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particular place for these entertainments. Bull enter-

tainers,
28 snake charmers,

29
magicians

30 and street

entertainers31 are those who entertain the public for

earning livelihood.

State of courtesans in the society:

Prom the minor dramatic literature, under discus-

sion, it is possible to know the condition of devadasi$,

courtesans and also of prostitutes in those days. Firstly,

there are devadasis who are well accomplished ladies.

These ladies though appointed in temples for the sake

of religious purposes, later on develop some lapses with

regard to their character. The second type is that of pro-

fessionals who earn money by indulging in sex. They do

not possess any rules of behaviour. They are shameless

and have interest only in extracting money, The third

type of them are those who have degenerated and fallen

into the profession of prostitution due to ill-treatment

at home or negligence or eaxly forced marriages with

aged persons.

The position of courtesans is much better in those

days. Separate colonies existed for them.32 When a

courtesan attains appropriate age, the guardians ofthem

(generally bawds), arrange for their first stage perfor-

mance. There, she is accepted as a concubine by a

rich or influential person who promises several things
to her. The interesting part here is that they used to

execute a contract in the presence of elders of the town.

In the contract axe mentioned the year, day, client's

village, Ms father's name, his name, the name of the

guardian of the courtesan, the name of the courtesan,

things promised, duration of the contract and also a
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penalty in case of breach of the contract. The names

of the copyist, witnesses (generally two), examiner, ac-

cepters and supporters are taken on the contract and

they all used to sign on it.
33 The clients, however, used

to offer double the amount in case of breach of their

contracts.

The institution of concubinage is given protection

by the rulers of those days. The execution of contracts

itself is an evidence that concubinage has got legal sanc-

tion and their interests are looked after by the society

and rulers. This is similar to the licensed prostitution

which in later times has been adapted by some nations

of the world, Men too feel proud to maintain a courte-

san which is considered a status symbol.

Low morals in the society:

In the bJianas and praiasanas, there are references

to the state of affairs of some of the people belong-

ing to the lower strata of society, In these plays, the

amorous inclinations of sensualists and rogues with the

money minded courtesans are hinted at, Their habits

and tastes are described in a satirical way* The de-

graded nature of people coming from respectable fam-

ilies, illegitimate contacts of some housewives with the

luxurious persons in the society and the condition of

unworthy sons of worthy fathers are very well brought

out, The episodes and narrations that are described

in these dramatic compositions are not fictitious stories

but are the reflections of the conditions of those who fail

to follow the norms of good conduct. They indirectly

instruct readers of the dire consequences of indulging in

some dangerous pursuits,
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Some high class people in the society do not fol-

low the footsteps of their ancestors and lead a care-

less life. Parents take utmost care for the welfare of

their offspring. They allot some shares for different

purposes. Those who are traditionally sacrificers used

to allot some money for the performance of sacrifices

by their children. They never neglect the well-being of

their children. They also used to earmark some prop-

erty and money for the personal expenses of their sons

and daughters but some of their offspring used to spend

the entire money indulging in bad habits and completely

neglect the religious as well as sacrificial rites.

Lack of proper supervision is one of the reasons for

the misconduct among the younger generation. In the

Sarasakavikulananda-bhana, Makaranda's statement

about his own self to Bhujangasekhara is informative,
34

The paternal uncle of Makaranda proposes a sacrifice.

He secures a sum of one thousand dwaras and preserves

the amount in a safe place. Makaranda spends the entire

money in the company of courtesans. Some recluses are

also said to have failed in following the norms of good
conduct and they do not possess any purity of heart.

In the Kuhanabhaiksava-pxahasana, a recluse by name

Atmayoni falls in love with Candrarekha, a courtesan.

To a recluse love making is prohibited. Candrarekha

also proves herself to be false to Ahmadkhan by joining

hands with Atmayoni.
35

Such episodes depicting the degradation of people
due to various reasons have been described including

the evils of ianja-sulia (dowry for the bride) practised

in those days.

Thus, the bizanas and prahasanas while satirizing the

low morals and cheap tastes of people of the different
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strata of the society indirectly warns the readers of the
dire consequences in indulging in such vices. These nar-

rations, experiences and episodes provide the readers

with Instruction, one of the vital purposes of poetry.

Trade and commerce ;

The minor Sanskrit dramatists do not fail to incorpo-

rate some useful information about trade and commerce
in those days. Different kinds of liquors are sold.

36
Along

with them rabbits, fishes, tortoises and others are kept

in rows for sale. Their raw flesh is also made available

for sale.
37

Camphor is sold in big bamboo pipes and

wooden boxes. Musk is sold in attractive leather cups

and buffalo horns.38
AgaHochum is sold in ivory boxes39

and saffron is heaped up at shops. Eatables include

among other things sweetmeats made of wheat
,
rice

5

barley, seasamum, chick peas and others.40 There are

also cooked foods with pepper sprinkled on them. The

other items kept for sale are gem-studded mirrors, flow-

ers, spicy articles,
41 scents42 and so on. The existence of

main market and small markets is also known. When-

ever men go on purchasing business their wives used

to manage shops.
43 Use of false weights and measure-

ments by the traders and arguments on this issue are

quite common.44
Taking advantage of the weakness of

their customers some merchants engage their
beautify!

wives in their business. Pan shops and flower shops in

large numbers are located in the colonies of courtesans.
45

Money transactions in panas, nisfcw, dinaxas and

rupjalcas are known from the bianas. Of these some

are gold coins and some are made of copper.
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Education:

Music, dance and fine arts occupy an important place

apart from the study of the Vedas. In schools these

are imparted as well as at home. 46 Girls
5

high schools

have come into existence where only girls are permitted
to study.

47 Some appoint tuition masters to teach their

daughters these arts. Due to immense patronage, the

condition of these teachers is much better then. Pees dif-

fered depending upon the subjects taught. Both boys
and girls learn fine arts. After the completion of the

course musical concerts are arranged.
48 For dance per-

formances curtains are used. First dancers enter the

stage when the curtain is still to be drawn up and then
a

son^
of benediction is sung by all the artists hold-

ing nirajana. The custom of throwing some flowers on
audience by the dancer from behind the curtain is in

practice. The dancer is seen vaguely through the trans-

parent curtain. She sounds her bracelets and anklets to

rouse curiosity among the spectators.
49 This tradition is

followed even now by the Kucipudi dancers of Andhra.

Ladies are proficient in the art of drawing Rangolis.
50

Devadasis and courtesans are adepts in this art.

The erotic science (Kama-sastra) and such other sci-

ences are the subjects of study by courtesans.51 The
Kokkvoka, an important treatise dealing with the erotic

science, is mentioned in the Rasikajanarasollasa-
biana.52 Those studying under a teacher used to call

that teacher with the name of Ms subject such as

kokkvokopadhyaya. This is because a student is not

supposed to utter the name of his teacher.

All the knowledge of sastras is mostly available on
the palm-leaves in those days, The scholars write on
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palm-leaves with reed pens and preserve them for pos-

terity. Such manuscripts are not easily readable since

the writing is not legible. To read such manuscripts

people used to apply some green liquid on the surface

of the leaf.
53

Child marriages and dowry system :

Some of the plays give hint to the practice of child

marriages prevalent in the recent past, i.e. 18th, 19th

and 20th centuries and their consequences in a very re-

alistic manner. Girls are purchased by the rich and

voluptuous people for a few hundreds of rupees from

poor parents. This money is called Jcanya-sulfea, i.e.

price offered to the parents for the bride. The mis-

erable consequences of such marriages are also hinted

at. This practice belongs to the time of the famous

Kanya-sulka a revolutionary social play in modern Tel-

ugu literature of Gurajada Appa Rao of Vizianagaram
in Andhra Pradesh. This shows that Sanskrit literature

has kept pace with the social problems and changes.

There are also references to vara-suJ4a,
54

i.e. price

offered to the parents for the bridegroom, which is ac-

tually seen in marriages now-a-days also. But, during
the 19th and 20th centuries both these practices exist

in Andhra Pradesh.

Dress, ornaments and decorations of the people:

In the course of descriptions, it is possible to get

glimpses into the dress, ornaments and decorations of

the people. Courtesans have a craze for the dnambaras,
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cloths made in China and imported from that country.
55

The rich also profusely wear them. Even now some very

old people speak of the cin&mbaras to be so subtly wo-

ven as can be inserted in a match box. This undoubt-

edly reveals the extraordinary skill of the weavers of

those times. Now, the term dnambara has become a

popular usage and is commonly used to denote expen-
sive cloths like silks.

Ladies wear jackets of different designs
- some with

full hands and some half hands. Ladies from Bengal
wear full hand jackets while from Andhra half.

56 The
Greek ladies fair in complexion wear colorful jackets and

have veils on heads. 57

Men wear turbans on heads. The rich, however, dec-

orate them with pearls, golden chains and so on.58 Wear-

ing of turbans not only protect them from the hot sun

but also brings a new look of dignity.

Coming to the point of ornaments, various kinds of

ornaments are worn by both men and women. Wearing
many kinds of gold ornaments is considered to be a sign
of dignity. Of them gem studded nose ornaments,

59 ear

ornaments like rings,
60 gem studded precious ornament

worn in the braid called cfldamazzi and also on the part-

ing line of hair,
61 necklaces as status symbols,

62 chains

of pearls to be worn on bosoms,
63

bangles made of both

gold and clay worn in a row,
64

girdle, the ornament of

the rich decorated with gems and small bells,
65 anklets

welded with small bells,
66 are some of the ornaments

worn by ladies.

Decoration is not an exclusive habit of ladies. Men
also used to decorate themselves with various types of
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ornaments. Of them nakfatra-mala, a chain

stars numbering 27 and made of goldj
67 rows of of

tulasi and lotus,
68 armlets and bracelets studded

gems,
69 ear ornaments in the shapes of crocodile/

and swan71 are some to mention.

The existence of inferior gold
72 and

of brass73 are known from these plays.

As regards toilette of ladies, they beautify bod-

ies especially bosom and cheeks with patraracaaa

known as makariiadi-patraracani.
74
They mix up

ent kinds of spicy articles and dyes and use it to

varied designs like small crocodile, fish, leaves and so on*

This type of decoration has been in vogue

times and is adapted by ladies to attract

Apart from this, citraia, a Mud of m the

forehead,
75 tilaia of musk76 and safcm <m ta-

head, application of turmeric dust and panic aa a

to improve the complexion used by ladies/
8

of hair with perfumed powders,
7

to eyes,?
1 sandal paste as a means of the

heat,*
2
lac-dye to feet

83 - all time aje used%
those times*

Prom the foregoing account it is possible
to know

that the minor Sanskrit dramatists axe my ^so-
cially conscious and they try their be* t

^o
por-

tray the conditions of the people kit ofe

tions also to the then eastingP-*"
at large. This is the very essence and p

composition in general
and a drama
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R. RABINDRA KUMAR PANDA

BANDINAH SVADESACINTA
of

PANDITA PRABODHA KUMAR MISHRA

I. Introduction:

Bandinai Svadesacinta is an important translated

work1
in modern Sanskrit literature. The original work

is Bandira Svadesacinta, a famous patriotic poem in

Oriya composed by Pandita Gopabandhu Das. It is an

immortal creation of a daradiiavi 'an emotional poet'.

The work bears heart-rending cries of a freedom-fighter

who had sacrificed his life for the freedom of the mother-

land. The poem written by Das, the Oriya patriot-saint

of pre-Independence days, during the jail-term of two

years from 1922 to 1924 in Hazaribag Jail, tells us his

reactions to men, things, places and affairs as the rail-

way train swiftly carried him form Orissa towards Bi-

har. He repeatedly tells his readers not to worry about

his being in jail and asks them to view the struggle

for Indian independence as a moral war between the

right and wrong, and his patriotic soul often cries out
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In agony for the suffering millions lie has left "behind in

Orissa, thus transforming his utterances into noble po-

etry. His spontaneous flow of heart is reflected in his

poems Karakavita written in prison and a chapter of

that book of poems is translated into Sanskrit verses

which is available now in the form of a book entitled

Bandinah Svadesacinta. In this paper I have made an

attempt to study this translated work.

II. Pandita Gopabandu Das, the Original
Authors

Pandita Gopabandhu Das (1876
-
1928), popularly

known as Utkalamani 'the gem of Orissa' was a promi-
nent figure In the literary history of Orissa. He was an

eminent national leader, freedom fighter and a poet of

great popularity, the most inspiring orator, the noblest

politico-social worker and most far-sighted and clear-

minded educationist. So far in Orissa Pandita Gopa-
bandhu was essentially a devoted servant of humanity.
The patriot really started his public career as a poet.
The little that he produced in his student days was so

marked with individuality as to attract special recogni-
tion from no less a personality than Radhanatha Ray,
the demigod of Oriya literature in those days. But, af-

,

ter passing out of the university, Gopabandhu became so

immersed in various nationalistic activities that he com-

pletely forgot poetry, his adolescent love. Gopabandhu
was Imprisoned in Hazaribag jail for two years from 1922
to 1924. In the lonely leisure of those years Gopabandhu
came back to poetry, the old love of his student days.
He wrote two small books inside the Hazaribag jail. One
is Bandira Atmakatha or the soliloquy of a prisoner. In
this book he tells us Ms reactions to men^ things, places
and affairs. Without any attempt to heighten the effect
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through embellishments of any sort, the simple verse

used in this book turns into a noble poetry, charged

with the galvanizing outpourings of a great heart. The

other book that Gopabandhu wrote in Hazaribag jail is

Diarznapacfa, describing the heroic sacrifice of his own

life by the boy-architect of that name, in the interest of

his class, while engaged in the construction of the tem-

ple Konarka. These two poems have become as popular
in Orissa as folk-poetry. Artistically they are not of a

very high order, but what moves the ordinary reader so

deeply about them is the nobility of the ideals and the

purity of emotions they expressed. Gopabandhu and his

associate took up literature as the means of propagat-

ing their ideas and ideals. They wrote histories, poems,

plays and innumerable essays in their zeal to awaken in

the hearts of their people a patriotic consciousness, the

desire to live again as free men and revive the glories

of their forebears. The result has been quite an appre-

ciable body of literary works with a distinction of its

own.

Ill, Content of the Poem:

The poem begins with a touching description of the

sweet and cold wind which is blowing slowly and slowly

outside. The jasmine flowers are smiling in happiness

and the mad bees are plying with them happily, That

wind is sometimes entering into the room of the jail like

a secret messenger through the small holes of window

and hides himself immediately only after giving the se-

cret information, The poet becomes happy by its soft

touch. Some memories of past days come to his mind.

The poet especially remembers the evening when he was

moving in the bank of the river Bhargavi at his young

age. By the touch of that wind the waves in that river
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are also dancing. The women folk from the nearby vil-

lage come and collect water. The poet remembers the

cowherd boys who come back to the village with cows

at evening and at that time play flute in a very sweet

voice. The marketers come back also to their villages

after finishing their work of marketing. Young maid-

ens come to the temple of goddess Yogesvari and offer

their pzija. Then some of them make quarrels with each

other, some play different types of games and some col-

lect flowers of Bakula. Somewhere a brother with a

heavy load of things goes with his sister to leave her

at the house of her father-in-law on a bridge and when

evening comes he orders her to put her steps quickly.

A young lady with a child in her hands is not able to

walk quickly because of the heaviness of her thigh and

looking at such an interesting scene the naughty boys
of the village laugh at her. Birds (yadnri) come flying

from different places and get together on the branches

of pnnanga (a kind of tree) loaded with ripe fruits.

All those incidents which were happening at home
like the treatment of guests, offering puja to deities come
to the mind of our poet 5

but he consoles himself by
saying that there is no point in remembering all those

things in a jail.

Then the poet addresses to the wind of spring and

requests to give him the news of the southern part of

Orissa and by that to make him happy. The poet being
extremely happy considers the wind to be a messenger
and thinks that he might have met some of his rela-

tives and might have collected important information
on his way of coming. Then the poet imagines that
the wind has come on a particular route and visited

the places like Sriksetraullacala (the place of the Lord
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/ _

Jagannatha), Satyabadikunja, SakMgopal (Gopinath),
the Asram of the poet, river Rusikulya, Cilika (a beauti-

ful lake of Orissa), the temple of Lingaraja, Khandagiri,
Mahanadi at Cuttack, Barabati (a fort on the bank of

the river Mahanadi). By addressing to the wind the

poet expresses his love for his native places, his sympa-

thy for the poor and downtrodden. He also expresses his

agony and feelings of sorrow about the downfall of Oris-

san culture and heritage. He wants to know from the

mouth of the wind about the problems of the farmers

and the people of forests. At the end the poet requests

the wind by saying that he has visited many a place of

religious merits and he should touch his head and make
his heart cold which is burning by the fire of sorrow in

the jail,

IV. The Translated Work:

Bandinai Svadesacinta is a small work of seventyone

pages. There are only seventyone verses. The special

characteristic feature of this work is that it includes San-

skrit translation in verse in Devanagari, original Oriya

version in Hindi, and in Oriya and also the Sanskrit

version in Oriya, perhaps, to give it a big shape, and

to some extent, facilitate the readers. At the end on

page 69 a list of Snbhasitas (Gopabandhu's good, noble

and inspiring sayings) is appended. The verses are com-

posed in the metres, viz, Mandairanta
? Vasantatilala,

Dpajati, Indravajra and Upendravajra. The translator

has tried his best to express the thoughts and feelings

of the original author as exactly as possible. He has

exhibited his talent in his translation in maintaining

Gopabandhu's original thoughts and lucid style. It is

interesting to say that Pandita Mishra has maintained
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the same rhythm in his translation what we find in the

original poem. The work begins with:

(p. i.)

V, The Translator:

The translator Pandita Probodha Kumar Mishra is

an Oriya. His place of birth is Sarapada, a village

at Bodhanga in the district of Cuttack in Orissa. He

had passed Sastri, Sahityacarya, Sanskrit Bisarada and

Rastrabhasakobida. He is an eminent Sanskrit poet and

scholar. He is serving in some Sanskrit Vidyalaya and

offering his valuable services towards the pious cause of

Sanskrit language and literature.

VI. Significant Features of the Work:

The poem has some significant features which have

made it very popular. In the following verses we will

see how poet's delicate heart feels heavy pain and be-

comes very eager to know the conditions of the poor
and neglected farmers who toil hard on their land but

are unable to feed even their children in peace.

IE

for %^ ^Id^c^^ci %H ?R*T% t^Ri i (p. 59.)

Whirling the dead leaves, twigs and the dust

of the red earth up into the sky,

Ready to move northward

you must have looked in playful glee.
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Tell me, O wind, what you saw there

in the dark land, the story of the poor.
Do those people suffer still?

Or have they been awakened to their lot?

"=? "5RT 11 (p. 60.)

The farmer toiling hard on his land,

bearing the pain of the sun and the rain,

is he able to feed his children

without any fear of the ruler?

Does the ruler there think for a moment:
4

They are my children, my kith and kin,

their well-being is my life's aim
3

in their happiness lies my own?'

"Qo[ qr?SF: 1 1 (p. 69.)

'Where does the ruler's strength lie

if not in the people he rules?'

The ruler is not to the ruled, never,

what the hawk is to the dove.

People are drops of water, but together

they form the ocean of the State,

The ruler is but a current
, nothing more.

3

cWHf c(^s|d: 1 1 (p. 52.)
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The people of that land offer

worship and sacrifices to their deities,

and pass their days in fear.

No voice they have to protest against oppression

and their lives and property are not their own.

vjq<ri!d cqt> q&fclf

(p. 53.)

Having done no good to anyone ever,

the family of the rulers of the land has had
no luck, no love, no happiness.
Still its members do indulge in drinking
the dark wine of cunning and craft,

and close their eyes to life's realities.

Forest fires blaze in summer alone,

but the people suffer all the year through.

Now, the following verses give us a clear picture of

a poet who remembers birds, animals, flowers, fruits,

ponds and lakes and expresses his love and sympathy
for all of them. He declares that all that is sweet and

simple in man derives from Nature and is cast in her

mould._ For him, the world of nature is the abode of

Laksmi, or beauty. It is sacred, beautiful and wondrous.
There is none to rule or to be ruled. So Nature is heav-

enly, divine and pure.

(p. 54.)
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There at the feet of the mountains flow

freely and ever-transparent streams.

The bright-bodied river flows there,

a string of diamonds around the forest's neck.

Every day the birds sing
-

cuckoos, caJcravaiaSj cranes

and geese, parrots and mynahs.
Decked with many a flower and fruit

the forest arouses in the human heart

sacred feelings of sympathy and love.

N$pycf->Ktll (p. 55.)

In ponds and lakes sway white lotuses;

birarnaras hum their soft, sweet tunes.

The Jcrsnasara deer roam playful and free

in the verdant lawns on the river bank.

(p- 56.)

The kind-hearted malati and madiavi creepers

in the arms of the deodars and teaks,

like loyal and ideal housewives
,
comfort

the wayfarer with cool shades.

There the green earth always smiles,

her body adorned with tender plants.

All that is sweet and simple in man

derives from Nature and is cast in her mould.
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(p. 57.)

Sacred and beautiful, the abode of Laksmi,

wondrous is the world of Nature.

None is therein to rule or to be ruled.

So is she heavenly, divine and pure.

(p. ss.)

You must have moved from forest to forest

from vale to vale, undeterred, free,

blowing warm here and cold

there and hot elsewhere.

The poet remembers Khandagiri, a broken hill, the

city of Cuttack, the river Mahanandi and the fort Bara-

bati. He feels pain in saying that the Barabati, which

was the abode of the heroes of Utakl got changed into a

grave of valor and courage. He addresses the wind who
was a witness of the glorious victory of the king, Gajap-
ati when he had returned from his battle and it is that

wind who had carried all those sounds of his victory in

all ten directions, All these make us aware of'our past

glory. A poet who is a helpless creature in a jail does

not find any other way except remembering all those

noble incidents and expressing it through his poems to

create social consciousness.
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*FT: <*5o**k tq^i^lii (p. 42.)

You must have flown in joy, in style

in the vast open sky above the Khandagiri hills

Did Cuttack stop you on the way?
Did the river Mahanadi,
attired in blue waters?

You must have pretended haste and hurry
her friendly welcome you could not reject.

However busy, one lingers about,
before finally parting with one's love.

: Wtcf Tf Iq^Rnd) <=flfagK*g

W15T:

(p. 43.)

Mahanadi's heart must have swollen with joy,

the waves must have risen high;
the islands must have lowered their heads

and shyly smiled at her reactions.

There you must have seen the Barabati fort

and felt very sad to see it in ruins

Once the abode of the heroes of Utkal.

now it's the grave of valour and courage,

*TRft

wr
HiTq<rt)<s

(p. 44.)
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There in the nine-storeyed palace once,

when for battle the king was leaving,
a breeze carried forth the river water.

and sprinkled it on the queen's sweating brow.

All those drops of love's nectar,
the moons that glistened in her eyes,

the breeze carefully gathered those pearls,

without spilling a single one on the floor,

and took all of them away with him.

I (p. 45.)

When the Gajapati returned from battle

and victory was so loudly proclaimed,
the queen and her maids greeted him
with flowers and lamps in golden plates.

Conches, pipes and flutes blew,
the banner of victory flew high in the sky.

-

O wind, you carried those sounds of victory
in all ten directions, echoing loud.

(p. 46.)

(p. 47.)
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You made all those lamps dance,

and women's sarees fall from their heads;

naughty as you were, wind,

those fair ladies chided you

albeit in pretended anger.

You had played a role in that glorious drama

at the Barabati fort in the past,

and now you see the palace in ruins.

who can say it's real or just a bad dream!

Subhasitas:

cR[ Hill

HIW

:
1 1 2 II

VII. Appraisal of the Work:

As we all know translation is a very difficult task and

that too of a piece of poem into Sanskrit from regional

language. But Pandita Mishra has achieved tremendous

success in his endeavor and gave us an interesting piece
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of translation which gives a special aesthetic pleasure.

The striking feature of this work is that he has been able

to express exactly author's feelings and thinking with

same amount of sensitivity. His language is as flowing
as it is in Oriya. The style is simple and lucid. An-
other noteworthy feature of this work is that while the

original author has used only one metre throughout the

work for expressing his feelings, the translator has used

five Sanskrit metres, viz. Mandakr&nta,, Vasazttatilaka,

Upajati, Jhdravajra, and Upendravajra. He has also

maintained all those figures of speech in his translation.

A good translation must be faithful to the original and
avoid the pitfalls of over-expressions. The excellence

of thought and the beauty of expression of the original
should not be loosed in the rendering. The translator

should not also be tempted to indulge in elaboration of

extra ornamentation in Ms attempt to improve upon the

original. But our translator has kept all these points in

view and the result is a fine piece of literary creation,

It is old but in a new form and in a new dress. But the

beauty is as young as it is in the old creation,

VIII. Conclusion:

Pandita Prabodha Kumar's translation of Utkala-
mani Gopabandhu's Oriya poem, Vkadira Svadesacmta
for the first time is undoubtedly an important contri-

bution to the field of modern Sanskrit literature. As
far as I know, nobody has made such an attempt to
translate any Oriya lavyainto Sanskrit. It is, therefore,
true that Pandita Prabodha Kumar's such an attempt
is of special importance in this direction. His effort is

highly successful and deserve our hearty appreciation.
By doing this he has not only brotijjkt this small but
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valuable piece of Gopabanahu's immortal poem to the

scholarly world of Sanskritists and the lovers of liter-

ature but also enriched the existing stock of modern
Sanskrit literature. From this point of view Prabodha
Kumar has given commendable service to the literature

of our divine language*
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THE CULTURAL LINKAGES OF INDIA

India is a "state of being", in the words of Kataleen

Raine, the Queen's Poet of the United Kingdom. She

further asks: "how should I be able to read the enigma
of India that draws me by the majestic splendour of its

thought/' India is the fire of yesteryears and the cold of

today that flare up within to create a realm of values.

She has been the seeing beyond, that has populated the

lives of countless generations to re-trieve and to re-live

the openness of depths, and the heights of profound

reciprocities. She has been rooted in the
a
eyes of Hfe

w

whose opening has moved her to eternal wandering :

What I shall never know

I must make known

Where travellers never went

Is my domain,

The Aitareja-braiunana speaks of the Sun who is

not wearied by his wanderings and exhorts humans to

wander, to tread unknown ways. The cultured of the

pathways is inherent in the Sanskrit word for noble aiya

which is related to the root ri
c

to go, wander, move,

rise, tend upwards
5

. This word is at the base of the

names of Iran and Ireland, as noble lands. The earliest

cultural liflfcages of India are to the countries to her

west. The word for god in the four major groups of

European languages are :
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1. Greek tJieos

2. German goit, EngHsh and Dutch god, Swedish gud

3. Russian and Polish bog, Czech buh

4. Latin deus, Italian and Spanish dio, French dieu.

The Greek theos is cognate to Vedic dhisnyah, En-

glish god, etc. are from Sanskrit (g)huta 'the invoked

being
5

,
Russian bog is Sanskrit bhaga 'dispenser of good

fortune, dignity, majesty' or biagavan, and the Latin

deus is Sanskrit deva 'heavenly, divine, god'. Common
words and similarities of grammatical structure of Euro-

pean languages and Sanskrit are striking and are fruitful

and frightful areas of research and debate. The dative

plural of Sanskrit agni is agmbhyas and the correspond-

ing Latin form is igitibns. The dispersion of Sanskrit has

influenced vast populations and in the process created

cultural horizons that continue down to the present.

The festival of Greek words flows through the dreams

of science: new demands in scientific parlance are met

by borrowing Greek words (e.g. electronics). The word

democracy is Greek: demos 'people* and kratos 'power'

akin to Sanskrit kratu. The god Ouranos in Homer
is Sanskrit Varuna and Zens is Sanskrit Dyaus

4

Sky\

Dyans pitar 'Sky the Father' or Ju-piter. Nouns of

the type dusmenes Hll-affected* = Sanskrit durmanas

'dispirited
1

, exist in Greek and Sajmbit. The sacred

flames axe bixmght from Mount, Olympus , during the

olympic games. ,Th$y axe aati^nt sacrificial flames of

Zeus wk> is the patron of Olympia* ,

, Sky the Father

and Earth the (djaa|t j>$Mi^''m&i&) of the

JEtgreda fire on in the dymfAt o 2^ui And in the

Eussian war-oty j

Live* wMdh dectrified Stalin's Scwi-et Biii io,, heroic

victory agaiiMt hmy fcm the fafnfa til its soul:
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zhivyot 'may live' (Vedlc jivyat), rodina (Vedic rodasi)
and mat 'mother' (Vedic mat a). It awoke the primal
source of the mind of Russia, the force of moods and

rhythms of timeless ages, It enshrined the fragments of

metaphors in Rgvedic strands. It was the thrust of the

eternal summoning the Russians to supreme sacrifice.

Sanskrit is the fire and passion of stunning march across

immense spaces. It was the greatest cultural event that

changed the mind of Europe for ever. It was the creation

of the new dream-space and dream-time. In the nine-

teenth century the Europeans discovered the very Roots

of Europe in the most ancient classicity of Sanskrit. The

names of major rivers of Europe are from the Vedic danu

'river': Don, Donets, Dnieper (from danu apara 'river to

the rear') and Dniester. The Celtic name of Danube is

also built from the same base. The hydronymic system

affords a peep into the march of Sanskritic vocabulary

from the East to the West. This thrust is also evidenced

by the Homeric epic. The names of rivers in the Baltic

region like the rivers Indura, Indra, Indus can be ex-

plained with reference to Sanskrit indu 'drops'. Indra

is the presiding deity of rains in India. Winternitz says:

"if we wish to learn to understand the beginnings of our

own culture, we must go to India, where the oldest lit-

erature of an Indo-European people is preserved" . The

Oxford English Dictionary in 13 volumes took the et-

ymologies of English words back to Sanskrit, e.g. the

word thous-and has the base teus from Sanskrit tavas

'strong, energetic' and iundred, Europe found a new

identity in the majestic and mysterious syllables from

the dawn of time in Sanskrit. To cite the Nobel Lau-

reate poet Pablo Neruda: "deracination of human be-

ings leads to frustration...." Discovery of super classical
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roots In Sanskrit became the deep-rooted vitality of

European languages in the nineteenth century.

Cuneiform tablets discovered by Hugo Winckler in

1907 at Boghazkoi in Turkey record treatises between

the kings of Mitanni and of the Hittites about 1400 B.C.

The names of deities called to witness them are Mitra,

Varuna, Indra and Nasatya of the Rgvedic pantheon.
The names of kings like Shurias

fi

sun' or Surya, or queen
Shimalia, 'queen of the snow mountains' or Himalaya in-

dicate the presence of Vedic royalty. In the History of

upper Mesopotamia in the second millennium B.C, en-

titled Aram JVafeaxaim, published by Vatican's Pontific

Institute of the Bible, in 1948, eightyone royal names in

Mesopotamia are listed by P.E. Dumont as Vedic. These

personal names point to a remarkable cultural symbio-
sis of the Indians with the Hurrians, Mitanni and Nuzu.

Among them is king of Mitanni Tvishrata which is the

Vedic Tvis-ratJia 'having the chariot of splendour or ter-

ror*. Another Mitanni king has the name Saushsatar =
Vedic sauisatra 'ruling well

5

. The Vedic fire-god Agni
is mentioned in the Hittite texts. The treatise on horse-

training by Kikkuli of Mitanni has Sanskrit technical

expressions for laps of racing, e.g. eiavaxtana.

The Central Asian states emerged under Indian in-

fluences. Khotan has been famed for centuries for its

gold and jade. Its silk industry is of legendary antiq-

uity. All the four accounts of its foundation in Chinese

and in Tibetan associate its foundation with the son and
ministers of Asoka in the third century B.C. The Chi-

nese came in contact with Khotan after the conquest
of the Tarim basin by Han Wu-ti (140-87 B.C). Indica-

tions of the coexistence of the Indians and Chinese is at-

tested by coins of the first century A.D. bearing Chinese
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legends on the obverse and Indian legends on the re-

verse. Royal power was transmitted without interrup-
tion from the foundation. Buddhism was introduced in

84 B.C. A large number of monasteries flourished, and a

rich literature arose in the Khotanese language. It was
a repository of Sanskrit texts for the Chinese, who sent

missions to get them. A short version of the Ramayana
has been found in Khotanese. A Sanskrit-Khotanese

conversation manual for Central Asian travellers is an

interesting piece of travel literature of the ninth cen-

tury. The Turkish rulers of Kashgar conquered Khotan
in 1106 and the early Irano-Indian culture vanished.

This Ratna-janapada 'Land of Jade ? was islamized, its

language disappeared, and it became a backwater town
of sinkiang. Situated on the southern Silk Route, today
it is a desert surface that shelters small lizards. Ruins

of temple complexes at Dandan-uilik have frescos and

Brahmi documents. Niya has yielded a room of admin-

istrative documents on wood in Prakrit. These are the

only administrative records in Prakrit ever discovered.

Tokharian monks, who lived on the northwestern

frontiers of India, began a grotto, complex at Kizil in the

oasis kingdom of Kucha. The cultural riches of Kucha
are a chance discovery by Major-General Bower, who
came here in 1890 on a confidential mission from the

Government of India in quest of the murderer of Dal-

gleish. A birchbark manuscript was brought to him by

treasure-hunters, which he took to India. It was found

in a dome-like tower. Some people made a hole in the

tower, began to excavate it, and inside they found a cow

standing. On touch the cow fell to dust. There they
found two bundles enclosed in wooden boards. This

was the Bower manuscript. Drawn by the .startling

news explorers and archaeologists braved the hazards of
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fabled Central Asia and found a reality that far ex-

ceeded their expectations. They discovered lost cities,

Buddhist monuments, the avenues along which great

caravans carried goods between East and West, sev-

eral lost languages and literatures. The most significant

treasure transmitted along this Route was the Buddhist

Dharma, with thriving schools of learning and art, glo-

rious colours on the walls of cave temples hollowed out

from cliffs, imitations of world famous Buddhist monas-

tic complexes of India. The pioneer explorer Aurel Stein

called this area Serindia, where Ser/China and India

met. It was a modification of the older Greek term

seriiada, which we find as Seres et Indos in Horace to

indicate the country whence silk came.

Halfway between Kashgar and Urumchi are the caves

of KizE, begun in the third century, earlier than the

Dun-huang grottos which date from 366. Hewn in the

mountainside, their local name is ming-oi Hhousand cells

or chambers 1

. These caves are the source of leaves from

the oldest Sanskrit manuscript ever found, besides a li-

brary of very old manuscripts on palm-leaf, birch-bark

and paper. A fifth century painting of the cowherd

Nanda in a cave at Kizil is a priceless relic of sacred

expression. The three hundred caves honeycombing the

Kizil cliff, date from the third to the thirteenth century.

They are a panorama of an age when monks travelled

with merchants to pray for their sale passage to India

for further education. The conversion of the Uighur
ruler of Kashgar to Islam marked the death kndl of the

prevailing religion of Buddhism. Monasteries and tem-

ples were desecrated and destroyed. The multifaceted

cultures of Central Asia where the spiritual culture of

India and the material civilisation of CMna met were
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consigned to oblivion, until their dramatic rediscovery

in the last hundred years.

The colossi in north-west India represented sanctified

impirium, splendour shared by the ruler and the people

in a common syndrome of faith, in the awesome majesty

of the colossi. A colossus integrated royal charisma and

religious reverence. The macro scale colossi of Bamiyan

are manifestations of piety and power, the perpetua-

tion of dominion in the perenniality of devotion. They

were a shared cultural vocabulary that gave Bamiyan

security and sanctity among its neighbors who came as

pilgrims in wonder and awe of the divine numen imma-

nent in the colossi. In 366 an Indian monk Lo-tshun

(perhaps = Lachman) constructed the first chapel at

Dunhuang, called the
cCave of Unequalled Height' (Chi-

nese Mo-kao-ku). It can be what is now the highest

of the cave chapels. At the time of the Tang dynasty

there were over a thousand caves and niches, of which

492 are extant, from the fourth to the fourteenth cen-

tury. At the edge of the Gobi desert, they are one of

the most extensive and exquisite collections of Buddhist

paintings and sculptures in the world. They are two

thousand clay statues and some 45,000 square metres

of frescos covering every surface of the walls and ceil-

ings. Dancers and musicians celebrate the beauties of

the Buddhist Pure Lands. The oasis town lay at a cru-

cial junction of the Silk Route, stretching for more than

7,000 kilometres from China to the Mediterranean. It

brought commercial prosperity and Buddhist culture to

the long cliff, at the edge of the Mingsha-shan 'Dunes

of the Singing Sands'. Dunhuang had a tremendous

domed stupa which contained a Hair of King Asoka.

Visible for miles it dominated the city and symbolised

the unity of the flamonium and regnum. The former
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Japanese Prime Minister Takeshita lias said: "He who
has not been to Dtinhuang cannot be considered a well-

educated person
53

. Situated at a strategic point of the

Great Wall of China, Dunhuang means the 'Blazing
Beacon 5

. A defence system of beacons connected the"

Chinese capital of An-hsi to this frontier outpost. This

military post was sanctified and stabilized by the Chi-

nese translation of the scripture BiadraJraJpiia-sutra in

A.D. 300 by Dharmaraksa who is an outstanding trans-

lator of Buddhist texts. The Bhadrakalpika-sntra rep-
resents imperial cults through Thousand Buddhas and
colossal images. They were the awesome majesty of the

emperor lording over the minds of his own peoples and
those in neighboring kingdoms. Buddhist sutras were
recited for the security and stability of the dynasties.

Hiuen-tsang told the Chinese emperor in the autumn of

657 that he had translated over six hundred scrolls that

were regarded as contributing to 'national defence'. The
non-Chinese Northern Wei conquered the state of Pei-

Hang in A.D, 439. To legitimize their barbarian origins

they constructed the Yun-kang caves with colossal Bud-
dhist images. Buddhism inspired fixed habitations and
the formation of kingdoms, great centres of faith and

learning where art and thought flourished side by side,
and made literary languages out of dialects. The Chi-
nese annals speak of thirtysix languages in Central Asia,
of which around thirty have been found in the literary
remains dug up from the sands. These kingdoms be-
came flourishing entrepots whence international trade
between China and Europe flourished for a thousand
years so long as Buddhism was in the ascendant. With
the islamization of Central Asia from the eighth cen-

tury onwards, the trade routes fell into disuse. With the
destruction of monastic centres, which had also served
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the economic needs of the communities, these interna-

tional lanes of transnational commerce were phased out.

The various languages and the millenerian literary and

artistic traditions were wiped out under the new dispen-

sation. The Silk Route in fact lived so long as it was

the Sutra Route whence scriptures (sutras) and sculp-

tures replenished the people. As monasteries were de-

stroyed, statues were smitten, monks were slain, the

depopulated sancta knew only loneliness in the anger

of silence. Eternity playing in the purity of silence,

mind's geometry translated the faithless flush into the

image of Kalacakra. Life and time, hope and history

resolve and resurrection intertwined in the complex im-

age of the new Buddhist deity Kalacakra, conceived on

the banks of the Syr river in Central Asia, called Sita

river in the KafacaJba-tantra. It is the Shambhala, the

timeless dream, which became Shangrila in the novel of

James Hilton, Lost Horizons.

The last twentythree centuries have seen a continuing

cultural interflow between the Western Paradise that is

India and the Celestial Kingdom that is China, The

rustling breeze of Buddhist fragrance has awakened the

mindscape of both countries, endowing them with the

web of thought, the harmony of art, the magnificent

colour of murals and sculptures, incarnating a new life

and sinking into the sensitivities of our peoples deep-

reaching muscles of mystery, draped in the intimacy
^of

the mind. The first contacts were made by Buddhist

scholars from India who appeared in the Chinese capital

in 217 B.C. under the Tsin dynasty. The Sanskrit word

clna for the country is the dynastic name Tsin as heard

by the Indians. The chinoiserie of the 18th century led

to revealing the fabulous bonds of China with India. In

their study of China, French scholars started to unravel
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India. Abel-Remusat did a French, translation of the

travels of Fa-hian through Central Asia, Afghanistan

and India which appeared posthumously in 1836. By
his labours, it became evident that Chinese sources were

fundamental to the understanding of Indian history. In

fact the Indian pronunciation of this first great Chinese

pilgrim derives from Abel Remusat's transcription, like

that of his illustrious successor Hiouen-thsang.

Paper had been manufactured out of cotton in India,

and out of silk in Han China, With the introduction of

Buddhism cotton also became a component of paper,

as is evident from the old lexicon entitled Ku-chin tzu-

kn where the silk radical of the character for paper is

replaced by the radical for cotton. Cotton cultivation

had been introduced from Kashmir and Bengal to China

as early as the second century B.C.

Though the Silk Route has been so named by the Eu-

ropeans, it was not opened as a communication system
for silk. At the end of the second century B.C., the Han

emperor Wu-ti sent Chang Ch'ien to Hsi-yu, the West-

ern World. His return to Ch'ang-an in 126 B.C. was the

opening of a regular road, as the Chinese realized the

importance of other cultures. Xenophobia and the con-

cept of Barbarians underwent change. Nomadic tribes

traded silk with Central and Western Asia. The main

purpose of the journey of Chang Ch'ien was defence: to

find the whereabouts of the Hu barbarians who had been
a major menace to Han-period China. The thorough-
bred 'Heavenly horse' was imported from Dawuan to im-

prove breed of horses during the Han dynasty. He took

b$ck musical instruments and Mahatukhara melodies

fi;0m India to the Chinese capital. The son-in-law of the
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Emperor wrote 28 new tunes based on this melody,

which were played as military music.

The Yuechi rulers presented Sanskrit texts to the

Chinese court in 2 B.C. The first historically owned Bud-

dhist masters arrived in China in A.D. 67. The Han Em-

peror Ming-ti dreamt of a golden person. On enquiry

from his courtiers he learnt that He was the Buddha. He

sent ambassadors to the West (i.e. India) to invite Bud-

dhist teachers. They returned with Dharmaraksha and

Kashyapa Matanga. They arrived on white horses laden

with scriptures and sacred relics. The first Buddhist

monastery was built for them on Imperial orders and it

came to be known as "The White Horse Monastery".

This monastery exists to this day and the cenotaphs of

the two Indian teachers can be seen in its precincts.

In the reign of Kaniska, bilateral relations entered

a new phase in economic, political and cultural do-

mains. He symbolized his international status by the

adoption of four titles: Devaputra or Son of Heaven

from China, Shaonana Shao or King of Kings from Per-

sia, Ifaisara or Caesar from Rome, and Maiaraja of

India, signifying the imperial dignity of the four su-

perpowers of the time: China, Persia, Rome, and In-

dia. The policy of cultural internationalism enunciated

by Asoka found its prime efflorescence in the reign of

Kaniska. Hsuan-tsang relates that Kaniska defeated the

Chinese in Central Asia and Chinese princes were sent

as hostages. Territories were allotted to them in Punjab

which were knbwn& CJJstiaa-Bliiiiti, an area that Hsuan-

tsang visited in the seventh century. Now it is a village

Chiniyari near Amritekr, and Chiniot from Chinakota.

The Chinese printes iiitroducfed two new fruits to In-

dia: the peach and the peair. They came to be known
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respectively as chinam and chinarajaputra which means

"Peach the Chineses Princess" and "Pear the Chinese

Prince".

The translation of the first Sanskrit sutra into Chi-

nese is by An Shihkao in the middle of the second cen-

tury. He had abdicated the throne in favour of his

uncle to take up the robes, A number of his trans-

lations survive. He founded a school of translation of

Sanskrit texts into Chinese, which was hailed by the

Chinese literati as "unrivalled". Among his associates"

were monks from Sogdiana (corresponding to nlxj^i-.
Samarkand and Bokhara) known as Uttara-paifza oir ti

"Northern India" in Chinese historical works. The name
of Khang Senghui from Sogdiana stands out as a mas-

ter of Sino-Indian literature and as one who preached
in South China in a systematic manner. He translated

even a short fiamayana into Chinese.

Kumarajiva, born of an Indian father and a Kuchean

princess, educated in Kashmir an4 Kashgar, was a

scholar of great reputation. He reached Ch'angan in 401

and worked till A.D. 412- He translated 106 works into

Chinese. Most outstanding is Ms Chinese translation of

the Sanskrit text entitled Saddhaxmapundarik&~sutra,
known for short as the

(

Lotus Sutra'. He is one 'of the

most outstanding stylists of Chinese prose. He is the

only Indian whose Chinese diction has been hailed over

the centuries by Chinese men of letters.

A few hundred Indian teachers went to CMna from
the first to the twelfth century. They have bequeathed
a legacy of about 3

}
000 works translated from Sanskrit

into Chinese. We may mention a couple of them: Crima-

varman a prince of Kashmir who reached NaaMng in
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A.D. 431; Buddhabhadra, born at Nagarahara, claimed

direct descent from Amritodana, the uncle of Lord Bud-
dha, Nagarahara is modern Jalalabad. Bodhiruci was
from south India, A Chinese envoy came to the

Chalukya court in A.D. 692 to invite Bodhiruci. He
reached China in 693 by sea and translated Sanskrit

works, One of the last outstanding Indian teachers in

China was Dharmadeva of Nalanda, He was received by
the Chinese Emperor in 973.

Kabul, the capital of modern Afghanistan, sent the

largest number of scholars whose Chinese translations

are found in the Tripitaka. In A.D. 383 Gautama

Sanghadeva arrived at Loyang. Vimalaksa from Kabul,
a great master of Vinaya and a teacher of Kumarajiva at

Kucha, came to China in A.D. 406. Sanghabhuti from
Kabul translated three works in A.D. 381-85, In A.D.

404 Punyatara of Kabul translated the SarvastiVada-

vinaja, together with Kumarajiva. Buddhayasas, Dhar-

mayasas (A.D. 407-15), Buddhajlva (A.D. 423), Dhar-

mamitra (A.D. 424),, Gunavarman (A.D. 431), Buddha-

trata, Buddhapala (A.D. 676), Prajna (785-810) were

from Kabul who took part in the translation of San-

skrit texts. The Chinese monk Chih-yen went to Kabul
to obtain Sanskrit texts. He was a companion of Fa-

hsien on his journey to India. The brahmana Wu-t 5ao of

Lampaka (Lamghan in Afghanistan) translated a San-

skrit hymn in A.D. 700. The so-called Silk Route became
first and foremost the pathway of texts and translators,

of sutras and schools of thought, of the triumphs of

Buddhism as the mental and material culture of East

Asia. The development of Buddhist temple architec-

ture, new stylistic features in Chinese that arose from
translations of Buddhist texts, the Buddhist plurality

of inhabited worlds as opposed to the Chinese earth-
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centred world .lew, and various elements of cultural

transmission, opened up Sinocentrism to wider honwM.

The several people inhabiting the route participated
in

the cultural exchange for a millennium.

China has many grottoes that rival Ajanta in their

synthesis of Indian suppleness, Hellenic elegance and

Chinese grace. The Yun-kang caves were excavated be-

tween 414 and 520 under Wei rulers. Fiftythree caves

remain till this day and contain over fiftyone thousand

statues. It is one of the largest groups of stone cave

temples in China. After the first Wei capital Tatung

was transferred to Loyang in 494 work commenced on

Lung-men. Sculpting went on for 400 years till the Tang

dynasty. It has around 1,00,000 statues; the hughest is

55 feet high. It is a treasure-house of China's heritage

of sculpture.

In the domain of painting lay the principal achieve-

ment of Tang. The six fundamental laws of painting

laid down by painter Hsieh Ho were drawn from the

Indian sadaiiga canons. Central Asian monks were con-

tinually pouring into China as decorators of Buddhist

temples. The famous Tang painter Wu Tao-tzu was

strongly influenced by Central Asian techniques. As a

pious Buddhist he painted pictures for temples. In such

an environment the mandalas were welcomed as new
visual types of a complex and hence advanced idiom in

Buddhist painting. Sculptures in stone and bronze, ex-

fabrics, finest lacquer, high quality porcelain had
the active encouragement of the Emperor,

sutras were meant for the 'protection of

the state \ They were copied, chanted and expounded
the belief that the merit of these acts would stop
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calamities in the state and secure peace and security.

The fifth chapter of the Jen wang ching or Karunika-

raja-sutra is entitled 'protecting the country'. The

Hymn to Vaisravana was used in A.D. 742 to gain victory

over a combined offensive by five states by the T'ang

Emperor Hsuan-tsung,

Armies, manuscripts and scholars are allies in China.

In the beginning of the seventh century after a military

expedition to Champa, the Chinese army returned with

a rich booty of 1350 Sanskrit manuscripts among other

things. They were all of Indian origin.

During the Tang dynasty Indian astronomers served

on the Imperial Board for the purpose. Three Indian as-

tronomical schools of Gautama, Kasyapa and Kumara
were known at Ch'ang-an in the seventh century. More

accurate calendars were prepared anew by Indian as-

tronomers. Sanskrit mathematical works were trans-

lated into Chinese which are lost. Kasyapa Hsiao-Wei,
who was there shortly after A.D. 650, was occupied with

the improvement of the calendar, as were most of his

later Indian successors. The greatest of them was Gau-

tama Siddha who became President of the Board. It

seems that these brahmans brought an early form of

trigonometry, a technique which was then developing in

India. Gautama Siddha compiled the Khsd-Yuan Chan

Ching about A.D. 729, in which the zero symbol and

other innovations appeared. It is a work of great im-

portance often mentioned. In any case the paradox re-

mains that we owe to the brahmana Siddha the greatest

collection of ancient and medieval Chinese astronomical

fragments.

Across the vast stretches of desert, in the void of

the self, Chinese heard the echoing of 'I am the Truth 5

.
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The waterless deserts were the void of the self. The

traveller trod not with his feet, but with his heart on

wings. Courage tore the terror of the terrain, and de-

spair turned to hope in the supreme quest of a beyond
without shores. The desert and oasis became an em-

bodiment of Buddhist teaching. The desert symbolizes

jjell and the oasis paradise, or in the broader perimeters

of Buddhist philosophy 'everything flows and nothing is

permanent
3

. I-tsing speaks of the hardships and perils

that had to be braved to reach India: "No doubt, it is

great merit mand fortune to visit the Western Country

(India) in search of the Dharma but at the same time it

is an extremely difficult and perilous undertaking

Many days have I passed without food, even without a

drop of water. I was always worried and no spirit was

left in me. .... If, however, a monk happened to reach

India after such a perilous journey, he would find no Chi-

nese monastery there. There was no fixed place to settle

down* We had to move from place to place like a blade

of grass swept by the wind 55

. The monk Hsuan-k'uei,

who*tould not come to India as he suffered from illness,

wrote: "My heart goes to the sacred land of Buddhist

temples, I dream to move in the land of the Buddha.

Will that auspicious day ever come, when with the help

of a cup or bowl only, I shall be able to cross and reach

India? ShaU I be able to witness the magnificent flow

of Dharma in India?"

The Chinese pilgrims to India like Fa-hsien, Hsuan-

tsaxigj Wang Hsuantse, I-tsing, and others have

bequeathed historic records which are invaluable for the

understanding of the cultural and political history of In-

dia, In 964, three hundred Chinese monks started for

India^ to pay Imperial homage to the holy places. They
set up five Chinese inscriptions at Bodhgaya. One of the
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inscriptions ends: "I now make use of the eulogy of the

marvellous excellence of the three bodies and the sculp-

tures that I have executed of the extraordinary acts of

the Thousand Buddhas, in order to secure the prosper-

ity of the glorious sovereign of my country and to offer

to him for many years a holy longevity
95

. Edouard Cha-

vannes brought to light these five Chinese inscriptions

at Bodhgaya, the only ones in India. They were erected

to pay Imperial homage of China to the holy places of

India in moving language. Unswallowed by devastating

centuries, they are still with us,

Indian scholars were honoured guests as late as the

Ming. Pandita Sahajasri led a twelve-member Indian

Buddhist delegation to China. He was received by the

Yuan and Ming emperors in 1364 and 1371, He was

from a kshatriya family of Kapilavastu. His status and

privilege placed him in a position to soften the auto-

cratic temper of the emperor. Recently a blue and white

jar of the Xuande period (1426-1435) has been discov-

ered with Sanskrit mantras all around: diva svasti svasti

madhyandine... It seeks good fortune by day, by mid-

day, by night: at all times.

The long and time-honoured contacts have been ma-

ture time, reverberating in a subtle interweave of thou-

ght, ritual, legend and art. They are symbolic of the

deeps of hearts that have never been too subtle for

habitation- India and China were linked by a route of

thought, a way of cultural exchange, the Sutra Route

and not just the Silk Route. Ideas, impirium and em-

poria; intellectuals, generals and traders; monks, mar-

shals and merchants; cassocks, armour and silk were all

pilgrims on this route bringing together many races in
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companionship. Fabrics, fruits, vegetables, and

technologies enriched life. This spirit of an 'open so-

ciety
5 was the bridge of dreams floating under an open

sky.

The confluence of India and Korea for the last two
millennia is *a stone niche woven like silk

5

. Our jour-

ney begins in the rocky remains of two thousand years

ago, when Korea, the Land of Morning Calm, found its

identity, its Self-being in a new syndrome. A princess
of Ayodhya arrived from India to Korea in A.D. 48 at

Kimhae aboard a ship, with the Three Treasures of stat-

ues, sutras and sramanas (monks). She became the

Queen of the founder of the first Korean state of KaraL
She established the first national capital and named it

Gaya. From a tribal order Korea emerged a state. In

gratitude to the Sea that allowed safe passage to the

Queen to Ms shores, the King built the Haeunsa 'Tem-

ple of Sea Grace' that stands to this day near the top
of Punsong Mountain.

Buddhism was officially introduced into Korea dur-

ing the period of the 'Three Kingdoms': Koguryo re-

ceived it in 372, Paekche in 384, and Silla in 527. It

was the Indian Master Mallananda who brought Bud-
dhism to Paekche in 384. It gave the Three Kingdoms
a new meaning: they became civilization. In its first

energy and freshness it filled the country with benefits,
nourished art, diffused education, made roads, estab-
lished resting places, promoted beneficence and multi-

plied comforts in a thousand forms. It was a system of
morals and of aspirations to nobility: it made vivid and
tangible the presence of profound social and cultural
order.
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In 535 the first great cathedral of Buddhism was

founded, called Pulguksa, It is the oldest surviving Budr
dhist monastery of Korea. It means: pul ^Buddha', guk
'land*, sa 'monastery

9

,
a monastery that springs from

the deeps of Buddhism, to celebrate the new dynamic
and vital order that was to determine the tonality of

Korean life for centuries. The most skilled workmen
were summoned to make it a monument of restrained

dignity and quiet peace.

In the middle of the eighth century Pulguksa was
rebuilt and enlarged by King Kyongdok. The same
master architect built the rock chapel of Sokkuram a

mile away, on the crest of mount Tohamsan. Prom the

rock chapel the pilgrim greets the Eastern Sea facing

Japan. It signifies crossing over the sea of life to Bliss,

It is a pearl of East Asian cave temples in its overall

planning. It enshrines the best Korean sculptures of all

times. Superb examples of warm naturalism in spite

of the hard medium of stone, they remain unsurpassed
in East Asian lands. The piety of the patron and the

tender love of the sculptor sinks into the silent rapture
of these live sculptures in their kissed limbs, smiling in

flowing drapery and deep solitude.

The pensive images of Maitreya are coaeval with

the period of the consolidation of the Korean state.

Maitreya cult was practised at the Silla court by young
aristocratic warriors who formed a fraternity known as

the Hwarang 'Perfumed Followers of the Dragon Flower*.

This name is an allusidn to the nagapuspa tree un-

der which Maitreya Bodhisattva will become a Bud-

dha. They had an enormous importance in the gov-
ernment both during the Three kingdoms and Unified

Silla dynasty. They were responsible for national unity.
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The Buddhist|dngdom of Silla accomplished the unifi-

cation of the Tfcree Kingdoms and formed the nation-

state of Korea mr the first time in history* Ever since,

Korean BuddMsip was the destiny and defence of the

land. Monk
Wctjcwang formulated the "Five Worldly

Commandments*Hto form the basis of a national ethos.

The Korean Myecho bfcame a disciple of the Indian

teacher Vajraboclhi as a
|outh of sixteen years. Later,

he travelled to India bwthe sea route and returned

in December 727 via Central Asia. In Samarkand he

records one Buddhist monastery with one monk. Hye-
cho is the last, pilgrim on the histroic Sutra Route, be-

fore the monasteries andf monks perished in the on-

slaught* He records this wounded time in his Travel

Records which are on par with those of his celebrated

predecessor Hsuan-tsang,

To ward off the Mongol invasion, the king of Ko-

rea had 81,258 wooden blocks of the Tripitaka Koreana

engraved. Completed in A.D. 1251, they have been pre-

served in perfect condition to this day at the Haeinsa

monastery on Mount Gaya. They reflect the glory of na-

tional unity. Befitting its reputation as a Sutra-Vihara,
Haeinsa is the foremost meditation centre of the Chogye
sect. Stilfness reigns where monks meditate to encounter

their inner self. As the evening mist pervades the val-

leys, and mountams dull into darkness, the windows of

the monastery $m lit one by one by monks preparing
to cross over tHe4jtt)8 passions to the sea of Buddha's

wisdom. The Korean THpifaJca, done for the defence

of the country?
is a marvel of Korean technology seven

centuries ago. It is important for the excellence of its

editing
and for its beautiful block-printing.
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Son (Zen) Buddhism with its distrust of words was
in tune with the ideographic system of Chinese writing.
Its aim was direct experience without the mediation of

words, The quest for wordless truth has been the spirit
of Son Buddhism. It has sunk deep in the national con-

sciousness, and Korea has silent workers and noiseless

machines.

The last Indian Acarya to visit Korea was Chikong
(Dhyanabhadra). He arrived in Korea in the 1340s and
established the Juniper Rock Monastery on the pattern
of the Nalanda University. Its foundations can be seen

near Seoul. He wrote Sanskrit dfaarani-mantras on the

gigantic Yonboksa BeU for the liberation and peace of

the Korean people from Mongol domination. An in-

scription at the Juniper Rock Monastery dated 1378

records the life and work of Dhyanabhadra and informs

us that the king of Kanchi was his nephew. The mill

for making sattu installed by Dhyanabhadra still lies at

the site of this Monastery.

In 1446 the sage-like emperor Sijong invented a new
Korean alphabet and moveable printing types. This al-

phabet continues to this day as the Hangul or *Proper

Writing'. Dr. Kei Won Chung in Ms dissertation to

the Princeton University says that the Korean alphabet
was composed on the principles of the Sanskrit alpha-

bet. With the new alphabet, learning became accessible

to a large mass of people.

Seoul has the only Buddhist Broadcasting Station

in the world: it exalts the glory of Korea's identity. A
restaurant called 'Perfume of Grasses

3

recalls the euisine

of Acarya Dhyanabhadra. It serves Hea of honey-stick'.

Honeystick is liquorice.
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In 1991, Korea dedicated the world's largest bronze

Image of Maitreya at Popchusa monastery. This 100

feet high statue embodies the aspirations of the Korean

people for national re-unification. The Popchusa was

built in 553, Two centuries later, in 776
?
monk Yulsa

erected a, 40 feet gilt bronze Maitreya for national pros-

perity and unity of the people. During the Eye-Opening

Ceremony in April 1991, three rainbows appeared in the

clear sky: "Isn't this sign that we can even move heaven

when we are truly devoted? When we build an image of

Maiterya in our hearts too, all lives on earth will turn

into lotus flowers, and the very world around us will

become a pond of joy" (Chief Abbot Yu).

The cultural harmony of India and Japan goes back

to A.D. 552 when the first Buddhist teachers arrived

with sutras and statues. Couple of decades later Prince

Shotoku spread the splendour of Buddhism in the Land
of the Rising Sun. Japan emerged from the limbo of her

prehistory, under her Ashoka, Prince Shotoku (A.D. 574-

621) who drew up her first Constitution, wherein the

THratea (Buddha, Dharma and Saiigia) were a funda-

mental factor. He constructed several Buddhist monas-

teries. Among them the Horyuji "The Temple for the

FloursMng of Dharma" near the city of Nara is the most

ancient wooden building in the world.

The kondo or golden haU of the Horyuji is adorned

with murals, whose style has close affinities to that of

India. It reflects the artistic achievements of the seventh

century. In the years A.D. 643-646, 648-649, and 657-661

the entourage of the Chinese envoy Wang Hsuan-ts'e

copied the frescoes on the walls of monasteries in India.

Later on these paintings were compiled in 40 fascicules.

!ome of them were taken to Japan by the Korean artist
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Honjitsu, and they became the models for Horyuji mu-

rals. The Buddhas and Bodhisattvas of Horyuji, with

a rich dark patina of centuries, evince a particular pu-

rity of line, surface and decoration and a desire to see

humanity, flesh and blood, fused in most abstract of

deities. The Horyuji monastery had yielded one of the

most ancient Sanskrit manuscripts of the Usnisavijaya-

dharam in the Gupta script.

The yina under its Japanese form biwa is an inte-

gral characteristic of the Japanese Sarasvati. The most

ancient biVa known today is preserved in the Shosoin

Repository, dating to A.D. 757,

In A.D. 79Q an Indian was washed ashore somewhere

in the Mikawa province. A young man of twenty years,

with nothing to cover his body except a straw coat and

short drawers, he was stranded in a country where none

understood him. Years later when he became conver-

sant with Japanese he said that he had come from In-

dia, He had seeds of cotton with him. He lived at

the Kawadera temple at Nara. Two ancient chroni-

cles Nikon-kohl and Ruijikokushi mention that he intro-

duced the cultivation of cotton which became the paost

important clothing material. The Japanese words wata

or iata for cotton are derived from Sanskrit pata,

With the advent of the ninth century, Japanese life

had been transformed by assimilation with Buddhist

civilization. The blossoming of the great continental

culture in insular surroundings reached its culmination

in the personality of Kobo Daishi (A.D. 774-835), who

visited China to drink at the purest springs of Dharma.

Kobo Daishi's new denomination of Shingon or

Mantrayana was a new moral conscience of the country,
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He proclaimed Buddhahood to be the potential privilege

of all as against the predestined few. He became an out-

standing genius in Japan's cultural evolution. For the

first time he founded a school for the children of com-

mon people. Till then the academies were open only to

children of families above the fifth rank. To achieve this

historic democratization, he created the Japanese kana

syllabary of fifty sounds: a i u e o, ka ki ku ke Jco, etc.

based on his study of the Sanskrit alphabet.

The letter shapes reflect the spans of inner space,

Thus the script used for the mantras was not purely a

writing system, but a visual medium of an intrinsic di-

mension. Kobo Daishi was introduced by the Kashmiri

Prajna to the Nagai script of the period, which has been

designated by the Japanese tradition as Shittan^ from

the Sanskrit word siddham written at the head of the

alphabet for an auspicious beginning. To this day, the

Japanese write mantras in artistic Siddham.
'

The Japanese language is written in the kana syl-

labary with ianji or Chinese characters, The Jranji unites

India and Japan at the deepest levels. All the siitras

of Japan are written in kanji. The ideographic world

of ianji induces a sense of discipline, dedicated work
and miniaturisation by the tens of strokes in a char-

acter, their fixed sequence, and the organic beauty of

the whole. It is a feeling for strokes, lines and squares.
The square stones set in a carpet of mess awaiting the

bare feet of a goddness. Ideogram is the living tissue

of Japanese life. Our vital bonds are as eternal as the

Jcanji,

Near Kyoto is the Golden Pavilion (Kinkakuji) which
was the hermitage of Ashikaga Shogun Yoshiniitsu as a
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Zen monk. It is a picturesque pavilion sitting in the

pond, lending grace to the garden of Rokuonji temple.'

Here arises the ethereal pavilion of nirvana overlook-

ing the ocean of existence (bhavasagara). It recalls the

Golden Temple of Amritsar in the centre of the pond
which is the emergence of Brahma from the primal wa-

ters.

The wonderful art of Ikebana, which means putting

living plants in water is to love flowers as living be-

ings and to tend them with kind feelings. The Japanese
bow before the flowers after they have arranged them.

An aesthetic creation is the essence of life itself. It is

pervaded by the warmth of the human heart, whereby
one gives expression to the universal heart. Japanese
tradition speaks of "Indian monks who, in their univer-

sal love, were the first to pick up plants injured by the

storm or parched by heat, in order to tend them with

compassion and endeavour to keep alive" *

The roundish Daruma doll is a must for success in

life, You buy it, its eyes are blank, you paint one pupil

before embarking on a project (can well be an Elec-

tion!), tod if all ends well, the second pupil is added,

and Daruma is rewarded by full sight. The Daruma doll

is the Indian acarja Bodhidharma, the founder of Zen

Buddhism, He spent eight years in uninterrupted medi-

tation. At last when he tried to stand up, he found that

his legs had atrophied. Thus the ancient frontiers of the

collective mind live on,.

The leading Japanese cultural historian Prof. Ha-

jime Nakamura says; "most of the Japanese regard In-

dia as their spiritual motherland". Japan is a world that

is astonishing in its unity and continuity
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spanning fourteen centuries. A beauty, both sublunary

and celestial, human and divine. The world of imagery

still flows into the stream of life in Japan.

For the centuries of India, Japan is an aching over-

flow of silence, Today, Japan is the sloJca, the ecstasy

that emerges from this sola, this agony, as did the muse

of Val&ttki. The epic poet of India Valmiki burst into

a metrical slofca grieved (sola) at the sight of a love-

lorn bird-couple shot by a hunter. Likewise, the si-

lence of history should become the scintillation of a new

future,

Tibet, the land of purity, simplicity, open skies, stony

wastes and lofty peaks echoes the memories of monas-

teries sparkling in the sun. It is a soil honeycombed with

esoteric revelations, where one sees things from within.

It is a continuum of space-silence, the blue silence of

the icy peaks, the ochre silence of the rocks, the illu-

sory silence of the temporal world: all now lost in the

savage alteration of aggression. Tibet emerged as a ma-

jor cultural centrum in the reign of Sron.btsan.sgam.po

(ruled 618-641) under whom the Tibetan script was cre-

ated and it is being used to our day. The Ch'iang tribes

had an Indie script, which was standardized with nec-

essary changes by Thonmi Sambhota the wise minister.

It gave an alphabetic infrastructure for running the ad-

ministration, and communications with distant parts of

the empire made for effective control. The grammar of

Sambhota gave rise to a Jbiire from scattered dialects,

The new literary language provided a uniform yardstick
and was instrumental in consolidating the Tibetan peo-

ple in a linguistic unity, which was further fortified by
the translation of sutras from Sanskrit into Tibetan.
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A wider vision and a unity of great causes was the virile

conscience of Tibetan ambitions.

Within two centuries of the advent of Buddhism in

Tibet, several Sanskrit texts had been rendered into Ti-

betan. A hiH dialect became a Classical language with

the creation of a sophisticated Tibetan vocabulary to

render the complex thought of Buddhism. Pemakarpo's

history of Buddhism states that a commission was set

up in the Hon-can-rdo Palace, south of Lhasa. The ef-

forts of translation for the preceding two centuries were

systematized in the lexion Mah&vyutpattL Magnificient

monuments of Indian gnosis and speculation were trans-

lated from Sanskrit with painstaking accuracy into Ti-

betan. A new Tibetan literary language was created by
the lotsavas out of a primitive dialect > The Royal Com-

mission gave birth to a socphisticated language. Special

rules were promulgated by King Thrisong in A.D. 826.

They have been followed ever since. From the 9th to

the 13th century, 4569 works were translated from San-

skrit into Tibetan, collected together in the Kanjur and

Tanjur, Little by little a brilliant literature was bom.

A literary and exegetical movement lit the flame of in-

tellectual life. The aura of this unparalleled trasmis-

sion is sung in a Tibetan marriage carol. As the bride

is led into her new home, her new relations sing:
aoh

bride bring us auspiciousness as the translators of yore

did when they blessed Tibet with the deep dhaxina*.

Tibetan translations of thousands of sutras and their

commentaries introduced a renaissance in the Land of

Snows*

To the common people of Tibet and countries in-

spired by her, this vast literature is symbolized by the

hexasylliabic forittula om mani-padme hum. These six
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syllables "are the only thing the ordinary Tibetan and

Mongol knows; they are the first words which the child

learns to stammer; they are the last sign of the dying

one. The wanderer mutters them on his way, the herds-

man at his flocks, the woman at her housework, the

monk at all Ms studies of intuition, i.e., of doing noth-

ing; they are cry both of war and triumph. They are to

be read everywhere where the Lamaistic church has pen-

etrated, on flags, rocks, trees, walls, stone monuments,

implements, slips of paper, human skulls and skeletons,

etc. They are, according to the opinion of the believer,

the essence of all religion, all wisdom and revelation, the

path to salvation and the gate to bliss". This mantra is

from the Sanskrit text of the Karanda-vyuha.

The medical lore of Tibet is primarily based on the

Ayurveda of India, Seventeen Sanskrit texts were trans-

lated into Tibetan and they cover six huge tomes of

the Tanjur, the collection of Tibetan Canonical Classics

which have enjoyed the devotion of the pious and the

dedication of learned minds of the Land of Snows for a

millemum. In all they run into more than four thousand

imposing pages of Classical learning that awaits adven-

turous young minds to explore their riches in a tran-

screative vision. The earliest Indian text to be rendered

into Tibetan seems to be the Gynzhi or Four Tantras

by Candranandana. It was translated in the eighth cen-

tury and ever since it has been the fundamental classic

of Tibet, used in medical practice and commented upon
century after century. The Regent of the Fifth Dalai

Lama Sangyegyatso wrote an extensive commentary on
this text in the 17th century which has overshadowed

all his predecessors in its comprehensiveness and clarity

of understanding.
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Tibetan fastnesses, untouched by war, preserved the

rich heritage of Indian medicine till the Chinese occupa-

tion. The Chalkpori Medical College at Lhasa was the

oldest institution of its kind. Indo-Tibetan medicine

travelled to the Khalkhas, Inner Mongols and the dis-

tant Buryat s of N.E. Siberia. The 'diamond healing'

of Tibet summons us to explore further shores of this

transcendent system of a holistic approach to man as

a healthy being in body and mind, and disease as a

disturbance of this homostasis. It treats a person as a

whole wherein the physical and trans-physical faculities

of man combat the disequilibrium of his total being. It

Is a challenging stimulus to thinkers of the encounter be-

tween the two cultures, the scientific and the humane,

and their rapprochement.

Even the story of Rama spread into the northern-

most lands of Asia, via Tibet where it is found in two

versions in manuscripts of the 7-9th centuries from the

grottoes of Dunhuang, in an early 15th century poeti-

cal version of Zhang-zhung-pa Ghowang-drakpaipal, in

the now-lost translation of Taranatha, and in several

versions scattered In commentaries on works on poetics

and didactics.

Lord Ganesa played a prominent role in the Sakyapa

denomination as the fountain-head of their political

sway. The renowned Sakya lama Hphags-pa (A.D. 1235-

80) obtained imperial recognition from Kubilai Khan of

the dominion of Sakya Larnas over Tibet. This created

a theocratic government and gave rise to a number of

legends about Phagspa Laina. An elephant lifted up his

father in his trunk and seated him on Mount Sumeru.

The father was overawed and dare not look down. As-

sured by Ganesa he cast a glance, and beheld Tibet
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below. Ganesa said to him: "Out of fright, you have

lost the opportunity. Whatever regions you have seen

will be ruled by your descendants". His son, the future

Phagspa Lama, became the Imperial Preceptor to Khu-
bilai Khan and laid the foundations of Sakya hegemony
over Tibet.

The dynasty of Guge founded in the tenth century

played a historical role in conserving the Himalayas.
The most distinguished king of this dynasty was Yesheo

who transferred duties of daily governance to his younger
brother, but remained head of the state and also of the

sangJba, He chose twentyone talented youths and sent

them to Kashmir. Only two survived. Of themRinchen-

asangpo studied under 75 Indian teachers, and became
the moving spirit of the Tibetan Renaissance. King
Yesheo himself undertook a journey to India for inviting
in person celebrated Indian teachers. He came into con-

flict with islamised Quarluq Turks, took command of

the &j:my, but was defeated and taken prisoner. During
imprisonment, grandson Jangchubo came to the enemy
camp to free him with a ransom of gold. The King ad-

vised Jlim to use all this wealth to invite Indian acaryas.
A saijptum was the security of the state, flamonium and

yegiwpi were one. Prom Dharma arose national iden-

tity, thence the state derived its values and strength,

governance was assured and confident and provided an

equitable administration leading to the happiness of the

people. The 108 sanctums planned by Rinchenzangpo
were the sanctification of the spaces and frontiers of the
state. Thinly populated, with minimum communica-

tion, and the Qarluq Turks knocking at the gates and

prowling everywhere, the 108 religious centres provided
constant vigil through the travels of pilgrims and car-

avan merchants by their festivals and fairs. The four
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major cathedrals were Tholing, Tsaparang ?
Tabo and

Nyarma (later replaced by Alchi) with their outstand-

ing murals, rich libraries and as centres of phenomenal

academic achievements. Both bhakti and saiti, they

have been the defence of the Himalayas from the tenth

century up to date, having been strongholds of Bud-

dhist thought and culture, art and literature, besides

being trading entrepots and upholding martial arts.

Buddhism has been characterised in the Tibetan

translation of Asanga;

"(i)
As a lion uafrightened by noises, As a wind

?
not

to be captured by a net. As a lotus leaf impervious to

water. As a rhinoceros treading in solitude.

(ii)
The study and manifestation of enegry in all its

forms. Energy of armament. Energy of application in

action. Energy of dissatisfaction giving birth to the eter-

nal striving which brings man into the cosmic rhythm.*
5

The painted scrolls (tiangla) and mancfafas of Tibet

are the tangled web of multiplicity of Buddhist divini-

ties, which have been influenced by the artistic schools

of Bengal and Kashmir.

The Mongols emerged as world conquerors in the

twelfth century and governed the vastest ever territory

in history. A Persian historian speaks of their terror:

"eagles on mountain tops regaled themselves with the

flesh of delicate women
35

. Chinggis Khan was enthroned

as the King of the Mongols in 1206 and the next year

his troops were in Tibet; the first encounter of the Mon-

gols with Buddhism. Around 1260 Khubilai Khan the

Great Khan of China invited Phagspa Lama to devise a
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new alphabet based on the Indian script. Khubilai Khan
learnt the tenets of Buddhism, constructed monasteries,

conducted religious ceremonies and established handi-

craft centres. Phagspa gave him the title Calcravarti

or universal emperor and associated the emperor with

Manjusri the God of Wisdom and strengthened his po-

litical position. Altan Khan (1507-1582) converted the

Mongolian peoples to Buddhism, and tried to translate

this religious unity into political unity. In 1577 he in-

vited Sonam-gyatso (1543-1588) to instruct the Mongols
in Buddhism and granted Mm the title of Dalai Lama.
The Lama posthumously awarded this title to his two

predecessors. Abadai Khan (1554-1588) of the Khalkhas

constructed the first monastery in Mongolia named the

Erdeni-dzu in 1586 where a gigantic image of Mahakala
was and is worshipped.

Under the reign of the Yuan Emperor Khaisan Kulug
(1308-1311), Choskyi-hod-zer started the translation of

Buddhist sutras into Mongolian. Several other literati

followed him. In 1628-29 Ligdan Khan commissioned

the redaction of "this jewel of the Kanjur translation

into Monglian" and it was written in gold and silver

in 113 volumes, The entire project was completed in

two years 1628-1629, at the Qotala bayasqn monastery.
The spread of the Ligdan Khan edition was delimited

by the stupendous labour involved in preparing its hand

copies, It was so rare that its sets found special mention
in historical works.

Besides the 108 volumes of the Kanjur, another pearl
of the literature of the Mongols is the Tanjur in 226
volumes, The Tanjur contains the translation of Indian

texts ranging from profane literature like grammar and

prosody to the knowledge centered in the exploration
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of the Self. One may find here the ialacaira express-

ing the inexhaustible wealth of the tantric vision in its

last phases in India. We may read the time-honoured

Sanskrit grammars in their Mongolian translation be-

sides special treatises on Sanskrit prefixes and declen-

sions. The Mongolian translations of the Amara&osa,

Kavyadarsa on literary art, the Chando-ratnakara on

metrics have influenced the course of Mongolia's literary

tradition. The Mongolian Meghaduta takes Kalidasa to

the snowy North. A number of Ayurvedic medical and

alchemical texts are a part of this encyclopaedic corpus
of Mongolian.

Mongolia was ruled by the Jibcundampa heirarchs

from the seventeenth century down to 1924 when it

became a communist republic. The first Jibcundampa

(= Bogdo Gegen in Mongolian) was Zanabassar (1635-

1723), the son of the Tushet Khan. His name Zan-

abazar is the Sanskrit word jnanavajra Hhe diamond
of knowledge*. He developed a new alphabet for Mon-

golian on the basis of Devanagari, known as the Soy-
ombo (= Sanskrit svayambhu), He invited two Indian

teachers, who brought the holy water of Ganga, which

was used for three hundred years in microscopic form.

They narrated the stories of Bhoja ? Vikramaditya and

Krsna. They have been recited for centuries as the

stories of Arji Burji Khan (Raja Bhoja), Bigaxmijid

Khan, and Gisana Khan in the remotest tents. Mon-

golia is a land where the academic traditions of Na-

landa were alive and where Sanskrit names are preva-

lent
,
for example pancaxaksa was the first Mongol astro-

naut to go into space 5 space is sansaxin Mongolian. The
national flag is soyombo (Sanskrit srayambhn), Pull

and new moon are holy days with 4white food' of milk

products and no meat, The Meghadnta of Kalidasa in
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Mongolian translation is the first lyric. Here people

wonder at the size of Indians lotuses on which their Gods

and Goddesses sit or stand. Sacred homa is performed

by lamas with elaborate chignon of silken threads, fringe

bands over their heads, partly hiding the eyes symbol-

izing that they are unaware of the phenomenal environ-

ment while their spiritual eye is wide open, eleborate

amices (uttariya) resembling the celestial clouds - every

apparel and drapery suggesting that the officiant has

undergone the inner metamorphosis or to speak tech-

nically he is transformed into a rsi. "You will not be

surprised if an old shepherd sitting thoughtfully on the

hillock near the grazing herds, having coming to know

you to be a philologist, wil enter into an animated con-

versation with you regarding the Sanskrit grammar of

Panini which was translated into the Mongolian lan-

guage already in the 17th century the level of which

was achieved by European linguists only during the last

century" so used to say Prof. Rinchen, one of the great-

est scholars of Mongolia.

Cambodia was born in the dream of a young man
in India. Two thousand years ago one night a god
said to the young Kaundinya: "Find a bow, board a

boat, and sail towards the rising sun". Kaundinya went

to the temple next morning. There he found a bow
and a quiver full of arrows. He embarked and the wind
blew him across the elephant-backed sea. He reached a

shore where the beautiful Queen Soma reigned. She, the

leader of Khmer amazons, launched her war canoe to re-

pulse Kaundinya. The youth shot through and she sub-

mitted. They married. Thus was born the first Khmer
kingdom of Funan. Sanskrit was the official language of

the realm from the third century onwards. It continued
till the fifteenth century.
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Cambodia is fertilised by the 'Mekong
5

. Me means

'mother
5

and kongis derived from gaiiga (Leclere, Cain-

bodge, p. 2). It is the land of Ma Gariga. It is the

only country named after a rsi: Kambuja kings were

descended from the great sage Kambu Svayambhuva.
More than 800 monuments have been discovered in the

jungles of Cambodia.

Jayavaraman II came to the throne in the ninth cen-

tury. He liberated Cambodia from Javanese vassalage.

There is an unbroken line of rulers from him to mod-

ern times. He founded Angkor around the fertile area

of the Great Lake of Tonle Sap which is inundated by
the Mekong. Angkor flourished for six hundred years.

It was captured in 1431 by the Thais, and a curtain of

darkness descended upon Angkor and the entire Cam-

bodian civilization. The w6rd angioris the Cambodian

pronuciation of Sanskrit izagara, The Cambodians be-

lieve that Angkor was built by Indra who moulded the

city in clay, poured over it a sort of icing whereby it

solidified. As Great Indra looked upon his favourite

land of the Khmers, he noted that its King and Queen
were childless. He gave a son to the Queen and showed

the child glories of his Tavatimsa paradise. The son

ruled over the Khmers and copied the heavenly realm

at Angkor. Great Indra visited the earth for the coro-

nation of his son, to give to Ms child's realm its name

of Kambuja, and to give the Sacred Sword which is the

Lightning of the Indra. It is kept to this day in the royal

palace.

In 1937 a Cambodian, in obedience to a dream, be-

gan to dig in the lake west of Angkor Wat and came

upon a large bronze head. Later more fragments of
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the legs, arms and bust were recovered. It is a most

imposing statue of reclining Visnu, the central deity of

Angkor Wat. The great, grave divine head is very ce-

lestial and timeless. Special scissors of three feet long

were used to cut the roots covering the upper storey

of Angkor Wat. The real majesty and calm repose of

Angkor Wat, has the imprint of the touching beauty of

the Khmer mind. It was constructed out of space and

time, and it still dominates the one and defies the other.

Unsurpassable in magnitude, enormous in perspective,

it has a symbolic power and undying glory in its immo-

bility and repose, in the dawn breaking over the forest,

the sun's rays piercing the clouds, and the silence ... .

It is a monument to a strong and vigorous people, wor-

thy to confront their destiny. Exquisite harmonies of its

architectonics: "Eyes, you may close, for this charming
creation will never for one instance be absent from my
thoughts" (a Cambodian inscription).

The poses of Cambodian dance begin with the anjali

or great salutation which signifies homage, deference

and admiration. Slow movements of the dance, wav-

ing fingers, swaying figures, vague eyes, noble gestures,

intricate symbolism immaterialize the motives and pas-

sions of men, seeing through an enchanted mist, ageless

and placeless. The Ramayana provides many themes

for the dances. The ritual of instruction is the same

in the humble dance troops of the countryside and at

the royal court. Before each day's lessons, salutation to

teacher and gods is performed.

Cambodian is full of Sanskrit and Pali words: krut

for garuda, mkot for mnkuta. The pronunciation is

compressed and clipped. The Supreme Court is Sala

Vinichchang (Sanskrit: viniscayasala). The monastery
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to the south of the Palace is Vot Botum Votdel

(padmavati).

Modern Cambodian literature begins with the po-

etry of King Ang-Duong (ruled 1841-1859), and the

verses of Mahasangharaja. There is Gati-loka on didac-

tics. Reamker, the dramatized version of the Ramayana,
towers over literature. Fairy-stories are wide-spread

with yaksiniS) Indra's paradise, kings and queens, which

are spun into long dramas with the water-music of the

bamboo xylophones.

In the month of asocii (November-December) the wa-

ters begin to flow down the Mekong main-stream. On
an auspicious day the King takes up residence in his

floating Royal Barge. He is purified in lustra! water and

its inhabitants are purified of sins. The barge files the

royal standard of Cambodia, the stylized trident. The

ceremony of the First Furrow is held in the month of

passak on a date determined by the iora or astrologers

of the Court. The First Furrow is mentioned in the

JRamayana. The hora play an important role in the life

of the land. They decide what days are auspicious and

what not. The cutting of the tuft is essentially the same

for the child of a peasant or of the royal house. The

coronation ceremonies are events of great pomp. The

king is robed in the colour of the day (purple if it is a

Tuesday). He is received in the palace by the Grand

Master of the Order of the Baku, carrying an image of

god Visnu, The royal feet was washed in coconut juice

and perfumed essences by the Prea Reamea Reachea

Thippedi (Rama-rajya-adhipati). The Grand Master

hands the statues of Siva and Visnu in the right and

left hands of the King. When he hands over the Scared
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Sword, lie proclaims the formula; "Take, for thou art

the Lightning of Indra",

Indonesia is the Golden Land, the snyaraa-biumi of

Classical India, lush and luxuriant, dense and deeply re-

mote, the myth of psychic vitamins and a source of gold

when Vespasian cut off supplies of Roman bullion to In-

dia in the first century A.D. The colorful name suvania-

dvipa and Chersonese Isles exemplified her wealth. The

greatest of Sanskrit poets Kalidasa exhorts the beloved

of Hemangada, the king of Kalinga: "sport with him

on the shores of the sea ... where your drops of perspi-

ration will be cooled by breezes of clove-flowers wafted

from the Indonesian isles".

Indonesia was so central to the Way of the Buddha

that her fame had travelled as far as Kucha in Cen-

tral Asia. Indonesia is mentioned as dvipantara by the

Kuchean scholar Li-yen in his 'Sanskrit-Chinese dictio-

nary
5

.

Peot Tagore speaks of iepaniar (= dvipantara or In-

donesia) as a fairy land "where the pair of wise old birds

have their nest
w
(Tie Crescent Moon}. Indonesia lived

on in the amnesia of our legends, going her own way

among blue mountains and green waters. During his

visit to Indonesia in 1928, struck by the elegance of

the theatrical genres, Tagore wrote: "When Nataraja

Shiva, the King of Dances, came here and was grati-

fied with the worship of the people, the boon he gave
to them was his dance itself. Can it be, I wonder, that

all that was left for us of India were the ashes of the

cremation ground, with which Shiva decks himself as

Lord of Ascetics?".
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Having enriched tlie cultural heritage of mankind,

the golden epochs of Indonesia slowly sank into silence,

as the wordless Borobudur enshrines the vision of a

Shailendra king in an ecstasy of form. Its architect

Gunadharma, who had transcreated into Borobudur his

rapture of adoration and meditation in Mount

Menoreh, is integrated into this very mountain range

where you can see the silhouette of his chin, mouth and

nose. Chandis or temples are asleep in the bosom of the

land in the unconcern of time as they seek a renaissance,

in confluence with the texture of ages.

The earliest archival evidence of cultural contacts be-

tween India and Indonesia is provided by seen inscrip-

tions of King Mulavarm^n from East Borneo recording

donations to learned brahmanas after completing a ma-

jor yajna. They are written in the Pallava script of

the fourth century. In the middle of the fifth century

flourished the Taruma kingdom of King Purnavarinan

in the coastal region of West Java, as recorded in his

inscriptions. They evidence "mastery of the Sanskrit

language, then the international language of learning"

in the words of Edi SedyawatL They are the conver-

gence of the Bronze-Iron Age into 'Nagara culture' with

demarcation of the frontiers, system of time reckoning,

concept of kingship, concentration of power by which

large public works were executed (like making canals

to divert the resources of a river), introduction of writ-

ing and an evolved language, and a high spiritual cul-

ture. From now on, Indonesia shared new concepts in

religion and politics^ language and commerce, aesthet-

ics and architecture, all tending to centralization and

intensification of development. This led to unification,

sophistication and fast pace of evolution of small vil-

lage units into ever-laxge kingdoms. Frozen levels of
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non-alphabetic tribal cultures opened up in the sublime

of the Sanskrit tradition, and blossomed in the spring
of a new consciousness and creativity. The indigenous
ideas of beauty were expressed in structures and sctdp-

tures, in dance and diction with elegance, suppleness
and daintiness. This breath of heaven has lived on to

our day, for instance, in the poesy of Amir Hamzah

(1911-1946) of Sumatra:

Let the goddess of song awaken,
Love's dancer, slender and straight,

Supple as leaping fire.

Subtle as incense.

Deeply committed to Islam, and with a sensitive

awareness of Persian literature, Hamza translated the

Biagavadgita into Bahasa. His poem cited above re-

calls the incredible intensity of classical sculptures of

Gita, JVrtya and Dhupa from Nganjuk and Stirocolo.

Sculptures in stone or metal enrich Indonesia from
the eighth century onwards. Characterized by curving
lines and smooth bodies whose joints and muscles are

not exposed, they are abrim with life-giving streams.

Naturalism merges into ideal beauty, natural form into

supernatural powers, wherein the atman (the soul)
transcends the maya of physical phenomena. The reliefs

at Borobudur are edifying creations. The balustrade

reliefs of the Hamajana at Prambanan dwarf anything
comparable in India. The Bronze figures of Nganjuk are

filled with the fragrance of sacred ateliers when they
sparkled in the flow of devotion, Indonesian ideas un-

derlying beauty become pronounced in East Javanese

images of deities, who are slender, lithe, supple and frag-
ile figures,
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The centuries of few architectural remains coincide

with the golden age of Indonesian literature in the Kawi

language. The earliest inscriptions are in Sanskrit but

they are gradually replaced by those in Old Javanse.

The oldest work of Indonesian literature, according to

Prof. Purbacharaka, is Chandahkarana on the art of

writing poetry, written at the Shailendra Court. The
kakawins or kavya poems composed between the tenth

and fifteenth centuries follow the rules of Sanskrit

prosody. The oldest extant poem is the Ramayana
Kakawin^ which represents poetical sophistication of a

high order. Its poet Yogishvara speaks of the primacy
of the human dimension. Man flows along the waters

of significance that transcend a deadening materialistic

existence. He exhorts men to avoid convulsion into vio-

lent passions. He creates the landscape of the spirit, in

a quintessence of the truth that strides along the cosmo-

drama. The Mahabharata has held creative sway in the

literary and performing arts of Indonesia, wherein hori-

zons and illumination mingle. The Indonesian Virata-

parva was recited from 14 October to 12 November

996, exactly a thousand years ago, at the court of King
Dharmavamsa. Ever since, the Mahabhaxata has given

rise to several hundred texts. Performed in wayang, it

endows "female splendour, body balance and poise, a

concentrated mind, beauty of body and self discipline"

in the words of Mr. R. Suprapto. The rites of Sivaratri,

ecstatic contemplation, reverie of beauties of nature, en-

raptured love, erotic cliches, lyrical transports, wars and

battles make Sivaratn-kalpa of Tanakung a great In-

donesian poem,

The rich classical language of Indonesia is termed

Kawi or Hhe tongue of poets', replete with the mu-

sic of Sanskrit words integrated into the grammar of
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Javanese. Jakarta is jaya-larta 'the city of victory', so

named by a special decree on 28 December 1949, when
Indonesia got back her sovereignty. The Press Club of

Jakarta is Wisma Warta: wisma. is vesma, and warta

is 'news'. Swasewaya is self-service. Jayaprana is a

poignant ancient lay in modern expression, a new bal-

lad in 'our
5

form, begun on a day on which 'soft fell

the rain
5
. The Professor of Indonesian language and lit-

erature at the National University at Jakarta in 1967
was Harimurti Kridalakshana. The provisional capital
of Indonesia during the struggle against the Dutch was

Ybgya which is ayodiya, the invincible (a 'not' yodhya,
Ho be fought') space of the mind.

The city of Bangkok has a unique skyline of the spires
of temples: like Kuinbhakonam in south India which

prides in having a kumbha, or sikhaxa, at every corner

( Jcona), If we ascend the roof of a high-rise building in

Bangkok, the Divine of the monastic spires surrounds
the eyes.

The Jlamayana is painted in Thai monasteries. It

is illuminated as bas reliefs at Wat Po, a temple that
stands on a tongue of land guarded by two canals. It

is the nucleus from which modern Bangkok grew. Here
repose the ashes of the first king of the ruling Chakri
dynasty. If Thailand has an omphelos, it is here. And
it is consecrated by th^Ramakein, which is the Thai
pronunciation of ramaiirfi. The kings of Thailand be-
come Rama on coronation. The coronation ceremonies
are performed by Saiva priests. Painting, dance-drama
aad sculpture axe dominated by the Ramakien. In the
timeless continuum of Thai perspective, both Rama of
Ayodhya and the historical Ram Kamhaeng (Rama the
Valiant) of Sukhothai reign supreme. They axe the
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deeper furnishings of the Thai mind. Wat Po enshrines

the relics of the king who wrote himself into a relation-

ship with Rama. The people bring him their flowers to

this day.

The Thai alphabet belongs to the family of Brahmi.

In A.D, 1283, Ram Kamhaeng, the great king of the

Sukhothai dynasty instituted the present Thai alphabet.

Though modelled on the Indian, through the medium of

the Khmer or Cambodian characters, it differs from the

Indian and the Cambodian sources in certain essential

points.

Throughout history India has enlivened human soci-

eties, and stabilized inner selves. At the end point of

the century, we stand at the threshold of a new stage

of evolution, beyond Consumerism to a Creative Econ-

omy, to an interacting Civilization and a Spiritual Age,
a Converging World and a Cosmic Philosophy. The

civilizational-cultural plane came into the world with

man. It created new realities. It brought light in the

darkness of unconscious existence. It permitted action

in opposition to the immediate pressure of urges. It

became creativity, language equipped with meaningful

impulses, and a memory to go with them. The cul-

tural dimeB.sioii is the cement without which everything

else falls apart. Humans wish for a land to call home
and are yet curious about foreign lands. There are un-

limited possibilities of adapation to changing demands.

Cultural capacity can and should undergo a completely
new evolution on a metaplane. The fateful fallacy that

"man" is no longer dependent on biological foundations

and is a being apart from nature wiE not function. The
criteria of fitness have to be decided by life and nature.

The freedom of civilization cannot devour its children.
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We cannot go on legitimizing 'ecotaxes' and graze all

regeneration.

The emerging spirit of the time talks of the conflu-

ence of the physical sciences of marco- and micro-space
and the value and validity of meditational rneta-space.

Bios/Life is intrinsically symbiosis. In the words of

Cezanne: "The landscape thinks itself in me, and I am
its consciousness". We gain what we give: to be whole
we must leave the earth whole. Do I walk home to

discover myself homeless. No, humankind shall speak
a spiritual language, science and technology being its

dialects.
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skrit scholars unexplored vistas in the fields of classical literature

and performing arts. His methodology in handling any given topic

exhibits his profundity in traditional scholarship and critical acu-

men in contemporaxy literary criticism, which indeed deserve to be

emulated by students of any language in general and Sanskrit in

particular. Thus the children of Dr, Raghavan deserve to be com-

plemented for bringing out the Sansirit Drama - Its Aesthetics and

Production on the occasion of the Ssdabhmhm celebrations.

The Sansirit-Drama - Its Aesthetics and Production tales the

readers from the ancient theory and origins of Sanskrit diama to

the complex problems k production of it on the modern stage.

There is indeed no topic left untouched in the dramatic art. The

foundations of Sanskrit drama* the experience of the dramatic art

from the points of view of aesthetics and Iterary criticism, Ike the

relationship between the playwright and the connoisseur, the rasa

and sentiments, the vrtfe, music, etcM in drama* types of dramas

in Sanskrit literature, inter relationship often types of dramas and

uparupafcaSj and difference between nalja-dianni and loh-dhsimi

in comparison with the Greek models are some of the major areas

examined in detail in the 20 papers included in this volume,
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The influence of Sanskrit dramatic art on the local traditional

types like Kudiyattam, Kathakali, Yaksagana and Bhagavatamelar
nataka was also discussed in detail with relevant extracts. Com-

paction of the volume is accomplished by C.S. Sundaram's com-

prehensive 'index' of 44 pages.

Some of the observations of Prof. Raghavan, as in the case

of the Yaksagana tradition in Andhra Pradesh, have attracted the

attention of scholars for furthering investigations in these fields.

THE INDIAN HERITAGE (An anthology of Sanskrit literature).

Selected and translated by V. Raghavan. Pub. Dr. V. Raghavan
Centre for Performing Arts, 1, 3rd street, Bhaktavatsalam Nagar,

Adyar, Chennai - 600 020. 1998. Pp. bcxvii+494. Fifth edition.

Price: Rs. 400=00; $ 15.

The Indian Heritage is an anthology of translated Sanskrit texts

from the Rgveda up to the epics and puranas, illustrating the unin-

terrupted Indian heritage from much beyond the second millennium

B.C. Heritage in its broad sense means those traits of life which are

inherited from their ancestors and adapted by the people uncon-

sciously and also not found elsewhere in other societies. Thus it

means all those characteristic features of life style found exclusively
in a community constitute heritage. These features need not neces-

sarily be accomplished aU at a time, but evolved and developed in

the pursuit of the given community in search of harmonious living
here and pleasurable life hereafter. So every piece of literature re-

flecting these traits ofhuman excellency reflect the core thinking of

the natives of the community. So a search of such pieces of litera-

ture, with the rediscovery ofSanskrit in west in eighteenth century,
the interest of the Europeans, turned towards understanding such

pieces of literature. Raghavan chose very crisp and apt passages
scattered in the Vedic and Epic literature and stringed them into a

garland giving an unbroken image of Indian heritage. To lead his

readers to his understanding of the passage, Raghavan has given
a succinct picture of the evolution of the Indian tradition in 56

pages, without reading which one would not be able to appreciate
the yeomen service done by the compiler to the students of culture.
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The remarks of Dr. Karan Singh in his forward to the fifth

edition deserve special attention: "Our present age is full of strife

and turmoil. Despite tremendous progress in many fields, the dark

forces of fanaticism and hatred, enmity and jealousy, continue to

deface our beautiful planet. In India itself we seem to be going

through simultaneous multiple revolutions. At such a juncture the

insights of our great scriptural heritage are all the more needed ifwe

are to move boldly into the future, astride the irreversible arrow of

time, with out loosing our cultural moorings and becoming totally

disoriented".

BUDDHIST THEORY OF MEANING AND LITERARY ANA-

LYSIS, [By] Rajnish Kumar Mishra, D.K. Printworld (P) Ltd.,

'Sri Kunj', F-52, Bali Nagar, New Delhi - 110 015. 1999. Emerging

Perceptions in Buddhist Studies no, 10. Pp. xx+292. Price:

Rs. 380=00.

The book under review is an enterprising endeavour of Rajnish

Kumar Mishra to connect the philosophic speculations to the mod-

ern linguistic and poetic theories of th East and the West.

Understanding language is nothing but the understanding of

the man who speaks it and the objects he communicates. Nothing

beyond the knower and knowable is needed for the understanding

of the reality or the goal ofhuman life. Thus all systems of philoso-

phy attempt at the language analysis; while some take it up to the

final goal of human life called liberation, others lead the inquiry

up to where it sustains usefulness in their argument or mundane

world, which is the case with the poetician. Thus linguistic inquiry

appears to be so ambiguous that for an on looker every view ap-

pears to be totally absurd save what he believes to be, true* But

truth remains still a matter of inquiry. Against this background

the Buddhist Tieory of Meaning and Literary Analysis proceeds

its inquiry. The Buddhists and the grammarians view that the

meaning denoted by a word or a statement is only what flashes in

the mind; thus it is called idealistic. A meaning that flashes in the

mind of the speaker or of the listener does not serve the purpose of

language unless the meaning is translated into action. Therefore
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because of invariable concomitance in all correct cognitions of the

meaning with the objects involved in actions, the meaning is di-

rectly connected with the objects obtained by sensory cognitions.

The postulations and counter arguments lead the philosopher too

far in their logical postulations. Rajnish Kumar Mishra has gone
to the extent of making the statement:

4" We may go to the ex-

tent of saying that language is as central to India as geometry is

to the West" (p,7). Mishra has collected a large number of exam-

ples to substantiate his statement from various books, not only of

Buddhism, but also of orthodox schools of philosophy. Some times

he lands himself in fantasy, as for example he finds in AUM the

madhyama, vaikhari and pasyanti (p. 15), which is inconclusive be-

cause of the lapse of sequence.

Mishra deserves to be congratulated for he has collected all

the relevant information on the word-meaning relationship to sub-

stantiate the theory of Bhedapoha. 'Even though Patanjali and

Bhartrhari postulate the Bhedapoha theory, as for example while

explaining the meaning of a compound word like mlotpala and

rajapurusa, the Bhedapoha is developed as the theory for linguis-

tic analysis by the Buddhists like Dinnaga, Dharmaklrti and Nagir

rjuna, (Dinnaga was so much influenced by Bhartrhari that he

copied verbatim some of the verses from the Kalasamuddesa of

Bhartrhari in his lYaifralya-parHrsa). The comparative study of

Bhait?hari and Dinnaga in the third chapter 'Buddhist Theory of

Meaning' (Apohavada) is very interesting. The glossary of concep-
tual Sanskrit terms, bibliography and index are very much useful

for non-Sanskrit researchers in language.

SEER OF THE FIFTH VEDA - Krsna Dvaipayana Vyasa in the

Mahabharata. [By] Bruce M. SulEvan, Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi,
1999. First Indian Edition of Krsna Dvaipayana Vyasa and the

Mahabharata: A New Interpretation (Leiden). Pp. viii+132.

Price; Rs. 195=00,

B.M. Sullivan considers Krsnadvaipayana Vyasa as the most
authoritative spokesmen for Hinduism and the original teacher of

its sacred literature. On the basis of the internal narrations and
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episodes connected with Vyasa, and citations and illustrations in

other literary compositions and epigraphs he has portrayed the per-

sonality, profile, divinity, and associations of Vyasa in four chap-

ters* He made his study comprehensive by reviewing the opin-

ions held by modern interpreters of the epic like V.S, Sukthankar,

J.A.B. van Buitenen, Sylvin Levi, M. Winternitz, E,H. Hopkins,

Karmarkar, Dahlmaxm and many others in his discussions about

the composition, date and the author of the Mahabharata,

Vyasa is considered as the author of the puranas and many
other works like Siisa, besides credited with the arrangement of

the Veda into different texts. Perhaps the tradition is attempting
at resolving identity crisis arising out of the fact that there is no

one teacher or founder for Hinduism, for no single person would

have been able to compose all of them during the life span of a

human being.

Vyasa, the author of the Mahabharata is called Krsna-

dvaipayana and he composed the text in a period of three years.

Vyasa was a rsz, rtvij, tapasvin, yogin and guru. He was a brah-

min born in the family of Vasistha. Parasara, Sakti and Vasistha

were father, grandfather and great-grandfather of Vyasa respec-

tively, All the three ancestors of Vyasa were the famous seers of

the Vedic hymns, Even though Vyasa was not a seer of any Vedic

hymn, he composed the Mahabharata which came to be consid-

ered as the fifth. Veda. The Mahabharata is a story of his own

and of his own family for he happened to be responsible for the

progeny of Bhaxatas. Ksna-Dvipayana also appears in all impor-

tant events which tilted the fortunes of the family, sometimes along

with Krsna-Vasudeva.

Brahma is considered as the originator of the four Vedas* The

Maiabharata is considered as the fifth Veda. Perhaps on this

ground, Sullivan connects Vyasa with Brahma as the letter's

earthly counterpart. He draws several mythological correspon-

dences. The value of this work lies in relating the traditional in-

formations with textual narrations about the life, works and role

of Krsna-Dvaipayana, A reader would be amazed to know from

this book how the epic and puranic personalities are mythicized to

enhance the value of the text.
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THE PLAYS OF KALIDASA - Theater of Memory. Ed. Barbara

Stoler Miller. IV. Edwin Gerow, David Gitomer and Barbara

Stoler Miller. Motilal Banarsidas, Delhi, 1999. Indian rpt. edn. of

Tieater ofMemory: The Plays of Kalidasa (Columbia Univ. Press

1984). Pp. xii+388. Price: Rs. 250=00,

Thanks to the unstinted and influencing efforts of J.W. von

Gothe and many romanticists of the same age the Sakuntala of

Kalidasa came to be known in the west since the English trans-

lation of Sir William Jones was published in 1789. It won their

admiration for its aesthetic value, excellency in theatrical art and

expression of the ideal of man's integration with nature. It was

translated in all most all the European languages besides Indian

vernaculars and enacted several times on the stage as well. This

master piece was crowned with a host of commentaries and critical

studies in Sanskrit and other languages too. But for a comprehen-
sive look at the total scenario of the unity of art and religion on
which Kalidasa's theatrical art rests and the conceptual depth of

the playwright, all the three plays are to be studied and discussed

in the light of one another. Then his writings represent no longer
intellectual exercises, but contributions to humanity. Thus we find

that Kalidasa aimed at resolving a conflict between desire (Jcazna)
and duty (dharma). One would be able to experience 'truth' which
is beyond 'mystical' and 'irrational', and inexplicable by the intel-

lect alone.

Fulfilling these parameters Barbara Stoler Millar and her as-

sociates Edwin Gerow and David Gitmor present a detailed study

along with an English translation of all the three plays, namely
Satuntaia, Vikiamorvasiya, and Malavikagnimitra, One common
factor for the three is that they received inspiration from the same
teacher H.V. Nagaraja Rao with whom they read these 'dramas at

Mysore, As the editor remarks, there were stylistic deviations in

rendering into English because of the natural preferences and dif-

ferences in literary tastes of the translators. The Sanskrit slokas

were versified in English. The translated texts are so exquisitely

elegant and perfect that any noa-sanskritist with an Indian orienta-

tion can easily capture the rapturous muse and transport himself
into the art world of the poet. In their studies the three schol-

ars interpreted the language and idiom of the texts, examined the
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development of themes and explained the artistic devices in theatri-

cal presentation of the plays against the socio-religious background

in which they were created.

A HUNDRED DEVOTIONAL SONGS OF TAGORE [Bengali and

English]. [Tr. into English by] Mohit Chairabarti. Motilal

Banarsidass, Delhi, 1999. Pp. xx+104. Price: (Cloth) Rs. 950=00;

(Paper) Rs. 150=00.

Mohit Chakrabarti's English rendering of 100 devotional songs

of Rabindranath Tagore is a handiwork for understanding the po-

etic genius and spirituality of the poet, Tagore is a seer, a Vedic

poet ofnature, a Upanisadic philosopher and a universal friend. His

understanding of the world and reactions to the suffering ofhuman-

ity are very $eep and the title visvakavi inadequately describes his

vision. Pain, pleasure, sorrow, joy, awakening, introspection, as-

piration and in fact every human experience is a manifestation of

the All Beautiful. The very first verse in this collection is a best

example:

If thy auspicious light is enkindled with the darkness of sorrow

Let it be so.

If death brings nearer thy land of nectar

Let it be so.

If my enlightened berevement is brimmed on with they lamp

of^orahip

Let it be so, ,

If thy affectionate eyes bloom on the tearful eyes

Let it be so, [1]

The devotional songs enclosed in this collection are very choosy

reverberating Tagore's identity with the Society and agony for the

suffering of humanity; e.g.

From fear into thy fearlessness, give me new life

From poverty to eternal wealth, from doubt to temple of Truth

From pasgivity to life anew give me new life

From my desire Lord, to thy desire.
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From my cause O Lord, to thy auspicious service

From the legion to the unison of One, from pleasure and

pain to the lap of peace
-

From me, O Lord, to thee, give me new life. [2]

The influence of Bhakti hi his Upanisadic philosophy gave a

new dimension of beauty in his expression; e.g.

With thy name have I opened my eyes on the auspicious morning

today,

With thy name the petals of the lotus of my heart are bloomed.

With thy name are deciphered the golden writings in deep darkness,

With thy name 'the veena, of lustre plays on,

With thy name the golden gate is opened in the eastern fortress.

In lustre anew the sun came out by cleaning the shining headdress.

With thy name the play of waves surged on in the sea of life.

With thy name did the universe come out in adornment. [6].

The selection of the Bengali songs and their English versificar

tion deserve the poet Mohit Chakrabarti admiration and thankful-

ness.

VEDIC MATHEMATICS FOR SCHOOLS - BOOK 2. [By]

James T. Glover* Motilal Banarsidass, 41 UA, Bungalow Road,
Jawahax Nagar, Delhi-110 007. First Indian Edition 1999. Pp.
xviii+234+46 Price: Rs, 150=00.

As J.T. Glover rightly states, mathematics has two directions

an outer aad an inner. The outer direction is fulfilled by apply-

ing the mathematical formulae, like the tables of time, in practical
life as in counting of coins for payment to be made in return for

the ice-cream purchased. The inner direction is the investigation
of the real nature of th6 working, phenomena from the origin of

man or universe up to the ultimate reality. In our normal cur-

riculum teaching of mathematics to the school children is more to-

wards the application of the set formulae to solve problems. This

is called 'blanket' method. But an ideal situation arises when the
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child is provided to think more on how mathematics work regularly

and unfailingly. Towards this end, Sankaracarya of Puri Mutt, Sri

Bharati Krsna Tirtha Svamiji (1884-1960) evolved sixteen siitras,

and about thirteen sub-sutras providing intelligent short cuts to

solve problems in arithmetic, geometry, algebra, etc, On the basis

of the mathematical principles inlaid in the Vedic texts,

For example the following well known 'divisibility rules' ofnum-

bers had their base in the Vedic mathematics (pp. 110-111):

A number is divisible by 2 when it ends with an even number,

A number is divisible by 3 when the digital root is divisible by

three,

A number is divisible by 5 when it ends with nought or five,

A number is divisible by 6 when it is divisible by both 2 and 3.

A number is divisible by 9 when the digital root is nine.

A number is divisible by 18 when it is divisible by both 2 and 9.

There are many more interesting and intelligent short cuts in

multiplication, division and so on.

The sagacity of Sri Bharati Krsna Tirtha Svamiji lies in recon-

struction of the formulae on the basis of the mathematical state-

ments in Vedic texts on the one hand, and to apply them to the

modern subjects like algebra and arithmetic on the other, Thus he

illustrated affirmatively the need for restoring ancient wisdom and

connecting with the present for the benefit of the community. As

L.M. Singhvi observes in his preface, this book also demonstrates

how 'Vedic mathematics belongs not only to an hoary antiquity

but is any day as modern as the day after tomorrow'.

Astoundingly the book under review, which was based on

Svamiji's Vedic Mathematics is a text book for the first year at

Senior School Course in St, James Independent Schools in Eng-

land. J,T. Glover deserves all appreciation for designing the lessons

in such a way that the students of the class can closely correlate

with the regular formal lessons in the class room and obtain brain

storming exercises in mathematics,

The present Indian edition is sending feelers to the Indian teach-

ers for necessary follow up action, at least to emulate the west in

the same direction.
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PANDITARAJA JAGANNATHA'S RASA-GANGADHARA -

Part 1: (Tie Stream of Bliss). By Shankaraji Jha. Mithila

Prakashana, 209, Sector-ISA, Chandigarh-160015. Pp. xxv+210,

Price: Hardboard Rs. 400=00; Paper Rs. 350=00.

Sanskrit literary criticism is concerned with appreciative inter-

pretation and formal interpretation. The appreciative interpreta-

tion is related with psychic impressions behind the emotive enjoy-

ment of sentiment. The formal interpretation is related with the

presentation of the text in conformity with the generic conventions

and aesthetic canons, Consequent on the displacement of Sanskrit

in royal courts during the medieval period by the inroads of vernac-

ulars and regional languages Sahitya became an Alankara-sastra as

much as the Nyaya-sastra along with the introduction of terminol-

ogy and technics of the Naiyyayika dialectics. Thus the formal in-

terpretation has taken precedence over the other. Many poeticians

like Srivatsalanchana tried their hand in this direction, but Ja-

gannathapandita superseded all of them with his Rasagangadhara

by clarity, perfection and complexity in thought and expression. It

is admirable to attempt at importing all the nuances of Sanskrit

text of this type in an English translation. For example Shankaraji

Jha translates the following Sanskrit passage:

"The beautiful similarity between two objects inter-related

as 'Upamana' (Extraneous, that compared to) and

*Upameya
J

(Contextual, that compared) and vice versa,

which (similarity) gives rise to the knowledge of the re-

moval or keeping away of the third similar subject, is called

'Upameyopama' (Contextual Simile)," (p. 168)

The above translation is excellent, but some words are left un-

translated, by which the utility of those words in the Sanskrit text

is not folly justified,

Shankaraji Jha has neither claimed nor aimed at to translate

the text. But he has skillfully shown how difficult it is to ren-

der such works in other languages. He choose to explain some
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of the topics in the Kasagarigadiara with explanatory notes. He
discussed in the present thesis the concepts of Jcavya, rasa, lavja-

guna, faiava-divani, dhvani and alaiilara. His study can be hoped
to be exemplified for further research in this direction.

tiWeil - "^ if ^i<femi*ii4l>d SUficf d^Wdl^^T 3JT^ SPFfa T$R ti<JI tfltfl

^T 3ijcjiq. Tc.
4
in Hindi by Pritam Singhvi, Parsva International

Educational and Research Foundation, 4-A, Ramya Apartment,

Opp. Ketav Petrol Pump, Polytechnic, Ambawadi, Ahmedabad -

380 015. 1999. Pp.x-f 126. Price: Rs. 85=00.
i

Taxangavati is a religious novel in Hindi. The original was

written in literary Prakrit by Padaliptacarya, which has become

extinct now. But before it became extinet, an anonymous student

of Nemicandragani abridged and retold the story in the vernacular

Prakrit under the title Tararigalola. As the translator observes,

the original went out of circulation because of the use of obsolete

words in a terse style. For the benefit of Gujarati reader, this

abridged refold novel is translated into Gujarati by Harivallabha

Bhayani. Now Bhayanis student Srimati Pritam Singhvi translated

the Gujarati text into Hindi.

The novel is a romantic story of Tarangavati who fell in love

and eloped with Padmadeva. The narration covers the series of

troubles they faced in their life and they ultimately reach tranquil-

ity and peace of-mind on realizing that the value of life rests on the

right conduct and absolute detachment. Thus the lady Tarangavati

becomes a lovable sramam and adorable to every one with whom
she comes into contact.

The full significance of this short novel of 126 pages surfaces

only when it is viewed from the phenomenological method of reli-

gion and the principles of narratology. The story is written with a

specific purpose of teaching the tenets of Jainism and the need for

a good conduct in every instance even in day to day life. It bears

striking similarity with Sana's Kadambari in all details including

the connection and identification of people of different births. Like

Vedisim, the Jainism believes in transmigration and rebirth of the
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soul. Therefore, it describes in detail the sufferings of man from

his birth till his death caused by various vicissitudes arising out of

encountering people of different mentalities and occupations, The

novel starts in Rajagrhanagara (Patna) with the introduction of a

house wife of a businessman of the city. She meets Tarangavati

in the attire of a recluse (sxamani) of Jainism at her house and

requests the latter to narrate her life story leading to asceticism

at a very early age. Now the lady mendicant takes the reader to

Vatsadesa ruled by Udayana, a mythical hero of several poems in

Sanskrit,

There was a businessman by name Vrsabhasena who had a

daughter by name Tarangavati. Tarangavati fell in love with a

youth Padmadeva and -the both eloped. They faced several

torturous experiences, which taught them a lesson of good con-

duct. They encountered life and death many a time and finally

realized that the sramana-dhaxma 'conduct of a recluse' preached

by different teachers of Jainism is the only escape from the suffer-

ing. The psychological imbalances, emotional outbursts, and even

the failures in life were very well organized leading the narration

inherently strong with various characters. Thus this wqrk provides,

however small it may be in its size, a reason to look for a religion

to be followed by a human being.

Smitaprajnasr!
Vichakshana Smriti Prakashan, Kharataragaccha Trust, Dadasar

heb Pagala, Navarangpura, Ahmedabad -
380009, 1999. Pp. xv+

261 Price; Rs. 150=00.

The book under review is a thesis for the degree of Doctor

of Philosophy by Smitaprajnasrl It is aimed at to describe the

life and the contribution of J-inadattasuri to Sanskrit, Prakrit and

Apabhramsa and to Jain philosophy. Jinadattasuri lived from 1075
to 1154 AD, and was a contemporary of Hemacandrasuri. He be-

longed to Gujarat according to the division of the country into

modern linguistic states. Jinadattasuri chose creative poetry to

propagate the religion and philosophy of Jains. Very interestingly
very few works of this poet-philosopher survived and published.
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The present monograph gives an account of his 6 Sanskrit works,

15 Prakrit works and 3 Apabhramsa works in very l^ek} 3i&4i Gu-

jarat and Rajasthan were the areas in which very vilorous heroes

and worriers engaged themselves in wars and acts of -cruelty. Sev-

eral Jain teachers and poets influenced their minds snd turned

them to absolute nonviolence by persuasion and practice of abso-

lute non-violence. So the Jain writers during this period speak

profusely on good conduct and righteousness.

During this period the literary and religious movements went

together and influenced equally the writers and poets in all lan-

guages alike all over the country. The literary merits enlisted by

Smitaprajnasri once again prove that during the medieval period
the literary trends all over the country were uniform, even though
the types of readers were different and the social demands were

varied. Therefore Smitaprajnasri deserves all appreciation for her

sincerity in her attempt.

Edited by Navanitapriya

Jyesthaiama Sastri. Pub. by Vidyanidhi Trust, VrajaVihaia,

Modisanth -
Motipol, Nadiad - 387001, Khoda dist., Gujarat. 1998.

Pp. xl+726-f9. Price: Free of cost.

The present edition is the text of Srhnadbhagavatarmahapuraiia

along with the Mahatmya. The Bhakti movement brought many
innovative and reforming changes in religion and modes of worship

during the medieval period. These changes have indeed sustained

the tradition in spite of foreign inroads, etc. The contributions

made by philosophers and saints like Ramanuja, Vallabha, Cai-

tanya, Rupagosvami, and Bodhendra axe invaluable. Namasam-
kirtana 'repeating/singing the name of god', biajaca 'repeating

the name in chorus
5

,
iirtana, 'singing the glory of god to a musical

score', parayana 'reading the poems of devotion 1

are various modes

to get the highest degree of concentration in dfiyana. Rama and

Krsna, the heroes of the epics were identified with the Brahman
or target of dhyana. This led to another religious belief that the

devotee is equal to the God Himself and the short cut in dhyana is

to woship the God's devotee in the form of reading his life story.
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Thus the first nine skandhas of the Bhagavata is filled with the

glorious life stories of the bhagavatas 'devotees
5

of the Bhagavan

Visnu. Thus even though Srikrsna is described only in the 10th and

llth skwdhaS) the Bhagavata was proclaimed as the best book of

devotion for daily recitation.

The followers of Vallabhacafya school of Advaita believe in the

monistic philosophy with Vaisnava religious practices. Thus the

Bhagavata is called Sattvata-saiphita^ epitomizing the true spirit

of Visnuism. Even though the Bhagavata-purana claims itself a

historical account of 10 topics of interest like the genealogies of

kings, etc, {12.7.9, 10), it became very dear to the Hindu minds as

a book of bhagavad-vibhutl

The Bhagavata as followed by Vallabhacarya is taken as the

base for this edition by Navanitapriya Jyestharama Sastri and pub-

lished by the Vidyanidhi Trust. It was printed elegantly in 1/4

Demi size in big Devanagaxi characters for the benefit of easy read-

ing, But before using it the reader has to correct the tefct in ac-

cordance with two big errata, one added at the end and and the

other supplied separately. It is a laudable enterprise to undertake

this publication of 738 pages for free distribution to the learned

devotees.

M. Srimannarajrana Murti
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